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Abstract
This inquiry was prompted after I discovered a broad schism in the literature between
endorsed BDSM (bondage and discipline, dominance and submission, sadomasochism, sadism
and masochism) and pathologised SM (sadomasochism or sadism and masochism). Both as a
therapist and personally, I was curious about this dichotomy. Sex which includes, in my
experience, the troubling pleasures of pain is more than the essentialised, reductive,
homogenised and gendered formulations I find in the discourses. Consequently, contemporary
scholarship into BDSM and SM sex needs to delve deeper, expand wider than, and not ignore
these definitions.
To facilitate this, to agitate SM, BDSM and the assumption of normal sex, I pick up the concept
sex assemblage inspired by Fox & Alldred and Deleuze & Guattari. The sex assemblage
produces a new materialist, posthumanist framing and an ontology of immanence where sex
is entangled in intricate human and nonhuman intraactions. This aligns with notions of
becoming and breaks binary hierarchies. To support this figuration of the sex assemblage –
which in this thesis I term as a pleasure pain sex assemblage – I work with creativerelational
inquiry.
Thinking with creativerelational inquiry, troubling pleasures, I ask,
In sex, what can pleasure do? What can pain do? What does pleasure pain do? What else
emerges through pain and pleasure sex?
These questions challenge seeking pain in sex as only either worrying or a pastime. And they
push pleasure beyond a function rooted in heteronormative ideals because pleasure,
conceived as bound in a humanist subject, pure or normal and essentialised, is also troubling.
The questions prompt sex to move beyond physical interactions alone, including diverse
affects, human/nonhuman relationships, ethics, eroticism and agency.
Pleasure pain sex is exhilarating and difficult – objective accounts, clinical and academic
language inevitably fail it. To attend to this, I write my sexual experiences through the graphic,
and fractured language of my body and art. Influenced by my practice as an art psychotherapist
and professional artist, I engage artmaking as a process to express, explore and document.
This spawns further writing and concept engagement. For example, I utilise Deleuze and
Guattari’s line of flight and desiringmachines, and from Audre Lorde, Uses of the Erotic.
This creativerelational inquiry is intimate, close to my skin and emotions. I write the raw,
explicit, profane, beauty, struggles, and complications of pleasure pain sex. I traverse themes,
locations, literature and timelines. And to invigorate contemporary discourses of sex, I
generate an artful, personal, provocative and vibrant engagement of troubling pleasures.
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Lay Summary
Sex is complicated. It is full of messy interactions of feelings, bodies, fluids, environments and
moments. However, it is often described as if it can be categorised neatly, for example, BDSM
(bondage and discipline, dominance and submission, sadomasochism, sadism and masochism)
and SM (sadomasochism or sadism and masochism). These terms are used to describe sex
which involves some form of pleasure in pain. BDSM is often endorsed, SM is still pathologised
and both are located in contrast to normal sex, loosely understood as heteronormative, penis
vagina intercourse (PVI).
I find these categories of sex troubling. And the sex I like could be described as troubling. This
thesis troubles both the assumption that PVI is normal pleasure and that BDSM, SM are
troubling pleasures.
To expand these categories, I reconceive sex using the concept sex assemblage inspired by Fox
& Alldred and Deleuze & Guattari. This imagines sex as complex and embedded in multiple
relationships within the world. It is not a pure, essential part of ourselves awaiting discovery.
To explore my sex assemblage, this pleasure pain sex assemblage, I work with creative
relational inquiry. In my roles as a professional artist and art psychotherapist, using creativity
to explore relationships is familiar.
For this inquiry, I ask,
In sex, what can pleasure do? What can pain do? What does pleasure pain do? What else
emerges through pain and pleasure sex?
To answer these questions, objective accounts, clinical and academic language inevitably fail.
To attend to this, I write my sexual experiences through the graphic and fractured language of
my body and art. I engage artmaking as a process to express, explore and document. This
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spawns further writing with concepts that work more deeply with what is present in this sex
assemblage.
This creativerelational inquiry is intimate, close to my skin and emotions. I write the raw,
explicit, profane, beauty, struggles, and complications of pleasure pain sex. I traverse themes,
locations, literature and timelines. To invigorate contemporary discourses of sex, I generate an
artful, personal, provocative and vibrant engagement of troubling pleasures.
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A dank night surrounding us, BP stands in front of me, his thick size and force pinpointed in
intense focus. With strong and careful fingers, he presses the buttons of the lock in sequence.
A faint click. He turns the brass handle and the door swings open. I feel my stomach rise in
expectation and a pulse of fear of the unknown. I hear his breath. Smell his heated anticipation.
We hesitate on the threshold before entering the sex dungeon.
We do not know what we will do in the dungeon space1. We do not know what will happen or
what we will produce.
Likewise, when I have sex in the normality of my home.
HN texts that he is coming over. He flaps the letterbox. It’s a loud, startling noise. I feel anxiety
entwined with arousal skitter through my body as I take a breath before opening my front door.
In the dungeon or in my house.
Two locations of pleasures that appear distinct. One a proverbial den of iniquity, the other the
assumed regularity of a home.
The dungeon – the location of BDSM (Bondage and discipline, dominance and submission,
sadomasochism, sadism and masochism) and SM sex (Sadomasochism, sadism and
masochism). BDSM is the term against psychiatry and endorsed by contemporary social
sciences. And SM sex continues to be a paraphilia or pathology2.
My home – a place where normal sex 3 is believed to happen. Normal sex, which in daytoday
life is the centre of a mainly uncontested privileged hierarchy4.
In art psychotherapy, in clinical practice, it is unclear how to decipher these conflicting,
constructed positions: normal sex, valorised BDSM, and pathologised SM.
And, for myself, I am not sure how to understand my pleasure in brutal sex. Not sure that I
locate myself in either an endorsed or vilified dungeon, or in the normality of my home. Not
sure if the sex I prefer is without worrisome parts or if it is all worrisome.

1

The dungeon spaces used with BP are day/night rentals. We have the space and equipment to ourselves.
BDSM and SM literature is explored in Chapter 1
3
The (impossible) idea of normal sex is a thread that runs throughout this thesis.
4
See Rubin (1984)
2
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Therefore, professionally and personally, I aim for alternate ways to understand this type of
sex by troubling pleasure and exploring troubling pleasures. To do this, I use intimate
encounters as inquiry to produce contemporary scholarship to stimulate fresh thinking in
BDSM and SM sex discourses. I aim for a complex and nuanced account that troubles the
essentialised, reductive, gendered, and homogenised labels found in the literature in Chapter
1.
Unexpected things happen when BP and I enter the dungeon. Or when I open the door to my
home and HN crosses the threshold. Sex is as fluid as our desires. There is nothing static or
stable about these interactions other than my general preferences for pleasure in pain which
shifts and twists with each foray. Each engagement is influenced by mood, hormones, sexual
partner and unknowable other stimuli. There is no pure sexual essence awaiting revelation or
discovery. Sex is always entangled, becoming5, emerging and faltering.
Scholarship into these amorphous activities must be equally fluid. Inquiry must also not know
what will happen and hesitate, quivering with me at the threshold. Inquiry must work closely
with whatever arises and not assume or predict or limit happenings with fixed identities6 such
as sadomasochist or normal. I employ creativerelational inquiry7 to use my body, writing, and
art as the apparatuses of research to capture the spontaneity of complex intraactions (Barad,
2007)8. As a professional artist and art psychotherapist, creativity and relationships are familiar
ways of working. I use art to process, explore and understand9. Similarly, writing becomes part
of the process (Richardson & St. Pierre, 2005).
I contradict the limiting labels normal, SM or BDSM and instead conceptualise the Pleasure
Pain Sex Assemblage inspired by Deleuze and Guattari (1988) and Fox and Aldred (2013). I use
it to provide an encompassing and organic structure for conceiving and researching sex. Sex
assemblages are ubiquitous and unique. This assemblage questions in sex. What does pain do?

5

Becoming different to the static position of being
I understand the identities used in BDSM can be important for participants. I argue against the use of these
identities for myself in order to imagine the flux of sexual activities out of clinical labels.
7
Creativerelational inquiry is discussed further in Chapter 2, and it is engaged throughout this thesis.
8
Intraactions is Barad’s theory that we cocreate with materiality, point in time, environment and meaning. It
is assumed throughout the thesis.
9
The artworks in this thesis are numbered by process to reflect that these are mobile, not titled, established,
finished pieces of art.
6
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What does pleasure do? What does pain pleasure do? What else emerges through pain and
pleasure?
These questions are open and invite multiple responses. Not searching for a single truth means
that complex knowledge is produced throughout. Knowledge not as an absolute but motion
full and cocreated.
Asking these questions produces a rich, complicated, intimate, cis woman10 perspective, a
readable, artfull, unique account of (more than) pain and pleasure sex. This account neither
pathologises nor advocates it. But nor does it attempt to stabilise what it produces into
meaning or theory; instead, it shimmers (Barthes & Krauss, 2005; Seigworth & Gregg, 2020)
As a personal account11, this is not an easy thesis. It will work with limits and excesses. There
will be swearing, lewdness, provocations, graphic carnality. It is not written with romantic
euphemisms of throbbing maleness and crashing waves, or clinical terms like vulva, but in the
stark language of dicks and cunts. There will be close examinations of gross. There will be
intimate revelations. Confessions folded into the layers of paper, paint, clay and typed words.
There are unexpected emotions. It is difficult. Difficult at times to write and to read. However,
this is not gratuitous. Engaging with concepts influences and forms production and mobilises
my stories to do work (St. Pierre, 2018). Theory also drives the processes of art, writing and
thinking. Concepts are “plugged in” (Jackson & Mazzei, 2013).
It is also challenging because, as Cixous (1976) demands,
women must write through their bodies, they must invent the impregnable language
that will wreck partitions, classes, and rhetorics, regulations and codes (p. 886).

The intimate vibrancy of sex and ineffable moments of my body means that writing and
timelines baffle. The apparatus of my body, art and writing produce numerous multifaceted
knowledges from my experiences. These are not grammatical, linear, clinical or academic; they
writhe on the page. In a single paragraph, I may move from saturating sex to theory. I do so
because I claim my complicated position as author, academic, artist, researcher and

10
11

I note the distinction between sex and gender, the terms female and woman are used throughout the thesis.
What I mean by personal is expanded on in Chapter 2
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researched – Susan. On the page, with bad grammar and poetic spacing12, these distinctions
meld.
Through this creativerelational, pleasure pain sex assemblage, affects13 emerge and I cluster
them in chapters:
4. Pain, numb, suffering, guilt and absolution
5. Anger, power, violence, passivity and powerless
6. Coming to erotic pleasures
Dividing into sections is artificial but it is used for clarity. And although listed as if sequential,
this work is not linear. Inevitably as a document of a sex assemblage it is flawed. There are
omissions, for example, other sensations surfaced which I divert elsewhere, into other
assemblages, other pieces of work due to ethics, or to define edges of this thesis. And there
are the absences of the unsayable, the unspeakable, the unknowable, inexpressible and the
unnoticed.
When I enter the dungeon, when he comes to my house or in this sex assemblage, I do not
know what our aims or objectives are other than a general intention for troubling pleasures
because pleasure for me often includes forms of pain. This challenges ethics beyond dogma.
Ethical considerations have to work in the dungeon, in hard sex, and in this thesis. Sharing
these graphic intimacies requires robust ethical thinking. I can disguise my lovers and friends
through composite characters, settings, pseudonyms, but inevitably I am vulnerable, revealing
myself. This demands thinking about ethics from a position of profound desires and messy
intimacy rather than the removed role of clinician or researcher. I edit thoughtfully and believe
that the work I have done to synthesise sex out of old paradigms and into contemporary
discourses balances the risks I take in exposing myself. Ethics and desire are tussled with in
Chapter 3. I settle on an ethic that is unresolved and whose demands creep with me through
the writing.
I note that there are other unresolved tensions.

12

In order to produce a thesis that is not constrained by academic or clinical formatting, sometimes I contort
spacing, language, grammar and punctuation.
13
I use this term suggesting with Deleuze (1988) and Spinoza the capacity to affect and be affected.
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For example, though I support feminism, I problematically unproblematically use porn
throughout. I use porn; not feminist porn or porn for women, but brutalising porn that
exemplifies fantasies. I do not trouble porn’s existence or using it because this is outwith the
thesis’ scope.
And although I do not identify with the limited label heterosexual – I prefer to describe my
yearnings in sex as fluid – the literature with which I am engaging is mostly heterosexual
because, as a cis woman, most of my sexual engagements in this thesis are with cis men.
Paasonen (2018) describes my fluid sexual location as “ripples across identities”. In this thesis,
however, I focus only briefly on identities in pleasure pain sex: the labels and identity of BDSM
and SM which I unbind and provoke towards instability and agitate normal as equally volatile.
The body, the location of my desires, is “networked with its environment” (Stark, 2017, p. 73).
I lived in the Caribbean for over twenty years and noticed my predilection for pleasure pain sex
whilst living there. However, I do not engage in the politics of race or skin colour, as these are
outwith the scope of this thesis, but I acknowledge the influence of my life in the Caribbean
and my childhood and current residency in Scotland.
BDSM and SM traverse fields in the discourses. I use a variety of literature from multiple
disciplines. And like potential lovers, I work with the literature, authors and concepts that
excite, inspire or challenge me; fragmented voices from social sciences, psychoanalysis,
psychiatry, art psychotherapy, philosophy, popular/ literature, psychology, sexology, feminism,
and art. I do so because it aligns with the concept of an assemblage and cleaves to my
experiences. I do not want to be diverted only into dry theories and loud clinical voices. These
diverse discourses energise my thinking and processes to provoke textured responses.

Standing in my vestibule, lingering outside the dungeon.
Anticipating sex.
Sex which not only happens in the dungeon or my home. Sex, pleasure and desire pulse
through life, in absence, presence, in the past and future. Forces entwined in the ongoing
energy of living.
10

On the threshold, hesitating expectantly.
This introduction is also on a threshold.
Rising exhilaration, breathing anxiety before entering the thesis. I feel it in these staccato
paced words.
The threshold.
A quick glance, a touch of a hand, a slow smile. An invitation.
Sex a promise on my skin, an enticement to you to be as if a lover. To be present and kind,
aware that I am vulnerable, exposing myself. And then engage with the experience, take what
you need, at times provocative, informative, erotic, and tremulous. Perhaps pilfer concepts
for your sex assemblages.
On the threshold.
An invitation to enter the intimacy of Troubling Pleasures.

11
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1. Troubling Labels and Literature

13

I start with art. I start with its capacity to speak more eloquently than words. I start with art to
find myself in the literature and to initiate an understanding of my relationship to the
discourses of BDSM (bondage and discipline, dominance and submission, sadomasochism,
sadism and masochism) and SM (sadomasochism or sadism and masochism) sex14. Art has this
capacity to be more complicated than words or labels, to allow many dense, indescribable and
contradictory things to exist simultaneously. I start with art to challenge the weighty labels and
language of normal15 and pathologised sex.

Following the art process, I share a vignette of sex in the dungeon with BP to initiate my inquiry
into sex constructed as normal, BDSM as a pastime or SM as pathological. After situating
normal, through discussing a caricature of a normal man like HN, I briefly review the history of
the constructions of the terms for pathologising sex and perversity. After further artmaking, I
conclude that the labels SM and BDSM are not encompassing enough. SM is gendered and
BDSM problematically homogenised as if it represents a definable community. However, after
destabilising and refuting the reductive essentialising terminologies of SM and BDSM, I
address my own difficulty with dismissing pathology; the trouble I acknowledge in my sex life.
This chapter – through art, personal stories and engaging with diverse literature – establishes
how this thesis can contribute to the existing discourses of BDSM and SM through nuanced,
complex scholarship and why it is needed to disturb limiting labels through rich artfull text.
I surmise there needs to be an alternative way to conceive and research sex beyond the labels
of normal or pathological or sex as a thrilling pastime in the dungeon or at home.

14

The terms sub, submissive, masochist and dom, dominant, sadist are used, respectively, interchangeably to
mark the defined roles found in the literature.
15
To reiterate, I seek to agitate the idea of normal sex throughout this thesis.

14

Art: 1.1

It’s a large sheet of paper created from taping together printed academic papers and some of
my own writing to create a visual discourse to draw on and with.

I want to plot my body on the paper and then engage through art, concepts, theories and
themes of this research16. But for now, in this iteration, it’s similar to a literature review; the
discourses are exposed, and the researcher positions their study in reference to it. The paper
is the discourse and the drawing plots me and the research.

16

This art process is worked throughout the thesis. All the art is labelled Art 1.1 etc., and the individual images
are not titled or captioned, because the art is created as a process of inquiry. There is an edited summary of
the art produced throughout the thesis in Chapter 7, Art 7.2

15

I lie on the paper and use charcoal to draw around my body in three positions.

.

The image17 I think it looks like I am dancing. Becoming. Or falling apart. It represents a stable
moment, but it also represents motion and change. The multiple images of my body suggest
that there is not just one position in relation to the literature. And it is a visual expression
incorporating myself within the discourse.

17

This image is used again with further meanings in Chapter 2

16

Using my body as a template, I am covered in strange charcoal marks, like whip marks, or
scratches. Already I am marked by the literature and my research.
In this chapter sometimes I attend to how the discourse was constructed. In others I note the
marks on me, how I am marked. I bring personal reasons to why I am troubled by either
endorsing or pathologising pleasure pain in sex.
First, a sojourn in the dungeon.

17

In the Dungeon

We go into each room as if we shouldn’t be there; like tourists on the wrong holiday.
He, BP, has visited already, finding his way here in the cooler morning air, looking in the two
dungeon rooms, the whitesheeted bedroom, satisfactory bathroom and equipped kitchen
with broken sex toys in many of the drawers and bottles of liquid gold poppers and champagne
in the fridge. He had met already the owner’s sub18, an aged man on a motorbike, who
explained the rules: insertables to have condoms, all toys to be placed in a tub afterwards,
entry not until after 6pm, departure by 11am.
After his meeting and instructions, BP explored the area, discovered places for dinner, a place
to go for a drink. And located the corner shop for afterhours snacks.
I love this preparation; it allows me to feel queenly and cared for. In the dungeon, while he is
showering before we go for dinner, I practise wearing a crown, sitting on the torture throne,
surrounded by dark objects of suffering and blue walls.
As we leave, shutting the red door to go for predinner drinks, I say,
Do you think they have spycams? Do you think neighbours know about this place?
I ask in response to a pointed stare from a young woman walking past.
It amuses me to think what we look like. A middleaged, middle class, white couple looking for
kinky kicks before we get too old. Summertime, me in my black and red dress, he in his shorts.
Regardless, I like walking in the street with him as he leads me to dinner. He holds my hand
firmly, choosing to entwine our fingers. I hold his arm with my other hand.
Dinner is champagne, gin and tonic, conversation and flashing eyes. We discuss the potential
of the toys, the space. Leaning over the table, our eyes bright in the dim light, we whisper
about consent and safe words. Something we haven’t done before and something I disapprove
18

Sub is the term for submissive.

18

of19, but the gravity of the dungeon space, contractual and official, brings us to this obvious
conversation. The discussion feels constructed by external influences and I am relieved that
we still seem to have a sense of each other, like other times, we do not need a BDSM contract20.
I ask what he wants, what he has seen in those two rooms – one blue and one red – that he
would like to do?
He uses terminology that I don’t know. Sounding. I think he is surprised at my ignorance. I have
never liked reading guidebooks, I tell him, I prefer to navigate my own way.
He, however, likes to know, to lead me by the hand, navigate us through London’s hot and
chaotic streets from the shiny restaurant to the quiet neighbourhood of the Hoxton Dungeon
Suite.
Outside, he guides me firmly and gently. He pays and provides. He knows and is confident and
authoritative.
But inside the dungeon, I am confident and authoritative. I know how to navigate this terrain.
I know how to brutalise him with canes and scratching sharp metallic instruments until he is
breathless, then pull the eye mask off to let our eyes meet. Then kiss. Before finding sensitive
nipples with a cruel, fierce pressure which he fights against and absorbs.
I know how to make him gasp and writhe. His naked body solid and heaving against the leather
bounds and buckles.
I know to move between sharp pain and my hot, wet, eager mouth. Or press my sweatslick
body against him and slide upwards, pushing against his legs, his chest, his mouth, as he
hungrily reaches trying to taste, bite, hold. Our bodies sweltering against each other and the
saturating heat in the small room.
I allow his bound hand to reach for my body, grasp me hard, push fingers into my plump
wetness.

19

I don’t approve because I am not interested in attempting to control what happens.
Contracts were written by SacherMasoch in Venus in Furs (2000) and contracts  or at least clear discussions
of planned scenes  are considered integral to the happenings in a BDSM dungeon.

20
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I know when to pull away. Watch him as his cock remains pointing eagerly upwards – his eyes
covered, bound to the chair.
Pause.
Pour water from my mouth to his, spilling over us. Slickness slurried with sweat.
And ice. Sharp.
Heat. Febrile bodies.
The sounding that he was curious about.
I insert the elegant metallic implement into the slit at the top of his erect penis. And move it
slowly up and then down – slippery in my fingers. My other hand caressing his hardened flesh,
until he – still bound to the chair – leans back, groans and tells me he is going to come.

We have brunch the next day and he wonders if I could be a madam. I laugh and tell him I will
take that comment as a compliment.
Over our second coffee, he tells me that he appreciates that I didn’t act horrified at his
suggestions.
We touch fingers and talk politics in the bright morning. We have until afternoon.
On the train back to Edinburgh, I wonder about his appreciation that I accepted his suggestion
to do the sounding. Did he imagine it too far from normal even in the uncommon location of
the Hoxton Dungeon Suite?
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At Home

It’s a year later and I’m back from another trip to London. This time I am contemplating a
random flirtation with a man in a bar in Brixton. Pondering. And worrying. Because the man in
the bar told me he was a gangster. And a murderer.
I am worrying that I am pondering such a dangerous man.
It’s spring and the hint of warmth and green in the air is delighting me and almost distracting
me from thoughts about the gangster. Drug dealer? Murderer? Really?
I am going to visit a friend. I decide to walk through the almost mild evening. I’m ambling
through the Southside.
It’s HN. He is walking towards me.
He walks with an easy gait, easy like warm weather, but belying the muscles I can see edged
by his trousers. He gets closer and takes the buds out of his ears. I am surprised that he stops.
I say,
Oh, hello, how are you? I haven’t seen you for ages.
We don’t say much. The weather, his hobbies, where I am walking to, where he is going. He is
so attractive, but he has mirrored glasses on, so I am distracted by my own reflection.
Oh god, I think, did I remember to rub in my foundation?
A bad habit of not looking in mirrors.
Foundationanxiety prompts me to end the conversation by saying,
Oh well, I’ll let you get on…
He starts to walk away then says,
Maybe we could go for coffee sometime?
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I am ridiculously happy, like stupidly grinning, skipsandspringbuddingleavesinmystep
happy. My body tipping in delight.
It’s the normality of it. The normality of him. The normality of being attracted to a man and
being invited to coffee. The usual is, for me, so unusual it is intriguing, exciting! A normal
(handsome) man asked me for coffee!
Then, as the date approaches…
I get scared.
No one asks why I am scared to meet him for coffee. I probably could not explain. My
embedded taste for trouble. He is not that.
He is attractive. A good guy, according to Janine, who introduced us. Normal in all the ways
dating prescribes – a father, successful, friendly, fit and single. He’s no gangster. The very
reasons I was excited, now excite me in exactly the opposite direction. Anxiety and fear starting
to squirm and jump through me.
Because.
When I lie in bed and fantasise about potentially having sex with him. HN. And imagine feeling
all those taut muscles I espied. I imagine him on top and my fantasy immediately fades into the
flaccid blancmange of normal, heteronormative, not kinky, vanilla sex. I am troubled.
I am worried about having vanilla sex. It makes me worry that I will always hold a pattern (a
pathology?) that will mark me as perverted, such that sex – relations, with a good guy, a normal
man – can’t happen. Because I can’t be satisfied with a life of vanilla blancmange sex. Because
my sexual preferences extend out of normal.
Not normal.
Not normal? Such a gentle term when sex in this society wanders too far from vanilla invisible
spectres whisper about perversion, pathology, abnormality.

*
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HN and I meet for coffee.
I am terrified but survive. It is all very normal. But I notice, hidden in the conversation about
life, parents, children, we discuss our aversion to relationships; it is a significant point.
After our meeting, we text. It rapidly becomes sexts. We have a date to hook up.
Anticipating sex with him, HN, the normal man, I think about normal sex.
In academia, contesting normal sex has a rich history21. Foucault22, for example, refutes an
inner sexual centre; no essentialised sexuality, no internal ideal of normal sex. He resoundingly
and fastidiously shows how sexuality is a construct. Using ancient Greece as an example, he
explains how (male) sexual ethics equalled aesthetics. A desired beautiful balance between
grooming/raping young boys, raping/fucking servants and procreation with a wife. Excess or
extreme was merely ugly, not perverse or abnormal (Foucault, 1979; Taylor, 2017).
And Rubin23 (1984, 2011) – anthropologist, activist, theorist, and feminist – not only studied
sexual subcultures and verbalised the hierarchy of sex and using diagrams clearly shows the
privileging central position of heteronormative sex. Kirby (2015) points out that normal is
impossible and can never be used as definable or absolute. And nor should it be the referential,
if contested centre.
But dating and negotiating my sexual predilections requires a different sort of knowledge. I am
also curious for an answer outwith academia, to see what ideas there are in popular literature.
I read the contemporary popular educative novels Come as you are (Nagoski, 2015) and Vagina
(Wolf, 2013). They aim to soothe women that their sexuality is normal – whatever it is. Normal
is still, apparently, desirable, except when Nagoski (2015) suggests that sex is not normal when
it is “unhealthy and unsafe” (p. 283).
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The literature and work done to challenge normal sex, for example, through queer theory, is extensive and
outwith the scope of this thesis, but is a noted foundation from which this thesis is produced.
22
Foucault’s work on sexuality is further discussed in chapters 3 and 4, but it is important to note that
contesting essentialised sexuality is a premise this thesis is based on.
23
Rubin’s work was influential to queer theory to further destabilise ideas of sex heteronormativity.
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Preferring unhealthy and unsafe, these writers are not really answering my anxiety.
I text questions to two young, heterosexual married friends to help me discern their
contemporary, implicit sex norms. I ask,
What do you consider is normal sex and do you think the sex you have is normal?
They say their normal is cunty sex.
They are describing penis vaginal intercourse (PVI); heteronormativity24.
And their normal includes, they say, fellatio, toys.
They add, not anal. They don’t do it, but they recognise that anal sex is a new normal.
At the Museum of Sex in New York, I learned that my friends’ normal, fellatio and toys were
not that long ago considered abnormal. Even as norms change, embedded norms mean that
to endorse anything else, to reconsider disgust, seems implicitly wrong but influences the
construction of clinical categories of perversions (Giami, 2015). And from the psychoanalytic
tradition, perverse sex is considered a pathology25 (Natoli, 2019).
I do not interrupt my friends as they continue to wonder over text – not normal. They think
that consent is important. But then disgust and violence emerge as indicators of what is not
normal or perverted. They are showing appropriate disgust and performing normal (Cardoso,
2017).
Disgust, violence, perversity and pathology.
These are powerful words.
I wonder about my perversity, my desire for troubling sex – is it pathology?
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This will be challenged in Chapter 6 – Coming to Erotic Pleasures
As an art psychotherapist my thinking is drawn from psychodynamic traditions (amongst others) so I don’t
dismiss this label.
25
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Art 1.2

I decide to search for the location of pathology perversity through artmaking.

My artwork is pulsing under my skin. I feel it calling me.
I have questions for it. I had thought, barely clothed, paper on the ground that I would paint,
crawl over the page and feel my way into the location or source of pathology, my notnormal
sexual desires, somewhere on the motionful bodies of the piece of art which started as Art
1.126
This process takes time and privacy; I don’t want to be rushed or witnessed. But my daughter
is at home. I picked her up from her college in Glasgow yesterday in response to her distressed
call. The hospital tells us that what we thought was a bad chest infection is an asthma
attack. She is lying in the front room, full of steroids and Ventolin. The front room where I
would normally work on that piece of art.
Instead, I hang the thin paper up in the dining room. Clothed, I stand in front of it, unsure what
will happen in this upright land.

I wonder: Where is my sexual pathology? In the location of my past, held by my body,
embedded, enfleshed? In the internal/external of society?

And what does it look like?

Impossible, unrealistic but productive creative questions. Questions that do not have
knowable, perfectly formed answers.

So, I start with: What is alive in my body?
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The processes of this piece of art which is used throughout the thesis are shown in Art 7.1
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I can feel a vortex between my legs. I can feel numb areas – my breasts, my feet. I can feel
tension in my cheeks and jaws, in my back and shoulders. Insecurity in a sagging posture.
Hunger roaming my stomach.
I can feel sensations flicker and flare off my skin. I can feel motion from beyond the boundary
of my body. There is absence. And hormones.
I pour thick splatters of paint into a makeshift palette. I have paintbrushes, which is unlike me
– I prefer using my hands – but denied the freedom to naked crawl over the paper, I have come
to this civilised pose of the artist at work, paintbrush and palette in hand.
The multiple images of me are quickly obscured by mustard; red, blue, muddypurple, paling
pink, obnoxiousorange, swimmingblue, greycloud, greenearthy, muck dark.
I see ugly brush strokes. I see colours pushing outwards or inwards, depending on your vision.
I see slicked, movements, captured, held now in papery dryness. But I don’t see pathology. Not
its history, structure, function, location, process or geography. Maybe the civilised pose and
paintbrushes are incapable of producing it? The methods, as in research, controlling the
outcome.
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I didn’t find pathology in my art. If I didn’t find it, maybe it doesn’t exist?
I wonder, how did sex become a pathology?

*

Pathology,
comes from the Greek pathos, or suffering, and logos, to reason about or give an
account of (Miller, 2005, p. 322)
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I think the word asks – what is the reason to suffer?

A powerful word and just a word like other words which can be dissected to promote a deeper
understanding. Like when Sinason (1992) investigates the term mental handicap. And Eve
Ensler in The Vagina Monologues (2018) reclaims the word cunt. Women who work with dirty
and difficult words rather than discard them or ignore them.
I know pathology is a controversial word. A word that denotes systems of power, like the DSM
(American Psychiatric, 2013) or ICD (World Health, 1993). As compelling as the term is, I know
I could legitimately write this whole thesis and flout it, follow on from the antipsychiatry
movement, personcentred and nonpathologising models of therapy approaches. But, by
deconstructing the term and embracing it, I could reimagine it. I don’t want to fear the word
or ignore it, turn a blind eye to contemporary clinical literature describing SM as pathological
(Basseches, 2013; Holtzman & Kulish, 2014). Or forget that, in my role as a therapist,
evaluations and diagnosis can be part of client work. As a practising therapist, I take these
mental health labels seriously.
Even if it would be easier to deny the label and deny that it could be attributed to me. Even as
I consider sex with HN, a normal man.
It impels me to learn how the terms of perversity were constructed and how some clinicians
still view SM. Like Sinason and Ensler, I work the words of perversity through artmaking, before
further challenging the label of BDSM.
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A Brief Consideration of How Sex Became a Pathology

HN comes in the front door. And immediately pushes me with a small thud against the wall of
my tiny vestibule. We kiss. Tongues and breath tangle in gasping intensity and his hand slides
firmly up to my throat.
Our normal sex has left me breathless. And hungry for more. HN has surprised me with the
range of his desires and his capacity to play outside the lines of normal.
But HN doesn’t practice BDSM or SM. He thinks he is normal, vanilla.
As if without the label he is free.
It is not SM or BDSM, but our sex doesn’t fit my friends’ description of normal either.
Maybe I couldn’t find pathology in my painting because it isn’t there to discover? At least not
the term, which feels hard and clunky against vulnerable skin.
Like HN imagines he is normal, I did not think the label BDSM or SM or pathology belonged to
me. Instead, it was a slow realisation that my preference for sex on the edge of violence, with
pleasure in pain, could be described as sadomasochism.
A label which in the literature27 I discover is nuanced. Sadism and masochism, sadomasochism,
SM or S and M are used clinically to describe personality disorders that sometimes include, and
sometimes do not include, sex. Masochism is often used to denote sadomasochism. Sadism is
rarely discussed in the context of sex, other than in forensics. BDSM means a form of sexual or
erotic activity and is generally endorsed as a term against psychiatry claimed by the community
and is seldom used in the clinical literature.
Escaping the grip of psychiatry, BDSM has become commonplace. A proliferation of newspaper
and magazine articles, high street shops like Ann Summers, the books by E.L. James (2011,
27

These are broad trends in the literature.
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2012a, 2012b) and the films they have spawned have introduced sanitised versions of BDSM.
Research concludes that possibly 10% of the population is practising some form of BDSM
(Powls & Davies, 2012). And, in a probability study, this rises to 30% enjoying sexy spanking
and 20% engaged in role play and some bondage (Thomas, 2019).
Within pornography, the prevalence of aggressive sex – not necessarily dubbed BDSM – hints
at its increasing occurrence. Porn Hub (2015) stats show that this expanded interest is not just
from men; women have been searching terms like rough sex, bondage, and fisting more than
men.
Whatever it is called and however it is defined, SM is not new – Solomon, Herod Pherosas,
Socrates and Aristotle all reportedly enjoyed pain to enhance sexual excitement (Nacht, 1995).
The ancient gods had their fair share of kink. Anthropology shows us that across cultures and
timelines, paraphilias have existed (Ayonrinde, 2015). And perversion – as opposed to normal,
heteronormative, reproductive sex – during the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, was seen as
anything which was an “aberration or a deviation from a divine norm” where “divine law was
also a natural law” (De Block & Adriaens, 2013, p. 278). Defined norms, natural laws, morals,
and sexual edicts produce their shadow; unwanted perversions and paraphilias. This perplexing
deviation of sex was historically understood to be located in the genitals and in the mind, as a
disruption of instinct or desire, an act against nature, sin, or something developed through
learned associations, a (hereditary) disease, or a product of being female (De Block & Adriaens,
2013). And each of these concepts influenced how society managed it. Was it prosecutable, an
original sin? Or an illness of the mind to be analysed and cured? Consequently, the church,
psychiatry and the law each had an interest in the categorisation of perversion.
Davidson (2001) believes that perversions became labelled as such because concepts of self
didn’t exist before the later part of the 19th Century. I imagine there is something about the
selfconscious moment of defining a perversion that produces subjectivity. A Descartes
moment, if you like. I am labelled therefore I am.
The most significant moment for defining the not normal of SM was in 1886 when Von Krafft
Ebing produced his bible, an encyclopaedia of paraphilias, Psychopathia Sexualis (1933). In it
KrafftEbing, labelled sadism and masochism after the novelists the Marquis de Sade (2009)
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and Leopold von SacherMasoch (2004), respectively, to describe behaviours found in their
writing and loosely understood as pleasure in pain, receiving pain or inflicting pain. Pleasure in
pain was now officially a perversion.
Freud is the master of perversions and pathology. He agreed with KrafftEbing that perversions
were anything outwith the ambit of heteroreproductive sex. Sadism and masochism are
extrinsic to babymaking, and therefore considered hard perversions by Freud. Freud (1949)
constructed three different forms of masochism: erotogenic, moral, and feminine. He also
suggested that sadism and masochism were cooccurring, hence the cojoining term
sadomasochism.
I imagine HN doesn’t care that Freud laid the foundation of our understanding SM, or that his
formulations still influence psychoanalytic theory today.
HN is not interested that the labels are changing. In the DSM5 and the ICD10, sexual sadism
and masochism are now described as paraphilic disorders, and only considered problematic if
SM is the only source of sexual gratification (Krueger et al., 2017).
HN doesn’t need to care.
Because as a normal man, he just likes it when we are dirty. He likes that he can dominate me,
control me, hurt me for my pleasure. And that I’ll deep throat him or let him fuck me for his
pleasure. Likes that I will push fingers inside him and let him experience being impaled. He likes
that I imagine new scenarios for us. He likes to push boundaries. Try new things. New positions,
new places, new body parts, new activities. I imagine he likes the novelty, excitement and
danger.
It does not bother him that clinicians like Yakeley (2018) suggest there is a connection
between an underlying disorder and the over 50 named paraphilias. Or that SM is still
considered not normal in contemporary clinical formulations (Basseches et al., 2013;
Holtzman & Kulish, 2014). Or that working with masochistic clients produce dead and vengeful
feelings in therapists (Margolis, 2014).
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It doesn’t worry him that there are differing accounts, aetiology and definitions and the
recognition of this difficulty throughout the literature28 (Blum, 1991; 2011; Békés et al., 2018;
Lebe, 1997)
He does not mind.
Why should he?
He’s a normal man.

28

There is so much fascinating clinical literature describing SM, however, as I go on to challenge the label, I
choose not to summarise further the vast array of diverse clinical considerations of SM.
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SM: A Gendered Label

The labels that HN does not use, sadism/sadist and masochism/masochist, BDSM. Like normal,
the labels have become established to define an activity and a person. As if the words have no
slippages or excess and are absolute, generic.
Perhaps I didn’t realise my sex life had gravitated beyond the sphere of normal because of an
unconscious imbibing of a collective image – the hideous masochist or sadist is a man. Either a
salivadribbled, weakchinned, man fondling panties or a Dickensian headmaster type, two
tongued whip in hand. Or, worse still, the sadistic sociopath murderer and rapist.
Maybe HN thinks he’s normal because he doesn’t look like these men. Instead, he looks like a
regular handsome man. As I thought he was before I discovered our shared preference for kink,
rape fantasies (Bivona et al., 2012), violence, exhibitionism and pushing boundaries.
Likewise, I imagine I never looked much like a dominatrix, with her outfits and snapping whips,
patent boots, prowling a dungeon – women whose work is to satisfy male clients29.
I notice that these caricatures of SM, this skew to male experience, is also prevalent in the
literature. The masochist and the sadist are men30, the dominatrix a manserving woman.
Two men, De Sade and Masoch, who lived lives rich in their chosen sexual preferences,
produced fiction from which terms defined by one man (KrafftEbing) and were popularised by
another man’s writings (Freud), described men’s experiences of SM.

29

Nowadays a dominatrix may be and work for any gender but I am referring here to the stereotype of a
female dominatrix serving a male.
30
Freud considered women naturally masochistic, hence he described feminine masochism as a perversion
only in men.
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Peering a little deeper into this gender bias of the label SM, Freud characterises fixed,
repetitive sexual activity to be a pathology, (except for fixed repetitive normal sex).
Contemporary analysts Novick and Novick concur,
The sadomasochistic omnipotent system is closed, repetitive, and increasingly resistant
to change (Novick & Novick, 2002, p. 98)

And echoing this, in philosophy this fixed response is called unhealthy by Buchanan’s
(1997)understanding of Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of the body without organs – the
masochist.
However, Chivers’ (2005) research into the physiology of sexual arousal demonstrated that a
fixed and generally concordant sexual response is specific to men. She suggests that all men,
born with male sex organs (AMAB), experience sexual responses differently from women.
Specifically, women (AFAB) have a nonconcordant and fluid sexual response. This means that
the literature describing masochism and sadomasochism as pathological sexual behaviour
because it is fixed and repetitive describes implicitly male arousal patterns – not women.
In other words, according to Chivers’ research, women are not aroused by a fixed notion. It’s
not just SM that can turn me on. I imagine this fluid sexuality can be linked to the Freudian
term polymorphous perverse sexuality which describes physical pleasure in children before
society inflicts its ideas of appropriate sexual behaviour.
In feminist thought, reflecting the sex wars, it is suggested that women enjoy SM because of
cultural brainwashing or internalised patriarchy, or that they are enjoying it because they are
freely exploring their sexuality (Comella, 2015). Benjamin (1990), Caplan (2005) and Kaplan
(1991) view SM as socially constructed, passionately refuting that women would choose pain
or subjugation. Conflicting with this attitude and writing from personal experiences, self
proclaimed feminist SM practitioner Thorn (2012), the collective Samois (2004) and academics
Marcus (1981) and Philips (1998) view sexual SM as empowering and exciting. They assert their
feminist right to choose.
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I do not disagree with their experiences, but I contest the accepted, silently gendered
terminology. The label of their sexuality with terms constructed for and by men.
Sadism and masochism, sadomasochism: a male gaze, producing a label for the hegemony,
from male fiction, about male sexual responses. This produces implicit misogyny or at least a
womanblind definition. Philosophers Beckman (2010) and Felski (2005) agree that this heavy
emphasis on male experience has led to a significant omission in the literature and therefore
disrupts understanding female SM.
The label SM was never constructed with me, a woman, in mind. This provokes me, makes me
want to agitate the labels. And tease them.

*

I come out to a friend. She had never really asked what my research was about. She is fine until
I mention sex. Then there is high tension in the car as she drives us from Cameron Toll to
Arthur’s Seat. I can feel her go absent, wander her thoughts elsewhere. I want to pull her back,
make it okay. I ramble on about the difference between socially acceptable forms of
sadomasochism, things like workaholics or athletes, different and the same as a sexual
enactment.
Sex now a passenger in the car that we are ignoring. I say,
it is ugly, the visual of…that.
I can’t even say the words sadomasochist, sadist or masochist or BDSM or dominatrix. And my
inability to use those haunted labels, means the conversation gets very high pitch and unclear.
I wonder if her hug goodbye is slightly less close than usual. Telling her felt uncomfortable.
However, walking home afterwards I feel a sense of liberation. I don’t have to hide.
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I couldn’t use the labels to her as I believed her understanding of them would be inhabited by
the coarse maleinformed stereotypes, the wetchinned, the twintongued leather, murderous
and glossy PVC.
The labels that don’t belong on my female skin.
I decide to play with words and language, the semantics of sexual perversion. Curious if there
are other terms I could use. Some gum to the roof of my mouth, an impossible stickiness.
Pervert, sub, bunny, rigger, dom, top, bottom, kinky, horny, fetishist, freak, nymphomaniac,
oversexed, amatory, weird, curious, erotic, depraved, sensual, slut, powerful, dirty, lusty,
libidinous, polymorphous sexuality, supersensualist.

Art 1.3

In an exercise of subterfuge, reclamation, and curiosity, I embroider the unspeakable labels
into my clothes. Play with the labels I live under. In the inside of my sensible middleaged
mother clothes, I stitch: PERVERT
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I like that stitching on the inside means that whilst you can see the pattern and chaotic threads,
an indicator that there is something else here. The outside, the words themselves are nestled
directly against my skin.
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And for the ones on the cuff, if I turn them over, it is as if, from my perspective, the word is
describing other – the one who gazes at me.
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And then, with a nod to my middleaged wanderings in the dungeon with BP, I own the title
dominatrix.
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By stitching the labels onto my clothes, pressing them against my skin, or exposing them to be
seen by onlookers, I am being sarcastic and irreverent. I take the words like Ensler took the
word cunt and made it hers. She used its previous derision to take back its power. She doesn’t
try to make the word cunt pretty, or hide from it, or despair at those who use it as a pejorative.
No, she owns the word and its power.
Likewise, I am aiming to take power from these words, not to have them flung at me by others,
or to hide from them in shame, but to claim them. To trouble, reinscribe and complicate their
meanings. Like slut walks (Ringrose & Renold, 2012), I will use these terms and others (including
normal) throughout this thesis and every time I do, I hope this provocative engaging with the
terminology comes to mind.
Because as Bessel van der Kolk (2015) points out,
The foreward to the landmark 1980 DSMIII was appropriately modest and
acknowledged that this diagnostic system was imprecise that it never should be used
for forensic or insurance purposes (p. 29).
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There is always slippage, excesses, limits and breaks to the imprecise labels.
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Troubling Labels: The BDSM Community

BDSM, the term endorsed by many social scientists’ research, is another label to query.
It’s worth pointing out again that BDSM is conceived differently from SM. Even if BDSM
includes sadism and masochism in its insides, it deliberately defies psychiatry and negative
labelling. Its history belongs to the community that named it and not to external power
structures. It is not weighted with the historical issues I have listed relating to the terminology
SM. It should feel easier to stitch onto my clothes and claim. However, I stumble sometimes,
watching vicious porn. I think I am a fraud and that I can’t accurately describe myself as a
BDSMer. As if I haven’t earned my stripes; quite literally, scars on my skin to show I have been
brutalised to the requisite degree. As if there is a BDSM centre, a hierarchy of perversity to
which I don’t belong. I know a woman who has hookups on kink sites. I don’t do that. Although
I’m a silent member of Fetlife31, I joined because I was curious. I do not want to participate in
the community. Do not want agreements, contracts or safe words. The closest I have been to
participate in the community is Rope On32. Where bondage – not sex – is the focus. And yet,
when I am vicious in a dungeon with BP, or receiving brutality, or having complicated violent
and difficult fantasies, I realise it is stepping out of the boundaries of normal sexual desire,
beyond cunty sex, fellatio and sex toys. But I challenge myself; are my notnormal desires and
bruises, my ability to want and inflict pain, if not the gendered SM, enough for me to warrant
the broader and encompassing label of BDSMer? That term for the collective, so dearly held
against SM – the term from the pathologising of psychiatry.

I need to get past an aversion of groups and learn more from the literature about this
community and its participants.

31

Fetlife is an online social networking site for those interested in kink.
Rope on is a group based in Edinburgh who meet to practise rope techniques together. In this format it is
not a sexual activity.
32
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Social science research tends to valorise BDSM. It is viewed as a leisure activity (Newmahr,
2010; Tomazos et al., 2017). Situated as therapeutic (Hammers, 2019; Lindemann, 2011;
Thomas, 2019), ultimately cortisolreducing (Sagarin et al., 2009), spiritual, enlightening and
generally positive (Ambler et al., 2017; Klement et al., 2017; Nichols, 2006) and as potentially
offering an altered state of consciousness or subspace (Pitagora, 2017). There are further
studies that aim to neutralise the stigma, pointing out the empathy, intelligence, mental health
and social standing of practitioners (Connolly, 2006; Luo & Zhang, 2017; Sandnabba et al.,
2002; Wismeijer & Assen, 2013).

Along with social sciences, repudiating pathology can also be found within psychology, therapy,
and mental health texts. For example, Powerful Pleasures (Kleinplatz & Moser, 2006) explores
BDSM from a nonjudgmental therapeutic frame. Kolmes, Stock, and Moser (2006) suggest
that therapists should be particularly supportive of this minority and demand that it be an
ethical requirement that clinicians are specially trained to work with this client group.
Endorsing the therapists’ stance of not pathologising SM cross and Matheson (2006) study
found,
no empirical support for the three dominant theories of SM: the psychiatricmedical
model that frames SM as a psychopathological issue; the radical feminist model that
frames SM as misogyny and patriarchy; and the escapefromself theory that frames
masochism as a strategy of escaping the burdens of selfhood and selfawareness (p.
53).

To summarise, the reviews of studies, (Khan, 2015; Powls & Davies, 2012) seem unanimously
to conclude that BDSM is benign and that practitioners may even be slightly more adjusted
than those not participating (Hébert & Weaver, 2014; Sandnabba et al., 2002).
In the research, BDSM participants are engaged from the community. And the community
exists as a place for people who share this predilection to play together. Research papers aim
to outline the community’s rules and culture. Explaining, for example, terminology and consent
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like Safe, sane and consensual33 endorse this idea that BDSM is a homogenous selfregulating
community.
I understand that pioneering initial social science research into these communities attempted
to capture an emergence of private groups of people, subcultures, who felt ostracised from
mainstream society and liable to persecution (White, 2006). And inevitably, within these
groups, structures emerged (Newmahr, 2011).
But I wonder about the research that assumes that the structures remain so established. Is it
because BDSM, kink and dungeons have become mainstream? Perhaps even commercial.
Academically sanctified. DSM minimised. And therefore, as suggested by Dymock (2012),
stultified.
Inevitably, any group of people is diverse and each person has unique sexual aims. How can
that all be held within this structure of rules and community? How representative is the
discourse of people’s individual pleasures and kinks? Looking at this literature, it appears that
BDSM has become a selfperpetuating entity. Standardised, described as definable “cultural
competence of BDSM values and practices” (Khan, 2015, p. 55). As if it is always only one thing
or always abided by. I think texts which list neat definitions are worrisome (PillaiFriedman et
al., 2014). They create an illusion of homogeneity, which I encounter when people ask me with
a knowing leer,
So, do you have a safe word?
Like they think they know.
They think they know because of this commercialised, streamlined rhetoric which is packaged
as BDSM. It would appear I do not fit the label because I am not a part of the community. As
if BDSM only exists in one place. And practitioners are all alike.
I contest the essentialising which comes with the research and conclusions about labels and
communities. As if every BDSMer is generalisable, definable, containable. Moore (2009)
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In chapter 3 I mention RACK (risk aware consensual kink), an alternate way of thinking about consent in the
dungeon
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identifies writers from Deleuze (1989) to Philips (1998) and social scientists, mimicking these
caricatures are repetitive and sweeping. Or, as described by Taylor and Ussher (2001)
“reductionist and essentialist” (p.294).
Taylor and Ussher continue,
psychological theories need to be able to incorporate variability, contradiction, and
dissent.

And to consider this culture and society in any formulation
needs to be firmly grounded in the actual experiences and psychologies of persons who
practice SM, rather than judgemental a priori assumptions (p. 311).

This would allow me to be not “the proper BDSM practitioner” (Jozifkova, 2013, p. 392) who
follows the rules. Always locating a community in the dungeon suggests that sexual
sadomasochism doesn’t lurk elsewhere, whereas it – the confluence of pleasure and pain –
exists everywhere.
Contesting the label and removing it from the dungeon shifts conceptions of BDSM, SM,
pleasure and pain and pulls back to before the enactments, before the construction of
communities and safe words and outfits and images. To remove the labels and step out of the
dungeon brings me to the desire for SM.34
Newmahr (2011) participated in the scene for her groundbreaking social science research.
However, she did not identify as having any established or previous predilection for SM, nor
does Beckmann (2009), who also engages as part of her research. I believe this is problematic,
as it situates their knowing about it as an outsider, engaging in a hobby, a lifestyle, or a leisure
activity (Newmahr, 2010). Or described as play, even if it includes some dark pleasures
(Paasonen, 2018). Research from the position of hobby omits the complications of the longing
for this type of sex.

34

Desire and its ethical boundaries are explored in chapter 3.
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Williams (2006) also notes the schism in the literature between the pathologising of the clinical
literature and framing it as a hobby or pastime within the social sciences. Positioning it as a
pastime contrasts harshly for those who consider it an integral part of their sexual orientation.
The orientation perspective (OP), on the other hand, captures that people may
experience their BDSM interests as beyond conscious control, very early in life and
lifelong, intricately intertwined with sexual and erotic desires and entailing significant
psychological consequences if repressed or denied (Sprott & Williams, 2019, p. 77).

It is worth probing into what they mean by beyond conscious control or significant
psychological consequences and the dramatic conclusion that, from the OP, one is inevitably
hardcore. However, the OP at least acknowledges the desire for BDSM to be intricately
intertwined, instead of an activity to try.
To me, the OP troubles social sciences’ endorsement of BDSM as a pastime – the assumption
that situating and researching BDSM for its positives (against pathology) endorses it without
further inquiry.
Following the thinking that a desire for SM, acknowledged in the OP, allows for the non
community practitioner, it returns pain and pleasure to specific instances and refutes the
homogenising illusion of a community. It recognises my preferences, irrespective of how mild
or extreme, without the need for a community to validate them. And the OP allows for these
desires without reductive essentialising.

*

I have challenged normal and pathological sex by pointing out the history of the terminology
and that sexuality, like normal, is a construct based on essentialism. I have discovered the
gender skew of SM sex. And I have concluded that I do not need the title BDSMer or be a
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part of a unified, homogenous community of practitioners. The title, BDSM, is unnecessary to
have an orientation, a desire, for pleasure pain sex.
I have refuted the labels of pathology and left my desires intact.
But,
I am still troubled.
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The Trouble

I am troubled because, even if these desires are unshackled and divorced from labels like
normal or pathology, hidden under this investigation of terminologies is a slow path towards
shame. Because underneath the labels and literature are my desires; my desire for trouble.

I feel it. Desire. It is a substance moving in rotations through my core. It floods upwards from
my pussy and saturates my heart, clings to my throat. Moves downward. Its density causing a
slight shiver in my legs. As if already asphyxiated with pleasure.

And to the side of this demanding sensation is the desire for its fulfilment.

How to get what I want?
Sometimes I do not have a regular lover. Onenight stands are rarely satisfying. And I am feeling
old, soft and vulnerable.

Unsatisfied, desire intensifies.

This howling hunger, palpable in my body, drops down into a part of my personality. It’s like a
spark to an oil slick, deep in a cavern. It will ignite something unseen, dangerous and powerful. I
have avoided writing about this, as I avoid acknowledging it to myself. But I know the sensation
too well. It’s a pleasure in volatile excitement and danger. It’s a keening for indefinable trouble.

I am afraid of this part of me. I have placated it with Netflix and porn, wine and friends. Avoided
it for years. But it feels as if it is not enough. Not now, without lovers’ placating fucks.
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It seems like an innocent enough desire to want something as simple as sex, human touch,
connection and pleasure. But the motivation, the pressing at my back, and the pulling in my
stomach know that there are incipient flames here, which will only be satiated by destruction.

Acknowledging this is difficult.

As long as you are having fun, Susan
Said Elizabeth after my husband left nearly twenty years ago, and there were rumours after I
had been seen with enough tall, strong, black men and small, slender mocha men, cross
dressing men and midsized white men and wild darkhaired women, couples, men and men,
to set the sip sip35 going.

But it was rarely fun.

I did not seek fun. I wanted more than fun. I wanted pain. I wanted to be fucked violently,
treated badly, abused physically, within the boundary of naked bodies and cum. I wanted
greedy hands to prod my body as if it was meat to be assessed and weighed. I wanted pain of
ignorant fists fighting me. Large dicks fucking any orifice for their own pleasure. Taunted. Susan
ignored. Stranded and broken afterwards. But with a sublime pleasure, contentment, joy which
is not easily articulated.

I wanted enlivening danger. I desired intoxicating destruction. Life pushed to a vibrant stunning
edge.

This desire is not consciously constructed, but wired deep into my body, such that when I see
or read or experience it, there is a cosmic, resonating clang in my flesh. This specific sensation
doesn’t arise through careful planning or acting. An enactment, a scene, in the dungeon. It
exists only when I am in the moment of that amount of unpredictable danger.
Fear. Excitement. Arousal. Intensity. A place with no safe word. No safety and anything can
happen. When my whole body is tight with fear. Blood and vitality pounding through me.
35

Sip sip is a Caribbean colloquialism for gossip.
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I can write about erotics and desire. I can write about how I have learned bodies. How I
understand materiality. Sensuality. And that can be there too.

But this place. This brutal, empty, violent, exhilarating place is a cavernous temple of pleasure.
No, I can’t be flippant about this.
I can’t call it play or fun.

As long as no one gets hurt.

Said more than once by people who leer in judgement at the insinuation of married lovers.

The danger my body seeks is an abyss. It starts with the thick hunger of desire. My body calling
out, sirening to me. My arms long to be pinned back, my breasts long to be grabbed and
pinched without consent, my nipples exposed and devoured as if I have no will; only my body’s
desires for my buttocks to be pulled at, heaved upwards, smacked, paddled, whipped. My legs
pushed apart with angry, impatient, careless fingers. Bruising soft flesh. Teeth biting on the
impossibly fragile and sensitive skin at the top of my inner thighs. And in the fantasy of desire,
I would not know whose tongues, thick cock, or whose fingers will fight inside me. Which hole,
how hard, how often.

It starts in my body. And pulls me.

It is a calling that takes me to a black car on the edge of the city – a stranger with an appealing
accent. I sit on the black leather seats; I smell him. Aftershave and hunger. I feel the throb of
the engine as he drives it slowly, a tension. As if the car is hungry too, to have its engine
released to its fullest potential. The low rumble impatient.

He drives me out of the city, takes me to a disused road. I don’t know where we are. No one
knows I am here. There is a small stone hut on the side of the scree amongst litter and
dirt. Once Inside the ugly structure, he puts his fingers around my throat. And his hands fumble
to find the edge of my tights and panties.
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It’s

a

hunger

that

takes

me

to

the

pub

with

another

stranger,

one

who afterwards threatens me over the river, under the bridge – holding me, teetering, his
coarse hands around my neck, not in sexual play but unmediated threat.

It is a hunger which, when I found evidence of his infidelity – earrings, condoms, and blonde
pubes on a pristine white pillowcase – I still showed up, pushing my cunt on his face, smearing
myself on him. And when he was behind me, his heavy hand pushing my head down towards
the pillow, and his sizeable dick thrusting inside my anus, I amplified the pain by imagining him
fucking that blondehaired, bigtits woman of his preferred infidelity. Owner of the
blonde pube. Amplified the physical pain with emotional pain, at my lack. Not being what he
wanted. The face and body of his preferences. I frantically rub my fingers against myself until,
with him, I cascade the pain into pleasure.

And a hunger which tumbles me over in my stationary car, my favourite tune playing. Rolling
me up and down with GR’s cock in my mouth – the week before his wedding. Afterwards, I
have dick breath and in the haze of music, rum and sex. I find a pile of gritty stones, which I
cram in my mouth. Moving the dirt and hard pebbles around its wet cavity. Enjoying earth.
Before spitting and spitting and spitting the guilt out.

It is an internal movement that demands that I go out again, the icy night after UD tied me up
and fucked me. It impels me out that same night to encounter MM’s heat as he stretches me
out on white hotel sheets.

How many other tales with their complicated relationships and incestuous flips and twists to
add to the chaos and danger? An exlover’s uncle, in the bed belonging to a current (absent)
lover. A husband. A friend. Two friends together. A thick, hot dick fondled in my hands in a pub,
on the street. A willingness to push hot, alcoholdrenched nights to the limit, push ethics and
morals and find they slide and slither away from me. Morals as insubstantial as the breeze on
my exposed flesh as I am on all fours in a darkened tennis court, grit grinding into my knees –
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the moon ignoring me – he, behind me, an illdefined shadow thrusting in the night. In the
dark, during the day. Strangers and friends. Fidelity and infidelity.

A hunger that finds me taking those large, eager dicks altogether. Allowing my whiteness to be
submerged and impinged by them and their careless hunger. A night where
they gathered, called together by my wishes and wandered the house wrapped in towels. To
drop them, one at a time, or altogether, in the darkened room. Pouring more vodka, neat,
down my throat. Giving me puffs of a lit cigarette before replacing the slender nicotine with
their eyewatering, choking dicks. This hunger which caused me to faint the next night, needing
antibiotics, lying on the back seat of Roisin’s car. Pain riddling through my body.

And sometimes, the day after visits to the doctor to get pills. One pill. Another a series of three
times a day for a week, with food, avoid alcohol. And again. Blood in my piss, pain careening
through me. Unfamiliar odours. My body lurching.
And again
And again
And those pills which ache and creak my womb.
And the pills not taken causing another ache and creak in my womb.
As long as you are having fun, Susan.
As long as no one gets hurt

And now, age and cold weather a restraint. Time moved on; I am not there now. Not all of
those stories resulted in sex. But I still walk cautiously around these desires because I can’t be
flippant about the blood, pain, seepage, tears. The misery these longings have sometimes
produced.

Even if, in the moment, I revelled and indulged in the sheer visceral pleasure and excitement
of those sparkling saturations of erotic. Like the glitter Moira poured over my face and into my
eyes beforehand when, like a witch, I summoned them with a glint in my eye. And a what’s the
expectation here, boys? That night the world whorled in a psychedelic kaleidoscope of
glimmering light refractions – tiny pieces of glitter distorting the black night into light.
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Even if the next day, or the latenight walk home, or the drive back, with sudden wetness filling
my panties as cum slides from one orifice or another, I feel a powerful sense of aliveness. A
sense of completeness. My body whole and satisfied. Abused emotionally, physically, it sings
in contentment. A profound peace. A smile playing my lips at my audacity. At the big bright
intensity of those interactions.

As long as I’m having fun.
And no one gets hurt.

Art 1.4

Guilt, pain, badness, anger, sadness, danger, beauty, excitement, adventure, power, desire,
trouble. It starts in the middle as if arising from an internal pit, a fissure in the brightness of
day, skin and body. An amorphous material. It starts as a crack that releases a movement, a
thought. Which connects to another, then another. The thoughts construct a dark matrix
covering fungal tendrils, clustered, clotting, suffocating, and blooming like mould. A dark
shimmer. Glittering impenetrable black.

This is the bruise I call pathology.

Why it troubles me.

Why I can’t blithely accept BDSM sex as only described as not normal. Or only in a sanctified
dungeon.

Because it’s not just fun
It’s not just pleasure
It’s not just pain
And it does hurt
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The image shows a black filigree. It is not clear if this is my feelings about the trouble or if it is
the trouble or a complex matrix of both. I think it is intricate and beautiful. Like glitter in my
eyes on a dark night, it shimmers. After completing the smothering yet vibrant blackness, I
include my form. But only one, it seems more appropriate, something limiting about the
claustrophobic blackness. A single form lurches. An identity for pathology? It is not clear why
it has emerged from the gloom – maybe to escape it.
I am aware that focusing on the times I did have potentially dangerous or unhealthy sexual
experiences, clumping them together, it could be assumed that that is the only way I have sex.
Or that I always get sick after, as if bladder infections, for example, are not also common in
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heteronormative sex, the honeymoon disease. And it could be construed that I am always
swayed by the desires of others. The assumed passivity of the masochist, meaning I am at the
mercy of other36. This distortion happens when I omit all the times I have refused sex. Or why
I chose it. Actively. And how sex life connects to life. And relationships – I have ongoing
relationships with most of the people mentioned above. And I have developed relationships
with my contemporary lovers. In the section above, I don’t explore pleasure and I describe a
specific time frame at the end of longterm relationships. Although my desires remain, my
relationship with those desires has changed. And as I age, there is change. And sex is never
just sex. It is always swirled with multiplicities – nameable and unnameable.
Focusing on one aspect, one label, is not indicative of the array of my sexual experiences. SM,
BDSM, and normal sex labels frustrate me. The terms are too limited to describe the sort of
sex I engage with. Where are the edges of normal or not normal, pathological? How does sex
with a normal man fit with the sex I have with BP in the dungeon? How do I understand the
pleasure I gained from such dangerous activity, not located in a sanctified dungeon?
The trouble isn’t just with me.
The trouble is with labels and language like normal, pathology. Words too distinct and metallic
to allow for difference and complexity.
The trouble is gendered, essentialised, reductive or homogenised terms used in the literature
as if they are absolute.
The trouble is isolating SM as pathology, BDSM as a harmless pastime, and normal sex as the
privileged centre. As if sex is something that can be neatly ordered into categories. As if it is
not messy, complicated and enmeshed with life and relationships. Profound and delightful.
Painful and pleasurable. As if I am only the label.
The trouble is the unspoken binaries that perverse is bad and normal is good. Or pleasure is
good and pain is bad.
There needs to be a better way to conceive and research BDSM, SM sex. A way to note the
complexities and nuances of sexual interactions. A way to acknowledge my gender and sex.

36

I will examine the agency of passivity in Chapter 6
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And a way to research that can consider pleasurable troubles without resorting to labels. An
inquiry that feels the ache of my scholarship (Pelias, 2005).
In the following chapter, I work to find a suitable form of research.
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2. Creative-relational Inquiry
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This chapter is a reaction to the dearth of literature that complicates BDSM, SM sex. It is a
response to the lack of inquiry beyond essentialising, gendered, reductive or homogenising
labels. Instead, I aim for inquiry that can agitate the polarized BDSM, SM discourses.
This chapter also considers how to express, in contrast to the malecentric literature, a cis
woman’s desire and experiences of sex which can roam from heteronormative to perverse,
encompassing pleasure and pain, through the articulation of personal, intimate, creative,
contradictory and rich scholarship.
To do this, I engage creativerelationaI inquiry to imagine sex differently and provide a research
concept that matches sex’s complicated fluidity. I start this section from where I ended the last
chapter with the dichotomy pathology/normal, I use art to break this and other binaries. From
here, I introduce the idea of the sex assemblage before moving to art to establish my becoming
and knowing for this research with the image of NonVitruvian. Knowing and becoming of
experiences are expressed through voice. However, voice suggests a bound humanist subject
who is and knows. Instead, I find other voices through the apparatus of my body, art and
writing. I end this section by posing questions that drive a creativerelational inquiry into this
pleasure pain sex assemblage.
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Art 2.1

The labels from the previous chapter produced normal (good) sex versus pathological (bad)
sex. This cartesian thinking happens with other hierarchies like man/woman, mind/body, pain/
pleasure, culture/nature. In this instance, through artmaking, I work the spontaneously
emerging (notquite) binary I am good/I am wrong.

I am sitting at my art table, feeling a pulse of creativity. The house is quiet, I have time and
space, but I am unsure what I want to do. I look at the random collection of objects on the
stained, artstrewn surface of my table. I am captivated by a wooden paddle. It belonged to
my mum, and before she moved house, it hung decoratively in the hall. It reminds me of an
implement I would use for handbuilding clay. My hands tingle, imagining the cool, damp
solidity of clay, feeling the vibrations of slapping the paddle against the vessel.
Today, looking at the paddle, there is also an evocation of having my bottom smacked during
sex. Inspired, a parody, instead of clay, I will use my body as the vessel, slapped and formed
into shape with painted words and wood.
Perhaps it also evokes having my bottom smacked as a child by my mother, the paddle owner,
for some misdemeanour. Without thinking too much, I choose the words be good to inflict on
me. I write in white paint – and leave the paint wet to mark my skin.
To document the process, I place a mirror in the dining room to take pictures. I peer into the
small reflection. Just a part of me showing I am an object, a curve in the soldier lines of wood.
It is awkward taking the pictures whilst smacking. I feel selfconscious.
Extolled on my flesh to be good, there arises a sensation from my body of being wrong.
I turn the paddle over and write wrong multiple times in black paint.
I am using (an almost) binary expression of black/white, good(right)/ bad(wrong)
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This binary tension is like pleasure v pain. Pleasure which is good and pain which is wrong (bad).
Of course, I am not only wrong or good. (Not normal nor perverse). And yet, those words in
the moment of smacking them against my skin are powerful. As if I can’t be anything other
than what they tell me. I must be good. I am wrong. This is a land of cartesian duality and
implicit hierarchies.
However, experientially being smacked with words on the paddle and how they mark my skin
in response, there is no difference. The sensation of impact on my flesh is without distinction;
without binaries, there is nothing external to it on a plane of immanence37. My body, the
paddle, the paint, the phone in my hand, the mirror, the dining table and chairs, my dining
room, the day, the weather, and feelings – awkwardness and surprise – become an
assemblage.

37

Immanence is the totality of complex configurations of reality. It contests the idea of transcendence, a place
out of reality to aspire to, which implicitly creates hierarchies and dualisms.
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This Sex Assemblage

Noting the complicated assemblage in the (almost) binary art process, now, I write about the
immanent intricacy of sex to introduce the concept of the Sex Assemblage.

*

Yesterday I left HN’s house cum still on my neck, maybe in my hair. On my face smirching my
makeup. It's 11.43am. I keep my head down as I pass the bakers; there is a queue outside. Do
I look like I have been to his house just to take his delicious dick into my mouth, cunt and hand?
To be pushed over his plush sofa as he thrusts in me, making me gasp. His turgid thickness, a
fierce sensation deep inside me. I am still bent over the arm of the sofa when his mouth reaches
around my ass to tongue me efficiently. Then I am on my knees to suck his balls as he stands
in the middle of his sitting room, a finger, two, creeping towards his anus, making him breathe
faster. Spasm. After, I am collapsed, splayed on his tropical sofa, when he brings excessive toilet
paper to clean up our excesses. We kiss at the door and say thank you. Then both realise how
odd that is, so laugh. I move my transformed body down the communal stair, open the door,
encounter brightness with potential shyness, hoping those who witnessed me go in don’t
notice my tousled leaving.
Today, I find a little wood floor burn on my knee – a memento.

Sex is textured with many things, like this sex in the normality of his home.
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How to form inquiry into sex that includes both the trouble and normal? And embracing this
dichotomy, note what else is present or absent?
To do this requires thinking about sex in a fertile, generative and complex way. To consider the
flux of sex as a culmination of thousands of shifting innumerable phenomena. Not just the
physical action of bodies encountering. Thousands of things contribute to any particular
constellation. Sex never arrives alone. Every kiss is convoluted with, at the very least, the
memory of other kisses or the absence of kisses, the meaning of the kiss, the location of the
kiss, its energy, intensity. With BP in the dungeon or edging normal as HN and I part at 11.43am,
then walking past the bakers.
Fox and Aldred (2013) are social science researchers interested in Deleuze’s concepts to move
sex beyond essentialism into poststructuralism, posthumanism and new materialisms. Inspired
by Deleuze and Deleuze and Guattari, they think with the sexuality assemblage to
conceptualise researching sex.
However, in calling it a sexuality assemblage, there is an emphasis on sexuality which they
understand as,
A formation of preferences, desires, behaviours, dispositions and identity Rhizomic
flow of affect typically highly territorialized, but continually fracturing to produce
specific desires, attractions and identities (Fox & Alldred, 2013, p. 77).

Although marking it against humanism and essentialism, in the quote above, they include
sexuality as identities. This feels like a silent return to the labels I have been contesting. And
the term sexuality, to me, has an insinuated essentialism. To avoid this, I choose sex
assemblage.
A sex assemblage allows sex to be multifarious. Like a kiss, it is, of course, impossible to
document or acknowledge every aspect producing an assemblage. Deleuze and Guattari
(1988) tell me,
There are only multiplicities of multiplicities forming a single assemblage, operating in
the same assemblage: packs in masses and masses in packs (p. 34)
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However, as multiplicities of multiplicities, assemblage is an expansive concept, a concertina of
complexity that can expand to include, for example, absence within the intricacy of
immanence.
Kathleen Stewart (2008) describes her book as an assemblage.
She is writing about ordinary affects.
I am writing about sex affects.
A particular type of sex.
Or, more accurately, I am writing this sex assemblage which aims to capture and explore my
experiences with sex which traverse pain and pleasure. However, the generic term sex
assemblage ignores this specificity. Attempting to discern this distinction without returning to
reductive labels, I consider this assemblage, not a uniform or replicable coalition. Marking this
sex assemblage acknowledges there are multiple other unique sex assemblages.
And this sex assemblage is identifiable as pleasurepain or painpleasure. The line between
uniting them and recognising that they can be distinct. Or unified: pleasurepain, painpleasure.
Or a breath between pain pleasure, pleasure pain, allowing other things to emerge in the space
between the words. Thinking with pleasure pain38 will enable me to further interrogate, unpick
and expand what happens – what else is there? It can hold the richness I have experienced in
my sex life; sex that has been productive, exciting, delightful, powerful, engaging, imaginative
and erotic. But also troubling and normal. It is not one thing or another but a multiplicity of
experiences that defy labels and categorising them as only pathology or pastime or normal. Or
produced from childhood or society. In the dungeon or in the vestibule of my home. Pain
pleasure sex assemblage is a concept that can hold the smallest reference to these categories,
locations and expand beyond them and entwine with other ideas.

38

Although I suggest using these multiple forms of writing painpleasure, I notice in the thesis I favour leaving
a space as if mirroring the thesis where more than pain and pleasure emerges.
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Today, the little graze is still on my knee documenting intraactions39, the floorboard, his flat,
the way light bounces into his room. His body, a honed muscular power. His hands vicelike,
insisting my face, my mouth encompass the full length of him.
I recall he made tea afterwards. We sat on the flamboyant sofa, making polite conversation
and I tried to figure out what colour his kaleidoscope eyes are. I admire the cornicing of his
pale grey room, feeling strangely impersonal and distracted, so soon after having intimately
tasting, eating and tumbling intensities and flows. Cum still streaking my eyeliner. My body still
quietly vibrating, a low hum of dissipating pleasure. The toilet paper a moist bunch to the side.

The concept of the pleasure pain assemblage encompasses my sexual experiences without
returning to ersatz labels, and it offers a rich format for this research. It, like intraactions,
entangles the noncartesian immanent world through multiple relationships. The fluidity of
these ongoing relationships suggests becoming, not a state of essentialised being. Continuing
to consider how to produce this inquiry, next I reimagine, through artmaking, the allknowing
ablebodied perfect male as the centre of knowing and being, Vitruvian Man (da Vinci, circa
1490)

39

Intraaction is Barad’s (2007) theory of cocreating with materiality, point in time, environment and meaning.
More complex than interaction it insists that there is no separate individual or occurrence.
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NonVitruvian

Sex with HN, a not quite forgotten memory. Today, in my front room, I am sitting on the old
orange and grey tweed sofa, my laptop functioning as a kneewarmer to stave off the cold and
a cold hovering in my body. I’m listening to Judith Butler on Youtube (2018). She has a unique
way of enunciating her words: a dry yet extending way of verbalising. Sometimes I am too
distracted by her inflection and papery rhythm to understand what she is saying.
She is talking about the impossibility of the natural man, fully grown and independent. As if a
complete subject. She says in reality, he is radically dependent. Also, on Youtube, Braidotti
(2017) challenges a similar concept in the image of the Vitruvian Man by da Vinci (circa 1490).
They are deconstructing the compelling unquestioned image of a young, white, ablebodied,
beautiful man as the positivists centre of the universe, truth, the measure of all things. An
independent stable male being who knows. They point out that that assumed privileged
location shapes ideas of ontology, epistemology unless deliberately contested.

Watching the videos makes me think about my dad, the original male in the centre of my
universe.
My dad who now lives in an overheated care home. I think about his toothy grinning face,
blank, gyrating dark eyes and thin, tilted, wheelchairbound body. And his mind which burrows
in on itself and extends outwards in ongoing delirium and Parkinson addled brain. His delusions
convince him that he is still powerful. He imagines that the carers are his staff, and he can still
run, walk, cycle. That he still has meetings and travel to organise.
How are you? The staff ask.
My dad, as he has always, spits back like a challenge.
Awesome!
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He punches his thin arm to the air in an exclamation of power, belying his incapacitated,
wizened legs.
He continues to believe in his independent manhood. He denies that he is in a care home and
utterly, radically dependent.
It feels shameful to describe my dad this way. Maybe because it is so implausible, a caricature
of when he was independent, strong white male at the centre, dictating life? My dad as he
used to be – moving, controlling, holding, defining, doing, cerebral, being, knowing. Confident.
Capable. Like the centre of the world.
As I am writing this, I feel emotions gather, roaring into the back of my eyes because I want my
dad to be the centre of the Universe. And from the periphery of his big life, I can feel stability:
to know that he knows what to do, that he can do anything.
As Vitruvian Dad, he will always be young, capable, and strong.

I feel this unfeasible longing flood me even as Braidotti points out how illusory Vitruvian
man/dad is. And the centre of the world doesn’t live in a stable, transcendent being called
Vitruvian, or Natural Man. Neither the image of my dad as allpowerful/knowing/truth or
Vitruvian are real, other than a collective magical belief in men’s omnipotence. A drawing, a
sketch by da Vinci that held dreams, symbols and illusions.
Rather, Braidotti (2013b) suggests there is an inevitable, if invisible, connected
interdependency. Barad (2007) calls this intraaction, acknowledging that we cocreate with
materiality, point in time, environment and meaning. Everything in the immanent world is
ensnared; humans are not separate. Because through dynamics, forces, relations, intensity and
connections, we are created in a continuous motion. And things like truths, knowledge, and
becoming are also continually being produced. Barad (2003) says,
“We” are not outside observers of the world. Nor are we simply located at particular
places in the world; rather we are part of the world in its ongoing intraactivity (p. 828).

My dad was always formed in multiple conjunctions with human and nonhuman. Even if he
still can’t see someone wiping his face, a wheelchair props him, and an RJo hoists him out of
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his chair. Instead, he still flexes his muscles like he is impressive and independent. That he
knows and is. Vitruvian Dad.
I suppose that is why I miss my dad even as I sit with him in the smothering heat of the nursing
home the other residents cawing beside us, feeding his slumped body, foodspeckled face,
darkened eyes, bird mouth, chocolate and trying to catch up with his wandering delusions. I
miss him being the powerful, stable, omnipresent centre of being and knowing of my world.

Art 2.2
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This image was used in chapter 1 to think about my position in reference to the literature. Art
has this capacity to hold multiple and shifting meanings. Here it is reimagining the illusory
perfect centre: truth, being, knowing, self, ideas that suggest stable essentialism. Instead of
that impossible ideal man, here are images of me  Vitruvian me. The scale of me in this world.
Me, knowing and not knowing and mobile, multiple selves, cocreated, dependant. Becoming
– an ongoing assemblage of material, culture, theory, fleshy body, frail outline. An inevitable
continuous motion produced through relations in an everchanging intraaction.
The several images of me create an image in unrest. And the paper – printed academic papers
– is a surface for the image to lie on or slide over. My body and the images of my body continue
from the first chapter to engage, intraact, with discourse. There is not one position. The image
of my bodies, “I”, fuse with the surroundings, and the surroundings are engaging with the
unstable outline of my body on the egalitarian flattened page, like a flattened ontology40 (St.
Pierre, 2016).
But, sometimes, when I look at this image, I feel afraid. Terrified of annihilation, disintegration
and loss of self.

40

St Pierre points out that with immanence, ontology, epistemology and methodology cannot be seperate.
Therefore knowledge, becoming and how we experience happens through a flattened plane of reality.
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Bawdy Bodies – Knowing and Becoming.

Cixous says,
write your self. Your body must be heard (1976, p. 880)

HN is currently away, so I have been stubbornly flouting my body, even though I have been
texting him bawdy messages, I want to disown it. I don’t want to settle into it. It, an object, my
alien aroused body.
I want to ignore it. Ignore its hunger. I go to bed and push myself deep under the covers; my
frigid room entices a similar frigidness in my body. I nestle further into a longing for warmth.
Twist and curl icefeet edging my calves. It’s not erotic.
If I pause. Drop. Listen. Settle into a blurred awareness, there are my tensed buttocks pushed
against the sheets. An ache in my thighs. Muscles longing for an elongation to stretch my sex
forward. To find the echo of its hollow in a form that fits. Awareness awakens longing. I sneak
my pleasure, attempting not to awaken my desire for his specific hands, lips, eyes, dick. I don’t
want my body to crave him alone. I sneak my pleasure in the dark under covers, with cool digits
finding moisture in my heated centre.
And now, back at my desk, my cool digits type at a keyboard in my sitting room, in front of
windows looking out over a grey Marchmont. Typing as if a disembodied voice? Being read as
if I am only these thoughts. And yet, writing is always arising from and with a body.
When the body is erased in the process(ing) of scholarship, knowledge situated within
the body is unavailable. Enfleshed knowledge is restricted by linguistic patterns of
positivist dualism—mind/body, objective/subjective— that fix the body as an entity
incapable of literacy. This has particular implications for women as they have been
historically and culturally connected to conceptualizations of the body as an
emotionally unruly and profane entity. Yet, despite decades of cogently radical
critiques of positivist dualism, we still sever the body from academic scholarship (Spry,
2001, p. 724)
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The body, my body – my bawdy body – is integral to this scholarship. Or put another way, Barad
(2003) states the apparatuses of data collection are not outside the boundary of gaining
knowledge: my body either sitting at my desk, or snuggled in my bed, or having sex, writing or
artmaking, is a knowledgegenerating apparatus.
Braidotti (2013a) conceptualises this apparatus as “an intelligent fleshmindmatter
compound” It engages with knowing and being through “phenomena”, “dynamic topological
reconfigurings/ entanglements/ relationalities/ (re)articulations” (p. 352).
It seems obvious that the body holds experiences and knows (Pollock, 2009; Scott, 1991) 41.
Gannon(2006) concurs with Spry and cites Derrida, Cixous, and Barthes as believing the body
holds experiences and knowing. The body therapists like Van Der Kolk (2015) and Totton (2015)
would agree.
It is tempting to enclose these definitions as embodiment.
Embodiment is about gaining, through the vehicle of awareness, the capacity to feel the
ambient physical sensations of unfettered energy and aliveness as they pulse through
our bodies. It is here that mind and body, thought and feeling, psyche and spirit are
held together, welded in an undifferentiated unity of experience. (Levine, 2010, p. 278)

But the problem with the smooth concept of embodiment is it produces her shadow sister
disembodiment and returns to dualisms. Described as an “essentialist/discursive feminist
debate” of inside/outside and representation/body (Bray & Colebrook, 1998, p. 44). Bray and
Colebrook continue, even the feminist position of “thinkingthroughthebody” runs “the risk
of advocating a reductive sensuous “embodied” relation to representations” (p. 46).
The uncontested idea of embodiment or the ability of the body to know and experience leads
to statements like,
perhaps body language is the only language that cannot lie (McDougall, 1995, p. 157).

A therapist said,

41

I use the word experience as Scott (1991) and Pollock (2009) deconstructs; contesting the privileging ocular;
not using it to define an edge of subject like identity politics; and to be unsure of what experience means, to
let it waver.
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Your body knew what was best, Susan.
This belief in the truthful body is merely a Cartesian twist now unwittingly giving primacy to
the body. I think the body is entwined, cocreated with multiple influences. Shifting, always
becoming. I believe this because my body’s desire has taken me to places that have been
exciting, beautiful but not always healthy for me42. And I know this because it is the same body
that has then reacted with unwellness. It doesn’t work to imagine that the body is a unified
entity that will peel open and oblige with speaking its truthful experiences. My body is a
battleground and a pleasure zone and silent and full and speaks, sings, aches. It is truculent,
absent and, and, and... The idea of body unity needs to be disrupted as much as voice is in the
following section.
Locating this recalcitrant body, Butler (2006) considers how bodies are made, gender
performed and inscribed. Bodies are composed of social and personal forces. Grosz (1994)
conceives this body as a Mobius, folded in and out of culture. And Stark (2016), after Deleuze,
thinks the body as a complicated unstable construction with forces and connections.
Grosz(1994) describes this complex idea of the body as
a discontinuous, nontotalizable series of processes, organs, flows, energies, corporeal
substances and incorporeal events, speeds and durations (p. 164).

This is the socially constructed, unstable, difficult bawdy body, my body, the fleshintelligent
matter apparatus of this research. And this intelligent flesh mind matter, my bawdy body, is
still struggling with a cold and hungry. It is late, I need to buy food and some Lemsip. I leave
the paintedsmalt atmosphere of my house and enter the empty, cold, dull outside. My hunger
also produces another emptiness – a longing to find my body again with HN’s touch.
Bray and Colebrook (1998) say the body is not merely an image or a symbol or a container for
consciousness. It is without an interior depth, but instead, it connects.

42

See The Trouble in Chapter 2.
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As chilly air flutters around me, I feel a surging entwine with my longing. Premenstrual
hormones intensifying desire for my female body to connect to his. Because hormones, my sex
are also part of the fleshy apparatus of this research.

*

Later, on the phone, my daughter tells me that the full wolf moon and its halo fills the sky and
darkens the stars. I don’t go and look at it, choosing instead to soothe my cold in bed. Though
I imagine feeling its pull. The moon’s silvery fingers reaching into my body and shifting the cells
in a gentle tumult. I wonder if it was the moon’s anticipation of my menses that had suddenly
awoken me to my body’s sexual hunger – a hormonal flavour that inhabits and swirls around
and through me. I think about this scented calling of my body ovulating, premenstrual,
menstruating: fuller breasts, aches, the sense of swollen anticipation. The taste inside my body
like a dream that haunts – can’t be denied and can’t quite be defined. And like the moon, it
draws its influence and is cyclical; 21 days, 14 days, 7 days. Or 3, 8, 17 days?
I locate my connecting, becoming, knowledgeproducing body as cis woman, “a female body
cannot fail to affect a female mind” (Braidotti, 2013a, p. 352). A woman, with all the weight
and confusion that includes (Colebrook, 2000). I do not aim to engage with the literature about
the significance of that gendering, other than broad gestures to acknowledge a historical
duality and othering. Not subject – an object constructed by the male gaze and performing
gender (Butler, 2006). With Bray and Colebrook (1998), I share a desire to “think the body
beyond the problem of representation” of gender (p. 38)
Tonight, this means that the moon, HN’s absence and premenstrual hormones intensify desire
as it slithers through and stimulates my body.
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*

The body is more complex than flesh, embodied or disembodied, social, constructed,
gendered. Bray and Colebrook think with Deleuze and Guattari’s formulation of the body as
part of immanence. The body is a location of events of intensities, forces, and discursive,
cultural formulations. And as the instrument of this research, my body knows and doesn’t
know. It is hormoneinfused flesh and created through connections in the entanglement of life.
Instead of an established and coherent body, as Spinoza asks (Deleuze, 1988), What can a body
do? I ask, What can my bawdy body do?
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Finding Voices

With cocreated extended knowing and not knowing referenced through the artwork, Non
Vitruvian, and my body noted as a stubborn, unstable (colded) instrument of this research, I
now explore how to verbalise sex encounters, how to write my experiences, how to express
what my bawdy body can do. Autoethnography seems like an obvious choice to speak my
experiences, but this suggests a humanist subject who knows. This conflicts with an ontology
of immanence, which disrupts the primacy of human voice. In this part, I find other voices.

*

Today there is windblown spluttering, splatters of rain against the windowpanes in my front
room. Sitting again on the sofa, the cold still leaving me depleted, I am struggling to read, write
or think. I have covers bundled around me and a Lemsip steaming on the coffee table. My
studywilling fingers hover near the keyboard, belying my strewn apart ability to think. Thought
is consumed by residual unwellness.
My body recovering won’t let me catch the tenuous self, a subjectivity, to write coherently. A
self to be documented in this thesis. A self who can provide a personal perspective, an intimate,
convoluted woman’s view.
It seems obvious that I use myself as an instrument to produce this thesis through a
methodology like autoethnography. Use my voice to story trips to the dungeon. Because as
Spry (2001) says,
the researcher is the epistemological and ontological nexus upon which the research
process turns (p. 711).
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Like my cold disrupting my ability to think, it’s not that simple. Once broken from binary and
Vitruvian on a plane of immanence, like the body, neither voice nor self are simple concepts.
There is not an easily definable self who walks into the dungeon. Or an I who creates this thesis
snuggled on an old sofa. Or a Susan of the past, which is definable.
In the following vignette of sexual relationships from many years ago, I explore the impossible
notion of a linear coherent self who writes this thesis about my sexual experiences.

*

We met at a concert.
The music was familiar, Cuban, propelling a desire to explore, to taste unknown. It flooded into
my body, causing me to rise up, ignoring the greyhaired restraint of a barely perceptible foot
tap of the people sitting beside me, and join the dancing gaggle of women. I danced with them,
bringing the lilting movements of the Caribbean obvious beside their up and down dancing. I
had smiled ruefully. Attempted a snip of conversation with the tall redhaired one. Then
returning to my seat, I studied them. They had the air of women that are safe, as if held by the
love of good husbands and a good community. I looked at their profiles and wondered why
their husbands loved them. Wondered if there was a secret symmetry to their bones that
compelled loyalty, an aspect lacking in my own bones.

Jessica
Such an innocent introduction to my life. So benign. Music.
Jessica
A recognisable beauty. Tall, voluptuous. Dark hair, pale skin, and blue eyes. An aristocratic
bearing, but something always hidden and restrained, like foxes, taut, sniffing and pitching
towards freedom.
February. Jessica and P – her husband – and I went together to an event.
I had anticipated his desire for me and witnessed it that night when I had twisted my body in
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my tight skirt to move away from the enclosed table and chair and turning saw his eyes on me.
I saw as clearly as my own sight him imagining fucking me. I saw him see my slender paleness
twisting under him as he pulled at me, yanking my body onto his. Maybe if my eyes had slipped
over to where Jessica sat, I would have recognised the same expression in the echo of her blue
eyes.

The compelling swelling of life brought our friendship to an inevitability. I was lonely, hungry,
angry. The structures and morals that I believed in had been decimated. Sex, however, was a
sanctuary that spat in the face of every abandonment. Sex was a small circle that brought an
immediate and definable sense of self and relief from emotional pain. Sex was my solution and
I explored it without prejudice. The diversity of experiences created a constellation of notes
embedded in me. It was a tune I knew how to hum.

P came over one evening without Jessica. Cocooned in the light of the kitchen, intensely aware
of his physical presence, I cooked. Desire steaming up with the bubbling pots. He sipped a
frosty glass of wine, watching me with his blue eyes, the fierceness of which pervaded deep,
like a finger caressing my cunt.

As he crouched over the bowl of steaming creamy pasta,

scooping it into his mouth eagerly, he told me that Jessica was so attracted to me that in my
company, she would feel the slickness of her arousal crawl down her leg. I watched him lick his
lips with appreciation.
I felt strangely removed from what he was saying. But my body responded, betraying mental
analysis. It responded like ignited smoke, swirling explosively outwards.

I was leaving anyway. It was easy, then, to suggest I join them.

I was careless.

Is that why eight years later, Jessica is bringing her children for this meeting? She needs
protection against my careless nature? The children are a talisman, a memento and a spell of
normality against dangerous passions and flippancy.
But I feel as if awaiting an inspection. Jessica, now forever in my mind, the stiff and overbearing
one. The one who had said NO.
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But it hadn’t been like that then. When I was 34 years old. Then Jessica had boldly taken me.
Showing up at the house unannounced after the conversation with P, she pushed me to the
ground. Stripped my trousers, then panties, till I had lain, with legs splayed on the carpet, in
the brightly lit sitting room. Jessica eating me voraciously as a bowl of hot, steaming, creamy
pasta.

I wanted to divide the world of creamy, voracious hunger from the world of being friends in a
small town – a city assignation was set.

I asked Clare to mind the children. Told her what was about to happen. She did not comment,
only pouring us each a cold glass of wine and dressing me in her black designer shoes, with the
little ribbons on the back. Black skirt and top. Black stockings and cream coat.

But once there, at our dinner assignation, I staggered going to the toilet. Panicked. I felt that I
couldn’t carry it off. Hiding in the image of sophistication – a little girl in mummy’s clothes –
too big, falling off, exposing a naked child underneath. With a sharp breath in, avoiding my face
in the powder room mirror, I remembered how to pretend. To push self out and portray an
idea to the world, and suppress whimpers. I used to wonder how people could do things like
this, but now I know...you just pretend. Act like it doesn’t matter, that it’s cool. I pretended,
even to myself, that I was not scared.

Then I walked arm in arm, in a cream coat, with the married couple obvious in my heels, the
couple in their jeans, to a hotel. A hollow hotel with symmetrical hallways, the kind that is only
ever used by business people. However, hidden in its concrete warren, we tumbled into
wetness, abundant oil slicked over skin and champagne licked from his belly button, then hers.
I quivered on all fours as he plunged into me with the intensity I had expected. Jessica lay back
– a reclining titian, watching through halfclosed eyes. Then I watched them ride each other in
an arching familiarity.
Sated, he lay on his back, and we women, either side curled against his strength. They had
welcomed me to their bed, he with his hard lust, she with her quiet warmth. They had received
me separately in the moment of sex, but lying amongst the gentle snoring, it was with a couple
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that I lay. I breathed their substance and strength. I didn’t want to leave the warmth. Yet, it
was thoughts of my independence or individuality that eventually propelled me out of bed. I
was happy and at peace, like I had not been for a long time.

I walked downstairs, painfully aware of black shoes, black stockings, black velvet mini skirt, black
top, and cream coat. Aware of my oilslicked hair and the smudges of sex on my skin. Conscious
of my spent and invigorated body. Noticing how I looked. How I looked, contrasting with how
I felt, looking so fucked, feeling so whole. At reception, I asked for a taxi. Waiting, I watched a
music video in the lounge, thinking about them still lying naked in bed, under stained sheets.

The taxi driver paused as he looked at me.
He asked in a brusque accent.
Is it on account?

I tried to laugh to myself as the velocity of the taxi swung me through the streets. Tried to see
what the taxi driver had assumed: a prostitute.

The tune started, did not stop. We became entwined. Jessica sent P to visit me to satisfy my
need for his dick and his coarse hunger. We would lie safe under hot covers, whispering to each
other. Or blowing smoke from secret cigarettes out the halfopen window into the cold,
wrapping our nakedness in the puffiness of the downy. And delving into each other with a
dangerous glee. Creating a careless bond in the solitude of our appetite for each other.

There were sleepovers. Nights at their house, we would tumble into their room and play until
the sun rose. Trips to the city, Jessica and I giddy on P’s proud arms, then falling back to this
house to indulge in our insatiable flesh. P imagined a future time when we would all live
together in a large house in France. Jessica and I only smiled. Something of our knowing telling
us in our own way that that was not the end to be predicted.
Jessica said,
I have never met anyone like you before
And,
Susan, you are a force of nature.
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I made love to her as P watched with scalding blue eyes as I lay her down roughly. Then teasing
her, gently bit her through her panties. Slowly putting my whole mouth on her till, through the
silken fabric, she could feel the heat of my tongue. I caressed her, gently edging the top of her
thigh with my inquisitive lips. Then my insolent fingers pulling the fabric sharply till it harshly
grazed her hunger. I made love to her like an unknown and unexpected melody that changed
from staccato to legato, then clashing. Eroticising a fluctuating rhythm.

Drenched, she said.
I can never make love to you like that.

I didn’t need her to. I had her. I had P. And I had WD. (WD who offered his own version of he
and she)

But one day before I left, before the time was up. We sat in her back garden, the clouds hiding
a weak sun, a northerly wind blowing, and she said,
I can’t do this anymore

Girls are not really my thing

I felt betrayed. She forbade P and me to see each other again without her, but she allowed us
to remain friends.
Once again, I stumbled, then practiced the pretend.
Pretended her whispered promises,
Susan, we will always be a safe place for you; you will always be welcome with us; we will always
be home – did not matter.

P still visited me, secretly driving further along XXX road to my door. But he was creased by her
demand. We both were.

I spent one last sleepover at their house before I left. I felt warped by another withheld love,
fighting against my skin to stay in my body; I remembered to smile and say thank you. P was
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sent downstairs to spend a last night with me, banished to the sofa bed.
In the morning, I lay too long in bed after he got up to make breakfast. I felt his bathrobed body
slip back against me, with a heaviness I equated as unspoken sadness.
My toe pinched, alerted me. I shifted my eyes out of the dark embrace and saw Jessica was
the one lying against me.

I saw them when I returned from abroad, but it was a meeting of strangers. They said another
dry goodbye to me. Then I left.
And years later, now I am back again.
It irks me that Jessica has chosen this format for meeting.
P is away. Her email stated.
So, with the children, after school. A cup of tea or coffee, pleasantries to eat.

Does Jessica know P had wanted to meet me since I returned? DS was still here then. I couldn’t
meet him with DS sitting at this desk, waiting for me. And now I would be scared. It would be
too easy to slip back under the fluffy covers.

Jessica.
A few years back, I contacted her, asked to talk about what had happened, and tried to
understand. But she had firmly declined any conversation.
That door is closed now.
She said.

And the door is still closed as she sits barricaded by the nowadolescent children. The time
between marked by their growing.

We talk and breaking through the niceties, I glimpse memories of who we had been, friends
and lovers in that very room. When P had filmed me gorging on his dick and Jessica and I
twisting around him. It affects me and my children sitting close, fidgeting, mock me loudly.

Why are you rubbing your hands like that?
Why did you laugh like that?
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My anxiety making them itch.

But then Jessica and her children leave, and I don’t have to pretend anymore.

*

Sitting on the old sofa swamped by unresolved feelings and stuffiness of a cold, I think about
this writing, these memories. It seems to be a neat account of the past. But Butler (2001)
points out we can’t return to an accurate historical “I”. It’s a flawed project before it even
starts. We are always too late. Or, as Haraway (1988) says, “selfidentity is always a bad visual
system”(p. 585).
Like the drawing of NonVitruvian, the edges of my body do not bind me. There is no single
location from which I am writing. I am composed of interconnected nonsuccessive, relational
selves (Manning, 2009). The author and this narrative are not absolute. There are multiple
selves in this old piece of writing. Numerous ways of writing and remembering. I wrote it seven
years ago, about a time 16 years ago. And I bring it here now. A complicated collection of
indefinable voices producing this constructed version of a story.
Jackson and Mazzei (2008) also know that attempting to write from a unified self is flawed. Like
Lather (2009), they worry at the uncomplicated endorsement of authentic, the impossibility of
a neat coherent voice. They demand troubling autoethnography’s uncontested voice (Jackson
& Mazzei, 2009). They challenge the passivity and knowledge of I. They call for voice/s which
do not close down meaning which can happen when reflecting on personal historical
events, and there is an assumption that the author knows what the experience means.
Problematise this, they demand, “disrupt identity, discourage identification, and refuse
understanding”. And “become fractured, multiplypositioned and unreliable narrators” who
“forfeit knowledge” and accept “epistemological failures” (Jackson & Mazzei, 2008, p.
303). The idea is to be an author under erasure (Gannon, 2006). And acknowledge the
neglected, messy unspeakable voice of trauma (Tamas, 2008). Jackson and Mazzei suggest
understanding the I in autoethnography as a “performative “I””. Thus an I that is not fixed to
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meaning,

but

shifting and

moving,

contradicting, and

dissolving,

breaking

easy

representations.
Jackson and Mazzei’s demands affect me. Affect my body. Cause excitement to pulse. Make
me feel better, or the Lemsip? I love the compelling energy of their words acknowledging the
limits of writing about my sexual experiences and relationships. The omissions, disruptions and
contradictions are implicit in the previous story.
It is impossible to write a true, coherent version of the past, sexual experiences or self, I know.
However, I consider autoethnography because of what it can do. How it can move forward
away from epistemological debates (Mazzei & McCoy, 2010). It can liberate colonised subjects
from myopic and 2dimensional representations (Ellis et al., 2011). It is a postmodern social
reform, which does not rely on the limited and deceptive understanding of facts,
truth and authority. It eschews the impossibility of valuefree and embraces value centricity –
an honest and open reflection of the researcher’s bias, subjective, not objective. It challenges
the veracity and authority of positivism. The “crisis of Representation” (Denzin & Lincoln,
1994) and the difficulty of perspective (Haraway, 1988). It offers alternative ways of knowing,
giving voice to personal experiences that may be marginalised and it can critique culture
(Holman Jones et al., 2013). And due to awareness of the challenges of researching others
(Fawcett & Hearn, 2004), counselling and psychotherapy43 promote experience near accounts
to inform practitioners (Bondi & Fewell, 2016).
And if well written, autoethnography can move readers and induce a response through
combining theory with storytelling and reflexivity to situate vulnerability (Spry, 2001). It
is product and process.

Autoethnography acknowledges multiple ways of knowing and

multiple realities which are coconstructed (Ellis et al., 2011).
However, Gale and Wyatt (2018) demand further,
“Autoethnographers” must be encouraged to ask themselves a fundamental question.
Is what I am doing worthwhile as a form of inquiry or am I simply indulging in the
production of accounts that nurture forms of subjectification that serve to sustain
researcher identities and practice representations that are fragile, unsustainable, and
possibly even dishonest?” (p. 566)

43

This inquiry does not aim to research others like therapy clients, therefore I do not further engage with the
counselling and psychotherapy literature regarding researcher others.
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I acknowledge the challenges with writing a self and writing my experiences, but unlike Stewart
(2008), who chooses she as if this obscures I from which her assemblage is composed. Instead,
I won’t deny that this is written by me. I think with Deleuze and Guattari (1988), who suggest
retaining something of “significance and subjectivication” – a construct, stability, from which
to “respond to the dominant reality” (p. 160).
I am the one who is writing. The one recovering from a cold on an inherited sofa, the wind
rattling the panes. I wrote the vignette about Jessica and Paul seven years ago. I choose to
include it and not a different story here.
Therefore, I keep something of a subjectivication and other voices.
I am NonVitruvian and binaries are smashed. I am not writing from an enclosed essential
humanist subject position. I am not attempting to present a coherent self or analysis or
prognosis or diagnosis. And there are others, human and nonhuman, intraacting. There are
others I create with. And I am created with.
These creative intraactions means research is always more than one or two or three, reminds
Murray (2020) in block caps. In other words, imbricated multiple coconstructing relationships
are not just more than three people, like, WD, Jessica and P. This thesis is cocreated
relationships of nonhumans. Nonhuman like art materials and materiality of discourse.
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Creativerelational Inquiry – Art and Writing

Wyatt (2019) writes towards creativerelational inquiry, exploring the concept’s abilities by
working relationships between therapy, standup, and writing. He intermingles these distinct
fields to allow creative happenings and production. He works what happens between, through
and with, theory and vignettes.
Similarly, in this creativerelational inquiry, I am working art, writing and sex experiences in
relationship with each other. Creativerelations happens implicitly in each of these individual
acts – art, sex and writing. The thesis attempts to capture the creativerelational of sex through
the creativerelational devices of writing and artmaking. The three activities, sex, art and
writing, come alive in this inquiry through this intermingling process. As Wyatt (2019)
describes,
I use the one to riff off the other, the one to provide insight into the other, the one to
diffract through the other. At times, how they meet, how they encounter each other,
is explicit, at others implicit (p. 9)

In this thesis, I started with the creative act of artmaking. Art and creativity are complex
activities that are informed by intention. Here, the purpose is productive – to engage and
illuminate concepts to visually enrich experiences and expressions.
This process is informed by my professions. I was a professional artist for over twenty years. I
describe my practice as contemporary, conceptual and processbased. Like in Art 2.1 and 2.2,
I become curious and artmaking clarifies and expands meanings. Artmaking may include my
body, materials, or actions. There is an emphasis on process and ideas rather than producing
a commercial aesthetic art object. This aligns with (but is different from44) my current
profession as an art psychotherapist45, which also does not privilege aesthetics. The intention

44

My professional art practice although process based and not necessarily aesthetic does require more
rigorous contemplation and presentation than art produced in art therapy.
45
Art psychotherapy is always created in the triad of art, client and therapist. As such the art produced in this
thesis cannot be called art psychotherapy. But art psychotherapy’s concepts influence the formation of art.
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in both my art practice and art psychotherapy is a form of inquiry. The former, for me, is an
investigation into self/society and in the latter, it supports clients to utilise art as their process
of self/other inquiry, expression, and soothing from the oftentherapeutic and agencyfilled
action of artmaking. Art psychotherapy is informed by the psychodynamic tradition and
therefore acknowledges dynamics. Dynamics, forces, entwine with the art, in the room, in
bodies, in relationships – like transference and countertransference. These dynamics and
affects, which range from vibrant or disturbing embed in the art processes (Schaverien, 1999,
2005).
Beyond human conceptions, in art psychotherapy and in my own practice, artmaking is deeply
relational. How any substance chooses to respond to human and nonhuman ministrations is
seductive, erotic, difficult, and habitually unseen. Artists may know this relationship as
intuition. It is a knowingness from repetitive material46 engagements. The artist attunes, and
materials attune. Or resist. This relating, connecting, is not just with the art materials but all
objects. For example, drawing a still life requires close attention to the world. To notice how
each thing exists in its thingness. Its curve, weight, texture, density, the shadows it produces.
Its potentiality. Its liveliness and agency (Barad, 2003). And its “thingpower” (Bennett, 2004,
p. 349) 47.

Art is a form of nonverbal, complex communication, relations, investigation and produces co
created knowledges. Artmaking is spontaneity of creativity and documentation. Arts are
constantly becoming (Harris & Holman Jones, 2016). Artwork made from my location as an
artist and art therapist is inevitably dense because art is layered, contradictory, diffuse, shifting
and does not settle – it is an ongoing dynamic process. Therefore, I hesitate to attribute
absolute meanings through the (apparent) stability of language.

46

Materials is used instead of art media, like paint, because in my art practice I have used many diverse
materials, including blood, breath, hair, my body and bones.
47
Materials’ agency is assumed and discussed throughout the thesis
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*

Although words fail to hold the full capacity of artwork, I write to further art processes. I write
to process. I write as a process (Richardson & St. Pierre, 2005). I write to understand artmaking,
sex, and theory. I write as inquiry (Wyatt, 2019). Or, as Gale (2018) wonders how to write,
“unfolding” through writing “with it”, “against it”, “to it” and “to inquire” with “enhanced
possibilities for practices of speculation, experimentation, fabulation, and of delire, of going off
the rails” (p. 97). Possibly a madness of creativerelations.
In this thesis, this madness might mean that inspired by the call of Mazzei and Jackson, writing
is not linear or coherent. Madness is shifting timelines, bad grammar and punctuation. I play
with commas like they are accessories, jewels glinting between words. And I neglect full stops
to push on to something else. Or use an abundance of full stops to force. Pauses. I omit verbs,
pronouns, conjunctions. I leave awkward irregular spacing, paragraphs and sections lurch.
Fragment sentences. Verbs slide. Tenses change. Words emerge out of me, in their own
becoming, not following the rules of meanings and writing.
Because words, grammar and punctuation are not the whole of the world. They are not the
language of my body or affects or sex, so like labels, I push them, crush them. Make them work
for me. Break them open to find wet insides and entrails. I use them and their slippages. Their
lack and excesses.
I want profanities to jolt. To stand abruptly on the page. Language to mean something other
than clinical. Provocative, like a hot, fierce tongue. Or rich, velvet sensuality unravelled into
words.
There are writers who inspire me. Their words excite my body. Their words and the spaces
between their words resonate in a sweet low voluptuous vibration. Like Cixous, Deleuze and
Guattari, I wonder, are they using erotic to write. Are their words clustered to create an
atmosphere not to be complete or truthful? Are they digging into words to find how they taste
to create flavours? They do not follow the rules of grammar and punctuation. Instead, they let
the words cluster and hum. Cause a vibration. Generate meanings that will not stick into the
codes of academic writing. I want to lick their words, take little pieces between the edges of
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my teeth, to feel them wedged between enamel. Or to squash my body between the words
themselves, feel their texture how they connect. Joining the words and spaces, their meanings,
and my body create further ineffable, visceral meanings.
Other writers I read do not engage my body. There is no movement, no swirling, no breath, no
hum, no slippery bump, just lines of words, like efficient, dutiful tin soldiers. Like places in the
thesis when I feel obligated to adopt a coherent voice and guide, tell, that I know.
It reminds me of a man I knew. With perfectly long fingers for squeezing up my cunt, exactly
to a pinnacle spot producing clouds of colour swimming through me in response. But his words
– his spoken words – felt like round pebbles, smooth. Inside they were all a similar consistency,
a thick jellylike substance. Something similar to his words that I found confusing. I couldn’t
find nuance or depth or connect to his words.
For me, words have a form and interaction, levels of meanings – relationships. They are not
smooth pebbles all the same. Nor soldiers efficiently following orders.
Language is rich and polluted with affects and confusion. Like the story of Jessica and P, writing
in this thesis is saturated by memories, haunted by other stories, shifting timelines, nonlinear
and shadowed with convoluted feelings. Words, writing is not pure, or true, or faultless, but
evolving, emerging and broken. I do not write like a scientist (except playfully in Chapter 6
when wearing a lab coat). I do not write as if only a scholar. I write from the complications of
an I that will not settle. I write to break the ideas of a unitary voice. I write to break the illusion
that language is a satisfactory system of representation, given too much power, says Barad
(2007). And so I break the rules. I refuse the fascism of language (Barthes & Krauss, 2005). I
push language to capture the ineffable qualities of sex and the body. And to express the
rhythms of thinking and creation that are from this fleshmindmattercompound; me. I do this
to capture creativity and to note that academic writing is grounded in hierarchies that privilege
education and brain function. The rules of writing and spacing limit what can be produced and
by whom. I break these rules to allow something else to happen.
I accept and utilise the ineffable of art and the failures of language as complex apparatuses like
my truculent body to produce this inquiry. And like Murray (2020) attends to, these are vital
emergences.
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*

Creativerelational inquiry takes up not (only) the commonsense understanding of
creative—notions of making, of ‘being artistic’, etc.—but the radical, creative opening
uptowhatmaybe, an openingup (Wyatt, 2019, p. 45).

I utilise both meanings of the creative in creativerelational inquiry. However, it’s not just art
and writing or sex, which is creative and entangled here; there are concepts.
As Wyatt describes,
I tussle, I dance, I breathe, with these theories, and they with me; they shape me, they
shape this book. (p5)

I use theories and literature from multiple disciplines to tussle with.
And thinking with the concept of creativerelational inquiry, this thesis is not external to how I
am producing it. How I develop ideas in writing, art, sex, relationships and theories. Similarly,
when I created NonVitruvian and presented art that challenges dichotomies, thinking with
concepts influences the art creation, which informs writing, further thinking, and reading.
Or said another way, I put creativerelational inquiry to work, like sketchbook work.
Sketchbook work is not drawing, it is a space where ideas are worked through with theories,
where new images and processes are imagined. Sometimes sketchbooks are full of writing,
sketches plotting, collaged images or dream fragments, poetry, scientific discoveries – anything
potentially inspiration. Similarly, the sketchbook work in this thesis exposes the active, curated
processes of thinking and creation.
In this way, Wyatt's creative relationships through therapy, stand up and inquiry is the same
process as I use in my sketchbooks. Ideas are interwoven creatively to innovate and illuminate.
An emphasis on “process and novelty” (Murray, 2020). This sketchbook working is an
intermingling to capture the liveliness of inquiry which is opentowhatmay. I meander,
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wonder, attempt to understand and express this sex assemblage of pain and pleasure through
spirited artmaking, mosaics of thought and writing processes.
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What Can a Creativerelational Inquiry into this Pleasure Pain Sex
Assemblage do?

HN is back. He texts me a lewd message while his plane taxis the runway in Edinburgh Airport.
The litup texted words make my postcolded body jump in anticipation, anxiety and arousal.
It makes me wonder excitedly, what can my bawdy body do? What can our bawdy bodies do?

He has left the front door open. And he briefly stands by his door, so I know which room he is
in. He is watching porn and stroking his beautiful dick. His trousers are half down and his top
half up. His face is hungry.
I can see him, his arousal, and the porn – flesh heaving in time with us. I hear the groans of
pleasure amplifying our sounds of sex. The slippery and suction sound of my mouth, the sound
of me spitting adding lubrication, his breath and grunts. The drier sound of my hand frisking
him. Noises I don’t notice which escape me. And pleasure, desire, affect, intensity spins and
cavorts, swirls and bounces into us, and radiates outwards again. He leans back whilst pushing
his dick forwards and I feel the steel pulse of him flex in my mouth and he shudders as his cum
spills over me. I fall to the side as if pleasure is seismic and registered in my flesh materiality. I
am knocked over, overcome, vibrating, inflamed by it. Affected by it.

Today I notice I have a fierce tension in my shoulders. I am not sure the cause of this hollow
pain. Maybe antics with HN. The force of pleasure possibly knocking my muscles. Or his
clamped hands? I forget my body in pain, then move and pain’s sharp wired tinging reminds
me. I return to my desk to write, and I find myself sagging against my office chair, a heater
awkwardly blasting my thighs.
I am absentminded, stroking small bruises and massaging strains and I am thinking about an
answer to the question, what can a bawdy body do? Yesterday with HN was an answer. Today,
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at my desk, is a different one. With a different lover, something else. Alone, another response.
With a cold or well.
The question, what can a body do? Is tantalisingly unanswerable, constantly changing and
wildly productive. It reminds me that Gale and Wyatt (2018), inspired by Pelias, ask of research;
what work does it do?
And I wonder,
what can this thesis do? What work can it do?
With writing, art, concepts and my body – what can creativerelational inquiry do?
What can a sex assemblage do?
What can pleasure pain sex do? What does pain do? What does pleasure do? What else
emerges through and between pain and pleasure sex?
These questions drive and form this thesis.
The questions mould and expand out of any predetermined destination; however, what they
can do, is produce a thesis that intends to work a gap in the literature: A woman’s personal
perspective; the ache of scholarship Pelias (2004) longs for which doesn’t rely on reductive,
gendered or essentialised meanings, and encompasses more than the limits of sex in a
dungeon, in my home, with one lover or two. An inquiry that can inform discourses of BDSM,
SM without being constrained by restrictions of labels or writing from the removed position of
a clinician. Through staying close to the warmth of my skin and experiences – the knowing and
cocreated becomings of the apparatuses of fleshmaterialintelligent body, art and writing, it
can work the tensions between pathology, pastime and normal, producing enlightening,
complicated, and contradictory, intimate, artfull creativerelational inquiry.

However, personal inquiry can be problematic. Next, I explore ethical implications in the
dungeon and in this thesis.
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3. Desire and Ethics
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Ethics have been emerging like a creature hungry for attention. It will not be satiated by neat
forms required by the University. However, it is not just in research that its demanding face
has been mocking me but also in my personal life. Murky places that I am disturbed by. I worry
I am using the people in my life for this research. They consent but do they really know what
they agree to? And sex that deliberately includes violence, brutality and danger; where is the
line that says it is ok? Where does the desire to give or receive pain stop? Which bruises and
brutality are ethical and which are not? And lifting my skirts, exposing, how ethical am I to
myself or my family? And past lovers who were married, could I ever justify it as ok?
In this chapter, I attempt to catch ethic’s slithering tail and draw its outline. Discern where its
shadow is marking this research and me. And make peace with ethics by discriminating its form
and capacity rather than the delineation of morals and implicit social norms. And then, once
articulated on the page, have it with me like a daemon, keeping me attentive to its shape
shifting rampaging, its delicate spines and fickle hot breath as I continue to move through this
text.
Desire, on the other hand, would seem unproblematic, easy. But desire, freed from Freud’s
view of it as driven from lack, instead thought with Deleuze and Guattari as productive, is a
complicated force that can pursue pleasure until unanticipated, unethical and violent ends.
Desire and ethics are incendiary bedfellows.
In this part written during the first UK lockdown, I move around and back – like walking a
labyrinth – exploring concepts of desire, plateaus, rhizome, immanence and desiringmachines
to discern an outline of ethics’ form.
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Desire

My body is full of unrequited desire. I feel desire swim around inside and outside the boundary
of skin. A craving, a longing to have my flesh touched, pushed and kneaded. Needed. Brought
alive.
Desire. I think of it as an aperitif. A sensation that fills the mouth then trickles down the throat,
A trailing burning that pulses outward. It sways the hungry body. An aperitif stimulates hunger,
whets the appetite. Desire is the aperitif, a prelude to sex. And it is a stimulant during sex.
But in this time of physical distancing and then lockdown, I want to, need to resist desire. I do
not want to fall into an endless chasm of yearning for sex because the longing for it will
consume me. Because, to be clear, I don’t experience sex as superfluous, not just a fun pastime,
not something that can be recreated alone, or an easy O; it feels like a necessity. Sex educator,
Nagoski (2015) disagrees, ever pragmatic, she says that the desire for sex is not a drive. Lack
of it won't kill you, she coos.
And yet babies don’t thrive without touch, I think (Orbach, 2010).
And that’s how I feel. I feel like I don’t thrive without sex, the erotic touch of another. And with
interminable lockdown, I am forced to contemplate the reality of no sex, which means endless
and apparently heightened desire. Endless desire is a constant pressure reminding me of what
I can't have because during lockdown, for those who are not in an established relationship
(living with a partner), sex is not allowed. Kissing is suddenly transgressive48.
If I can’t move my body in sex, I move my body to pace. I find myself in the garden and I wonder
if gardening, numbing and purposeful physical exhaustion will displace this unsettled sense of
existential need.

48

When this was written in Spring 2020 during the first lockdown in the UK, intimacy could only happen in
established cohabitation. Noncohabitating relationships and nonmonogamy like my sex life was not catered
to in the rules. Established sex norms through cohabitation were legitimised and implicitly notnormal
relationships were not recognised and therefore silently condemned.
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Outside, it is bright and clear. I like being out in the fresh air, out of the claustrophobic house
with too many references to Covid anxiety, bleached surfaces fighting an invisible virus. In
sharp relief, the patchwork of gardens tucked at the back of the tenements seem like an oasis.
And my garden, neglected and overgrown, strewn with odd buckets of rubble, is full of
potential. And the potential to distract and evade desire.
I have no gardening knowledge. I do not know what to do. So, I start clearing the concrete
area just outside the back door. Excavating mud, leaves and twigs beside the faded table, I
discover debris from many years of parties. Corks, plastic filter rolls, screw tops, broken glass.
At first, it makes me sad missing spring celebrations then I wonder at the excess of it all.
Wonder at the excess of the world now so diminished to our homes. As I bend and pick up yet
another small plastic filter wrapper, I feel an urge to make sense of this new world by pausing
into minute, small. Thinking with Manning (2016), I pick up the notion of the minor gesture.
She describes moments of fresh and fluxing gestures, notquiteyet motions, small
potentialities happening within and different from larger major structures, like the hegemonic
centre. These sites of minor, she says, are less remarkable, but only because they are less
obvious. They are harder to see and apprehend.
I imagine greeting an infinitesimal touch of my hand on my skin, a minor gesture, as if the
welcoming of a mysterious erotic. A different sexual nuance to a small, sensuous touch, like a
leaf brushing me or the earth that my fingers root through. With the confidence of vigorous
gardening and fresh air, I am optimistic this will be a satisfying formula for the hunger that
agitates me.

But desire laughed at my hope for minor. As if all that blood pumping physical activity in the
garden only prompted a headier flavour, a more intense bodily response. That night, I lock my
bedroom door and indulge in excess – a guddle of sex toys, glut of porn. My body responds
excessively to the excess.
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Through the small mediating screen of my laptop in the digital dusk of my room, I watch a man
in a purple shirt49 in a large hall. A castle? He has a long, stretching, elegant whip. A woman is
wrapped in cling film against a substantial wooden post. He clips her nipples hard. She writhes,
gasps, a withheld scream. He rips the plastic then sucks the wet red exposed flesh. Then, he
steps back and, like a dancer, his body gently moving, his arm slowly flicking, whips her. Crack,
crack, crack. One side of her parcelled body, then the next. I see the redness of her white flesh
under the plastic. She tries to muffle her cries.

Another woman is led in. Her mouth prised open with metal. It contorts her expression.
Surprise, fear and helplessness. She has a black top on, a leather collar at her neck, with a
silvery metallic chain dangling downwards. She is naked below, apart from low heeled shoes. A
second man takes the collar off so he can remove her top. Returns the collar and leads her
over to a bench. He forces her to crouch and pushes a champagne flute hard against her
pussy. I feel the tension as if neither of them knows where this will lead. Unorchestrated,
potentiality flickers – will he push so hard that the glass will shatter and cut her tender pulsing
flesh? Then with glass shards, wet seeping blood, then what will he do?
The men are casually menacing. They have an air of genuine cruelty. I have watched a lot
of BDSM porn. The difference seems palpable. They are heartless, following their own
unexpressed agenda. This isn’t kink.com (2021), where the women discuss their fantasy and
blackclad people fulfil it viciously, brutally, but following a different ethic of fulfilling the
woman’s pleasures – the women interviewed at the end smile, talk excitedly about their
experience50.
This porn is dark in the attitude of the men. They carry easy confidence of utterly no
conscience. As if free to pursue their desires, free from shackles of society or propriety. They
carry an assurance of arrogant, smug ownership. I watch and think they could do anything to
these women. As if the women are objects solely for their pleasure, their disposal, their
unceasing desires. I feel the words unethical and sadistic rise in my belly, catch my throat. It is
loathsome. Enacted misogyny. Dangerous. I stop watching.
But my body can barely contain its excitement. I shudder violently, my frame demanding
discharge from the exhilaration it gleans from my eyes.
49
50

I will use the figure of this man in his purple shirt as a motif of a sadist
I talk more about this in Chapter 6, Orgasm Torture.
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My body keeps juddering, spasms of rich pleasure contorting through me.

I am appeased, but the next day, my body fizzing with new desires, I remember the previous
evening with a tinge of guilt. So much for my Manning inspired minor gestures. I remember
too late, Manning says, sometimes minor gestures fail. My insistence towards small apparently
making large so much more appealing. Attempting to diminutive desire did not work.
I should be working, reading and writing, but only briefly allayed, without the interaction of
another, desires continued insistence makes it hard to think. Desire bombards me as if intense
earshattering decibels. A noise that obliterates everything. It negates my ability to ingest
words or order thoughts. It is the only thing that exists. I feel blind and incoherent. As if in the
compressed prison of lockdown, I have become only desire.
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Ethics

Still drenched in my porninduced desires, I search for ethics for research. Places where
philosophical, ethical thought is converted into praxis, but I am troubled by an imperceptible
skew towards imagining, or at least not naming, the potential of the therapist, researcher to
be in any way inherently flawed. As if there is no murk on their ethically starched lab coats,
keyboards, therapy rooms, and bodies. As if these roles only belong to the whole and holy
good.
I aim for that too, to be ethical.
I do not want my lovers to be revealed. I have practical solutions – I have created composite
characters and composite scenarios, and I use initials or say he.
I don’t want my family to be upset or ashamed.
Selfishly, I do not want to be vilified for my dangerous desires or deeds. I know that I will edit.
What I reveal about myself is curated, deliberate, not accidental. I have a reason when I expose
myself. To support me in engaging in this work that produces affects that swell out of the
stories of my sex life, I am in therapy. Even with these precautions, I recognise that it might be
difficult to understand how I am a therapist, mother, friend, daughter – someone who cares
about other people – and these troubling parts of me. It might be easier to make sense of this
by reverting to dichotomies and only see the problems. The pathological, the bad.
After all, that is what this thesis is about – troubling pleasures. It is not about kind or generous
things I might do. Or love that I give and experience. It is a risk I take to be understood as only
these difficult desires. I do so, confident that being human is always complicated and the work
I do to destabilise absolutes, like pathology v normal, is necessary.

Ethics for social science researchers seem less complicated and emphasise the transparency of
the decisionmaking process, the dilemma of other, the challenge of smooth narrative self,
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inclusive nonself, an unsettled, destabilised self (Adams, 2008; Clark, 2011; Jackson & Mazzei,
2008; Polden, 1998; Spry, 2017; Tamas, 2011).
“Do no harm” (Bond, 2004a, 2004b) is an important edict for psychotherapists.
How is harm understood? It seems obvious, but it is not. Harm is nuanced and personal.
Beckmann (2009) suggests that consent excludes violence from harm. It is impossible and
problematic to imagine consent is absolute. It’s absurd to imagine that there is no limit to
consent because I consent to violence, or there is a definable limit. Consent can be inarticulate;
a ball gag prohibits verbalising a safe word. Harm lurks in those volatile and inarticulate limits.
RACK, “Risk Aware Consensual Kink”, recognises the limitations of “Safe Sane and Consensual”
by acknowledging what can/cannot be promised in the dungeon. In other words, be aware
there are risks before you consent to any indescribable limit.
The encouragement do no harm focuses on what therapists should aspire not to do. Maybe
this is always obvious when discussing ethics, not acknowledging inevitable flaws but a striving
towards ethics. Like procedural and situational ethics are considered through the hope that
reflexivity will produce “ethically important moments” (Guillemin & Gillam, 2004). Following
this, in autoethnography literature, Ellis (2007) calls to embrace a “relational ethic”. She
describes relational ethics as an “act from our hearts and minds” (p. 3) and not from a pre
existing criterion. She says to be responsible for consequences and poses the relational ethics
question, “what should I do now?” (p. 4). Tamas (2011) says, “we are never ethically home
free; the best we get is endless questioning” (p. 262).
These ethical challenges are needed, but I want more. I need more rigorous ethics for being
the researcher/participant/lover/mistress in the dungeon. Because what is ethical about
getting off to sadistic, misogynistic porn? What is ethical about affairs with married men? What
is ethical about wanting pain and violence. Or wanting to inflict pain and violence, even if
pleasure is sullied into these desires?

I find no reference to an ethicalsearching researcher with a capacity for sullies. Agamben
(1999), however, was not afraid to look for this dark heart. From Auschwitz, where lines of
ethics splayed and survival contorted ideals of demarcated good v bad, he concludes,
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no ethics can claim to exclude a part of humanity, no matter how unpleasant or difficult
that humanity is to see. (p. 64)
And,
humans bear within themselves the make of the inhuman, that their spirit contains at
its very center the wound of nonspirit, nonhuman chaos atrociously consigned to its
own being capable of everything (p. 77).

How can there be a conversation about ethics without acknowledging the bleakest place in
each of us, including researchers and therapists? I don’t want to hide from this hideous part.
I do not want to fall for the easy assurance, a platitude, that I am a good person. Or sink into
judgements. Or deny the shadow (Jung & Franz, 1978).
No amount of internal or external ethics can bleach the capacity for error, and therefore ethics
in this thesis are flawed. Harm is inevitable; hearts are sometimes blind. Problematic humanist
(Davies, 2018) reflection misses things. Actions, interruptions to other people’s lives will
inevitably impact. I have no inkling how those ripples extend, even with therapeutic ideals like
rupture and repair, which could use unintended harm to produce growth and learning. This
suggests that the rupture is notable and could be held in a relationship to be repaired. I suspect
un/ethical moments are more insidious, like my daemon, a shadow that slips, hot breath that
moves.
I want an ethics that acknowledges these difficulties. My capacity to do harm, unwittingly as a
researcher and research subject, to myself and people in my life who emerge here. An ethics
that can encompass the physical damage I deliberately do or experience in sex. Ethics that can
stalk with me throughout this thesis. An ethics that stays close to me because desire is a force
that moves pleasure to danger and violence. Impels to a place, not kinky or fun. Because desire,
pleasure, those playful, delicious affects, produce the worst kinds of sadism.
Next, I follow desires as I work in the garden during lockdown. I work with desire which is lack
full, and desire which is productive, then move towards the challenges of immanent ethics.
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Desire: Lack and Productive

Lockdown has merged from days to weeks. Outside, in between attempting to read, I have
been gardening hard, pushing my body, feeling the raw tension of muscles and scratched skin
by the brambles’ barbarous thorns. The garden is chaos. I have uprooted ivy, brambles and
grass. What I reveal is uneven, not empty, but what is there makes no sense. Chaotic. Messy.
Ugly.
The garden by its name has images layered into it. A garden should be filled with plants and
lawns, maybe a deck and bbq. Butterflies and bees. Ripping up the roots reveals the antithesis
of the abundant verdant image of a garden. It is a land of lack.
In the empty and destroyed space of the yard in the insipid sun, the sky a deceptive pale blue,
trees trying to discover their lust for spring green, sitting on a rickety chair at the weatherworn
table, I take a break. Pick up then discard my laptop. Peruse my book. Instead, I think about
messaging him. I can’t figure out what is happening between us. Imagine I am too much.
Imagine he is satisfied in his isolation. Able to moderate his desire into wellcontained
sublimation. I feel alone, the opposite of what I enjoy about sex.
My desire emerges from the absence of him. It hurts. It makes me feel desolate. As if without
his eyes and fingers and cock and bodydefining my edges, massaging me to fat and full
sensations, I become empty. Arrid. A wasteland. Filled with weeds and emptiness that don’t
belong in the productive garden called desire.
This is starting to feel like lack. It’s painful – not in a good way.
The sun has infinitesimally shifted, and I am now in a breezy spring tree patterned shadow. Idly
I pick up my laptop again and search through my writing, curious to find a document of the
moment his presence defined the absence of lack.
He has taken his shoes off to walk inside my mind. I feel his movements as a shifting
atmosphere, a tilting. He is a ghost, a grey poltergeist, haunting me.
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It started after sex; I was left with sublime images of his body. How I first encountered his dick,
protruding from the top of his jeans. How he rubbed the side of his head, messing up his hair,
as he lay in my bed. See how I absorbed him so quickly?
I am still haunted and tilted by his presence in my mind and frustrated by the absence of his
body.
This desire, now, during lockdown, has a different flavour. A different tempo. Lack has an
addition. Enforced prohibition.
The government has locked down my vagina.
I text Lexie and Innes. They laugh. They can laugh. They have each other.
This desire feels lonely. I notice I have already said this.
Denied desire, I think, has no pleasure because it is without movement, without an aim. It is
without delicious sensations of liquid shimmers that amass. Deleuze and Guattari (1988) say
the masochist is the master of postponement, but not this deathly infinite lackfull delay, I
conclude. This lackfull longing is not desirable. Desire as lack – a little bundle of words that
describe how Freud conceives desire within the limiting frame of oedipal structures.
Three words, just words. As if lack doesn’t hurt.
It gets too cold outside. My fingers and feet become numb. Turn an uncomfortable tone of
yellow – the blood vacating my extremities, searching to conserve warmth in my core. I go
inside the house, desire to leave this cold empty lack outside. Go inside to make tea, put the
heating on.

*

I am in the garden again. The hard earth is entwined with prolific growth, foliage knotting,
weaving, stitching tightly. I had started with brambles, thorny strata coalescing into gnarly
stumps before sprouting off in every direction. Then ivy, snaking underground, its white fleshy
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tendrils network through the brambles’ dry feelers; and settled between them, rhizomatic
grass.
Rhizomes: brambles, ivy and crab grass.
Rhizomes connect disparate fragments, including concepts and objects and activities. They
bring together multiplicities of any scale. Deleuze and Guattari (1988) say,
A plateau is always in the middle, not at the beginning or the end. A rhizome is made
of plateaus (p. 21)
We call a "plateau" any multiplicity connected to other multiplicities by superficial
underground stems in such a way as to form or extend a rhizome (p. 22)
A rhizome has no beginning or end; it is always in the middle, between things,
interbeing, intermezzo (p. 25)

They conceive plateaus and rhizomes as always in the middle. A growth that defies linearity of
start and end or the vertical of arboreal.
Maybe because I am fighting my desires, it is hard not to connect the concept of the plateau
to sex. However, against Foucault, who supports pleasure but is suspicious of desire, Deleuze
and Guattari are AntiOedipus, against pleasure and desire as lack, prefer desire as productive,
like rhizomes. They want sexual desire to be ongoing, without a “deplorable end” – a pleasure
filled orgasm. They contest orgasm because they believe it maintains the limitation of the
subject and because it restricts the potential of desire to be continuously productive and
creative. Beckman (2013) points out they are only thinking about linear sexual experiences,
not generative multiple orgasmic possibilities that could be more easily represented by an
ongoing series of plateaus, including climaxes.51

It is an overcast day, coolness defied by my energetic body. In the space from the uprooted
rhizomes, I have decided to create a grass labyrinth. I am crouched over the earth, punching
with my trowel. Thick clods of earth spray upwards, broken from tiny meshed roots. I hack
again.

51

Chapter 6 picks up female generative sexuality and pleasure/orgasm not as an end.
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It’s peculiar thinking about orgasm and desire as productive and ongoing, with an angry, sharp
implement in my hand. I ponder,
Beckman contests the limitation of Deleuze and Guattari’s thought that pleasure is a problem
because the orgasm is an end that castrates desire. Surely it is only a pause, part of an ongoing
flow which does not limit desire. The orgasm as an end is only a silence before intensity arises
again. Like postcoital moments are potentially delicious, unique, creative, and productive in
multiple ways. The orgasm, even indicating an end, is still part of the totality of an
encompassing ebb and flow of the thousands of tiny connections of sex/ desire/pleasure. After
orgasm, orgasm, pleasure and desire, can all be conceived as part of the rhizome, “the in
between – the ‘and’ of connectivity” (Beckman, 2013, p. 5).

My hand aches. My buttocks are tense. My arm is spasming. I stab at the earth, breaking it up,
before flipping it over with the small metallic blade of the trowel. Thoughts are as incessant as
my physical labour.

If the concept of the plateau and rhizome means desire is generative, “affirmative” (Braidotti,
2013a) and includes pleasure, what is contested is not orgasm, but the construct of the subject.
What is contested is the subject within hegemonic heteronormative sex52 and lack as an
emptiness that desires to be filled by transcendence or other (May, 2001). It is these structures
of subject and society, not the flows of sex and desire and pleasure, which are problematic and
limiting to Deleuze and Guattari (Stark, 2016).

It’s a big idea to get my head around; endless desiring rhizomes and plateaus break the
congealing of social constructs, like normal, and the humanist subject, the Vitruvian. This
means desire broken from its previous conceptions, subject, Oedipus, is also broken from

52

Also continued in chapter 6
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human. Desire, then, is a “nonhuman and prepersonal force, which is everywhere” (Stark,
2016, p. 50).

I notice that as I bend and dig and root, pull attack and cajole, my body now follows the desire
of the garden. But the garden’s demands sometimes make me angry. It seems the garden’s
desire to produce the labyrinth is not interested in my physical wellbeing. I work too hard and
burst blood vessels in my eye. I look like a vampire. My daughter suspects me of being
obsessive and compulsive. It doesn’t stop me. In perfect ambivalence, I am enjoying it and
hating it. Sometimes treating the earth like a truculent lover, other times attacking it viciously.
Negating my body’s desire, my body becomes a tool for the garden’s desires. My body is a
machine to the garden’s desiring. Part of its ongoing rhizomatic desires.

I’m following my thoughts as my body works. Following the flow of thinking. Thinking with my
body. My body. I think. What can a body do? Deleuze (1988) reasks Spinoza’s question.
I love this question. It destroys impossible images of perfection by asking about latent motility.
It embraces all bodies capacities, and all bodies – ageing, youthful, well, unwell – an inclusive
scheme of ability and diversity. It demands unseen potentiality of nonVitruvian.
What can a body do?
A body can be blindfolded. Move imperceptibly. Experience pain. Give pain. It can garden.
What the body can do is creative, affirmative. Beistegui (2010) points out from Spinoza this is
about joy and interactions that do not decrease the capacity of the body. The body can form
new relations, be productive like Deleuze and Guattari position desire.

My body bends intersects with the earth and with my trowel, I encounter another embedded
thick root. Another part of a stubborn rhizome to be removed.
I think,
D and G favour generative rhizomatic, eschew arboreal. It’s not a metaphor.
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And then, vehemently,
I curse rhizomes.
The rhizomes in my garden consume. They smother and control. My neighbour tells me,
You have to decide what you want to live and kill other things to let them live.
With sharp snips and pointed trowel and a thrust of my body, I kill the suffocating uniform
rhizomes for the bluebells, the ferns, the dandelions, and honesty to live.
The rhizomes need to die to end the monotony of their devouring endless plateaus.
The violence of my destruction and the thought, What can the body do? entwine.
And I startle, stop.
Suddenly, how terrifying to ask the question.
How infinite the possibilities.
What can a body do?
It can inflict harm.
It can be violent.
It can break and destroy. Humiliate, scratch, whip, impinge, bruise, contort, violate, strangle,
pervert, annihilate. Kill. Defy ethics.
I think about moments in sex that boundary destruction.
Snaking angry and demanding fingers that slide to my throat. Squeezing. I refuse to acquiesce;
I push myself to a point of endurance. I could faint before that undesignated point. Where I am
on the cusp of nothingness and in that cusp, I am alive. Every cell jostling in vitality.

There are no defined ethics. No stagnant moment of scholarly, theoretical, or moral right or
wrong to be reflected on. In that throat held moment of no self, no knowledge, ethics moves
behind or in front of the moment. Those moments are volatile and without the construction
of identities of researcher, therapist, or a good person who knows what is right or wrong. It is
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a moment like making art (which includes destruction) when everything else retracts, and the
moment pounces, alive with its own swirling desires, energy, reality. A tense and horrifying
moment like a glass pushed against a pussy in the dungeon when no one knows what is going
to happen.
What can a body do?
With desire, the body can produce destruction. Discord, monstrosity and violence (Stark, 2015).
Life and destruction are free to roam along desires plateaus and rhizomes. Free to roam is an
ethical conundrum for the body. A body can do anything. Desires can produce anything. It is
endless and terrifying.
What can my body do?
It needs to stop.
I go inside, run an intensely hot bath. I recline in its heated embrace until the bath becomes
cold; its tepidness propels me out.
I go to bed hoping terrifying endless desire has somehow been defeated.

*

In the morning, my body reprieved through sleep. I open my blinds and the day is bright. It
feels like an insult to my troubled thoughts about productive, destructive desire and what
terrible things bodies can do.
I stay in bed, drink coffee fierce and dark and read Stark (2015) as she describes Deleuze’s
ethics as undoing self and knowledge and in these encounters, possibility and creativity
happen. Bray and Colebrook (1998) explain this,
For Deleuze, ethics is not the imposition of norms, not the negation of law; ethics is the
way in which bodies become, intersect, and affirm their existence. (p. 36)
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But Stark (2015) acknowledges, there is also “something darker”. She points out that following
Deleuze’s ontology, it “cannot be an ethics of harmony or equality. This locates ethics in what
could be profoundly troubling territory” (p. 105).
Likewise, I read Goodchild. After rousing descriptions of the generative and joyful capacities
of Deleuze and Guattari’s desire, its endlessness, Goodchild (1996) warns,
Sexual desire, as is well known, can produce any number of pathological social and
psychic processes; at times, Deleuze even advocated the civilizing effects of culture to
keep desire in check. Deleuze's use of a positive selection aims to separate desire from
its own deathinstinct and all relations of violence, producing an entirely positive and
creative mode of existence. Deleuze did not advocate a return to primitive savagery,
but the construction of a culture of desire alongside conventional culture. (p. 43)

According to Goodchild, desire in the formation of creative and generative can be taken too
far. Taken to death and fascism, if not held in the structures of society. If not aligned with
desiring to “love and create”. I would argue pain and danger in sex can be creative and loving,
but Buchanan (Buchanan, 1997, 2011) is also cautious of what could be described as dangerous
desires.
Unlike Stark’s gentle caution or my own destructive fright in the garden with the trowel like a
weapon in my hand, I feel upset. Goodchild’s and Buchanan’s words and tone feels moralising.

I feel frustrated like I was having some really fun, spontaneous, clever sex in the dungeon with
Deleuze and Guattari. We were using affects, objects, enactments, following flows, desires,
intensities. We were eroticising. Desire was playing with us. We were being productive and
creative. They tease me, smack the surfaces of my skin, whip me into a frenzy. Make my cunt
pulse. They tell me they will include orgasm as part of the whole dance of sex as Beckman
reconstructs for them. They pick up new implements and reimagine how to use them,
unexpected configurations that make me gasp. Playful, creative playing with and breaking ideas
of normal sex, normal pleasures; instead, creating desiringmachines. I shiver along plateaus
and rhizomes of desire. It’s exhilarating. I think,
Oh god, we are close to coming, we are becoming – don’t stop!
And then Deleuze and Guattari say,
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No, we don’t like it. It is too much. We are stopping. These are our safe words – fascism and
pathology.
This is worse than them denying orgasm as part of desire.
I’m pissed off. I thought we were playing for real. I am not interested in prescribed limits. I
thought I had found sexual partners who understood the pleasure in infinite explorations of
body and affects, with and beyond orgasm. And as the masters, the doms – why are they using
the safe word? Why are they stopping?
What can a body do? They had asked me before we had entered this sex assemblage. My body
had quivered at the multitudinous answers held in its fleshiness. It was an invitation to squirm
into thousands of tiny pleasures. Instead, they say,
Stop.
This is not sexy. BDSM plays with prohibition. The dom who denies the sub from orgasm does
it to ensure ongoing pleasure. Bondage enforces the inability to escape the pleasure of pain.
The event continues.
Not so with Deleuze and Guattari, according to Goodchild and Buchanan. They want a limit. I
am not sure how to eroticise that.

Feeling disgruntled, I remind myself how I got to this point.
I located pleasure/orgasm in desire as nonhuman and productive like ongoing rhizomes and
plateaus. This desire is not produced as a consequence of or limited by Freudian lack. Instead,
thinking about the infinite possibilities of what a body can do, engaged with this productive,
generative desire, I faced a scolding. NO. Stop. In the middle of my pleasure, I was interrupted.
The day is still bright as I lie in my bed, covers tucked up around me, coffee now dregs in the
bottom of my cup. There is an uneasy taste in my mouth.
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Immanent Ethics

Expected rain doesn’t happen. On the eve of my daughter’s 22nd birthday, I have completed
an outline of a labyrinth in the belligerent garden. Through my violent ministrations, I have
removed problematic rhizomes and produced rich earth formed into the parallel swirls of a
labyrinth.
We decide to fulfil its brief purpose and walk it. It is dark and we have a fire. I have walked
many labyrinths and each time is a different experience. Sometimes in spiritual groups, it is
sombre or emotional. Or indicative of connections and community. In lockdown under a full
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blossom moon, already drunk on frustrated desire and gin, I open the labyrinth. I stomp,
dance, skip, jump and cavort. My daughter carries a little speaker playing techno. She follows
close behind, also jumping and dancing in liberation. We are being ridiculous and start laughing
so hard we can’t breathe. Later that night, we call an owl to our backgarden then scramble
through the woods at the back with it until it unites with a mate.
The next day, on her birthday, in the mad primrose blue of the sky, I sprinkle boxes of grass
seed on the exposed earth, trampled down by our dancing steps.
Now I am like a lonely lover, waiting for the seeds on the labyrinth to sprout. I just need a small
sign to encourage me that there will be an end to my waiting. But they lie stubbornly. Silent.
Refusing to engage. I watch a little robin redbreast hop onto the wall, twist his head and
contemplate me with serious brown eyes before dropping downwards to pick and tap at the
dormant seeds.
I sit outside in the chill of spring. It is again sunny, but again it is cold. I shiver when the sun is
obscured by shifting grey clouds.
It takes me a while to think again about Goodchild, Buchanan, Deleuze and Guattari, the end
of our interactions. The emphatic, no and stop. I am slightly confused by my response; I know
SM is pathologised and I argue about needing to think about desires’ ethics; my reaction does
not level with any part of me that wants to be ethical, so why this strong response to a
reiteration of a position, that I also don’t discard? I conclude, it felt like a judgement in a space
that was meant to be safe53.
I decide to go direct to Deleuze and Guattari (1988), not the intermediaries of Goodchild or
Buchanan and read,
Desire stretches that far: desiring one's own annihilation, or desiring the power to
annihilate. Money, army, police, and State desire, fascist desire, even fascism is desire.
(p. 165)

They also say,

53

Like when my mother says Stop, and I am under my covers in Chapter 6, Coming to Pleasures: Politics of the
Female Orgasm
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The test of desire: not denouncing false desires, but distinguishing within desire
between that which pertains to stratic proliferation, or else tooviolent destratification,
and that which pertains to the construction of the plane of consistency (keep an eye
out for all that is fascist, even inside us, and also for the suicidal and the demented)
(p. 165)

They are talking about needing to be attentive to desire and its danger. They say keep an eye
out, which is a little more benign than Goodchild.
In describing the masochist and anorexic in the body without organs, Buchanan, like Goodchild,
clarifies why this is wrong. He doesn’t say wrong, but his tone feels as if moralising and judging.
However, Deleuze (1988) says,
Morality is the judgment of God, the system of Judgment. But Ethics overthrows the
system of judgement (p. 23)

Deleuze is placing morality as a system of transcendence that is externalised and cartesian.
Transcendent morals are based on human concepts of external/ higher/perfect judgements.
Smith (2012) explains how this idea of transcendence supports disempowerment; an external
moral ideal inhibits action, selfpower. He reveals the role of the judge, the aestheticist, the
philosopher, (the researcher) (the therapist) as judging what is right, what is wrong.
Deleuze, however, is suggesting an ethics of immanence, which is univocal and monadic.

I love learning about immanence. It jars me. It rips me off the illusions of good and bad. I am
stripped clean of the horsehair of morals. There is no essentialised or transcendent goodness
that we have to uncover, aim for, or discover. There are no morals to be judged by. Immanence
returns ethics from religious informed morals to the material plane (Beistegui, 2010; Jun &
Smith, 2012; Stark, 2015).
I think that in my garden, immanent ethics, nonhuman desire, rhizomes and plateaus
proliferate irrespective of boundaries or judgements. Relational organic systems are tangled
with growth and, simultaneously, entropy. Like dark energy and dark matter, forces of
expansion and contraction, they exist without morals. They live an ethics without human
interpretation, judgement or control.
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It's a giddy thought. And I feel as if on the cusp of another interaction in the dungeon.

Before gleefully returning to the dungeon. A pause. Immanence and nonhuman desire doesn’t
exclude human interactions. The demands from Deleuze and Guattari to keep an eye out
require my further attention.

Still working ethics, I now pick up immanent desiringmachines to conceive some of my sexual
relationships.
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(un)Ethical DesiringMachines

In the preface of AntiOedipus, Foucault (1984) describes it as “a book of ethics” (p. xiii). I think
further with Deleuze and Guattari to understand the ethics of desire, now with the concept of
nonhuman desiringmachines to think about the ethics of human interactions.

*

Before lockdown, in the dizzy times of meeting in pubs, I’m talking to my married friends, Eva
and Lexie. They like to know about my sex life, lean in for the stories, the adventures of my
unusual relationships.
I ask them,
if I don’t believe in marriage, do I have to comply with this society’s belief in marriage?
I am asking obliquely how they feel about the ethics of affairs with married men.
Eva, the dreamer, the romantic, suggests the men are wrong, not me. She says brightly,
These come off, you know.
and touches her rings, left hand next to her pinkie.
What?
Well, why don’t they get divorced and then you could get married?

I have a flash of memory, walking the beach in the Caribbean, striding into the ocean air and
sun. Listening to Placebo (1998) and although crooning about heroin, “you are the one”, I had
thought about him saying,
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Susan, you are the one.
Not feeling like a unified subjective self, too aware of my own multiplicity, I think,
if I am not one, how can I be the one? Or find the one? How can there be one for me? One
husband or one lover?
Eva says later, as we are walking to the next bar, cider making her footsteps like dancing,
Have hope, Susan!
Hope for what?
She is so entwined in the idea of marriage that she cannot imagine that being single is anything
other than a state to quickly divest. To invest in other.
Maybe desiringmachines, the concept by Deleuze and Guattari (1984), will provide a different
way of thinking about relationships.
DesiringProduction is at work everywhere, functioning smoothly at times, at other
times in fits and starts. It breathes, it heats, it eats. It shits and fucks. What a mistake
to have ever said the id. Everywhere it is machines—real ones, not figurative ones:
machines driving other machines, machines being driven by other machines, with all
the necessary couplings and connections (p. 11).

Deleuze and Guattari describe immanent desire as generative and multiple and inclusive,
without human subject. A force producing a multiplicity of connections. They call this desiring
machines. Not a metaphor. Desiringmachines are connecting things.
I imagine in relationships connecting things could be, in my case, momentary merging, sexual
intimacies, nonmonogamy, conversations, dates. For Eva, who is devoted to established,
establishment and continuity, she is connecting long term integration. Eva wants continuing
stability through the institution of marriage and the larger narrative of longevity. Whereas I
don’t want to engage with the politics of institutions or the longterm, like marriage. I enjoy
the multiple, momentary choice of an encounter or interlude that lasts for as long as it lasts. A
subsequent shortlived end and loss before another connection, even with the same person,
but without the assumed stability of enforced or prescribed continuation.
But both our desires are about the same thing – unions – a force producing connections.
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Contrarily, desiringmachines constantly break down. Not as if a perfect ending instead,
fracturing like the creativity of destruction, creating space for something else (Tuck, 2010).
For Eva, union and then separation would be marriage, then divorce, rupturing and
accumulated loss. For me, an encounter, then a momentary ending, kissing a lover goodbye at
11.43am. Or an affair ending.
The process of union and separations, thinking with a thousand tiny sexes (Deleuze & Guattari,
1988; Grosz, 1993) and minor gestures with Manning (2016), I imagine this multiplicity of small
moments of union as millions of minute (small) marriages and when the desiringmachines
break, I imagine dozens of diminutive divorces.
It’s a way of formulating the complexity of these theories into more prosaic terminology, but
my focus is also to appease my conscience. I am attempting to unethically make ethics fit, to
describe my dalliances with married men as desiringmachines.

Later that month, I ask Joanie, a single friend, what she thinks about marriage.
She is very beautiful, but I think she doesn’t think so. She has a broad, open, wellstructured
face, clear, smooth skin. I imagine her painted on canvas in oils.
She pauses, and over the noise of the pub and my own muffled inner ear, I hear her say
marriage is about ownership and patriarchy.
I nod and agree.
I tell her my thoughts about the impossibility of the one when I feel myself to be a multiplicity
and enjoy the different parts of me that become activated by different lovers. I can’t imagine
being with one when I am not one. (Though presumably one, other, is as complex as I am, and
therefore engagement is not static).
She becomes silent. Her face in repose. I ask her what she is thinking.
She says,
Oh, maybe I have not wanted to be married, but I have been waiting for the one.
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I tell her after two separate longterm relationships totalling 25 years, now single, my perfect
number is three lovers. Three lovers with whom I have simultaneous but separate, ongoing
affairs.
But how do you do that? Don’t you have feelings for them?
Yes, which is why three lovers work. I fall in love with them then lose them in an evercycling
motion. I never long too hard for one of them or feel too much loss in their absence.
I confess attachment issues, an awakening of excessive hunger, which is abated by the next
lover dispersing my need. Or, as my therapist describes, fear of abandonment.
I tell her my idea of a million minute marriages and dozens of diminutive divorces, always in a
state of shifting, moving, loss and union.
Her smooth skin rests, her eyes dilate. I wonder if her desire for one is standing in the way of,
for example, an imperfect three.
I think my insinuated sex life frightens Joanie, so I try to expand my idea, say to her my idea of
a million marriages is less pornographic; as nonhuman energy, it could be thought of as fey. A
joyful idea to pollinate with pleasure and play with multiplicity. I am drawing on the Deleuzian
notion of the orchid and the wasp – unions (Stark & Roffe, 2015).
Pollination of millions of minute marriages, tiny connections of the desiringmachines:
The glance from the handsome darkhaired ruggedlooking man – the one I catch eyes with as
he walks out the tumultuous pub.
Or
Interacting with the weather – it's stormy and darkly windy, in a typical Edinburgh gusty way.
Spontaneous cajoling wind sweeping my hair across my face, buffeting me with leaves. The
wind is night time. The sky is not distant, resting on the top of buildings but here, interacting,
playing with me, pulling and pushing, wheedling. Its sticky night fingers touching me, marking
me.
Or
A hug from a friend, whole bodies against each other and hanging on tight.
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Or a challenging, demanding conversation.
And then, dozens of diminutive divorces:
With every coupling, there are also losses. Letting go.
Work finishing, going home.
Absence where there was presence, a personshaped space.
A pause between music.
The sun sliding below a horizon, nighttime coming.
Summer ending.
Sleep
Good feelings dispersing
Getting better, illness ceasing
That last piece of chocolate
Or saying goodbye.

Joanie and I part. We say goodbye. We hug again and again; she holds the fringe of my scarf.
We repeat ourselves. Goodbye, goodbye.

*

Fey pollinations seem so benign. Beckman (2013) says desiringmachines of becomingwoman,
becominginsect,

becomingimperceptible

produce

“subversive

and

unforeseeable

expressions of sexuality” (p. 11). Tuck (2010) states that desire is not loyal; it is revolutionary
as it interrupts the established – like marriage? Can I think about unethical desires for married
men as revolutionary, producing unforeseen and not established things? Does that make it
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ok? Is it ever, ok? I can argue it either way. Wives who will not indulge notnormal sexual
desires, I offer a very specific function. My lovers offer me that too. I had no desire to marry
them, but it was always more than desire and sex. There was always excess. Feelings landed.
Loyalties were broken.
As established already, desire doesn’t contour human ethics; how can I discern the rippling of
what the desiringmachines produce in an affair? My married friend Lucy thinks it is simple,
having an affair is always wrong. I don’t have an answer, but I am aware that under the
headings, researcher and therapist, I am uneasy. I note that Davies (2018) thinks ethics with
the blurring definitions of Barad’s (2014) diffractions of dark in light and light in dark. It is not
one thing; the binaries of good and bad are already broken and together.
Deleuze and Guattari (1984) pragmatically conclude that desiringmachines only produce
reality.

I notice I have gone in a circle. Like a labyrinth I reach a similar position but slightly removed.
Labyrinths, unlike spirals, are deceptive. When you think you are closer to the centre, next turn
you are taken further outwards. I am returned to the point where I thought Deleuze and
Guattari were all about endless desire and yet caution against it. I am returned to the point of
noting transcendent morals and immanent ethics and the difficulty with immanent ethics to
settle on one clear answer. Things are produced and things break. There are dozens of
diminutive divorces and millions of minute marriages.
In the labyrinth the path always leads to the centre and takes you back out. Unlike mazes there
is no wrong way, but they do require attention to keep going in the same direction, to not step
over an edge. To walk them, like desire and ethics, you need to pay attention – Keep an eye
out.
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An (un)Ethical End to Desire in the Garden

In his garden, we sit on the bench he covers with the rug he brought. It’s a small bench to sit
together on. After 7 weeks of lockdown, it feels dangerous and transgressive; we are not 2m
apart54. But with the new social conditioning, we face forwards only glancing at each other
infrequently. He sips beer, I swill my g and t. A bright saturating early evening light shifts from
our faces and between our bodies to gleam in rectangles of windows in the curve of the
onlooking tenements. The garden settles into bat fluttering night as we are now hidden in a
soft darkness. His leg encounters my leg. Then his finger finds a hole in my tights. And then his
mouth finds my mouth. His fingers find my cunt – an intake of his breath at my heated wetness.
And heavy breath as my desire is appeased by his thrusting fingers. I fall back against the
bench, which gives slightly to my abandon. I stretch a leg over his denim in the darkness and
shift myself and clothes until my sex finds his sex. Straddling him, my knees encountering the
edges of the bench. Then in a fluid motion of uniting desires, he pulls me up and pushes me
over the side edge of the bench, tugs and rips my tights further and pushes into me. I hear his
breath quicken in the night air. I temper my responding sounds. After, we return to sitting on
the rug covered bench. His hand remaining on my thigh.
The next day, the transgression of this normal sex produced relief to 7 weeks of lockdown
contesting desires. I can think. A relief – a line of flight – flung out of desires incoherence into
new fields of possibility. I feel deeply content. And I am curious what desiringmachines will
produce next.
The seeds are starting to sprout; something new emerges from my destruction of the garden.

54

Reflecting on this now it does not seem transgressive. But at the time in the fear of Covid, it was.
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*

The intensity of lockdown seems to have embedded into this section. A claustrophobic
excitement and fear like a hand pressing against my flesh rise in words storying my desires,
lack and productive, rhizomes, plateaus, and desiringmachines.
Desire as a nonhuman immanent force has no implicit ethics. Desire is productive, even when
it produces destruction. Desire without transcendence has no obvious ethical edge. Ethics, the
creature that casts a shadow on this thesis, whose hot breath reminds me of its presence, must
stay with me throughout. There is no clear delineation to work terrifying endless desire for this
type of sex which is implicitly dangerous. In a more pragmatic sense, there is no definitive
clarity to make decisions for myself and those implicated in this thesis. This is rigorous, raw.
Ongoing. An ethic that doesn’t sleep after ticked boxes.
An ethic not placated by the titles of therapist or researcher, or mum, or middle age, or middle
class. Not settled by being lovely and kind or imagining myself as a good person. How much
easier it would be to only follow guidelines, not demand more. To hide in unquestioned ethical
procedures. To only pause with ideas of safe, sane and consensual. Instead, like risk aware
consensual kink, with the creature called ethics, I struggle in an ongoing unsettledness, an
invitation to notice, keep an eye out.
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4. Pain, Numb, Suffering, Guilt and
Absolution
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The literature was problematic. BDSM, SM sex are conceived as pathological or benign like a
pastime. SM sex is positioned as gendered, reductive and essentialising. BDSM is
homogenising. Normal sex is impossible. There is an absence of rich and complex inquiry to
inform the discourses. Creativerelational inquiry and the sex assemblage are utilised to
generate this thesis to align with the expansive, contradictory fluidity of sex. However, writing
about personal experiences of sex requires ethical consideration. There are no firm solutions,
no hard morals or lines to follow, other than a Deleuze and Guattari inspired call to keep an
eye out.
In this part of troubling pleasures, I begin with pain. Explore its gradations through art,
vignettes, theory and literature. Pain is explored before moving into numb, lack of feeling. Then
I attend to a sense of suffering, which is present and unnoticed in the large actions of pleasure
pain sex. I encounter guilt by further following the motions of vignettes and art. This
encourages me to search for absolution. A cleansing to end this section.
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Art 4.1

Pain. It is the first affect and physical sensation I encounter when thinking about my troubling
pleasures.
In this section, I briefly discuss the physiology of pain to illuminate why counterintuitively it
may be sought and experienced as pleasurable. This destabilises assumptions about pain in sex
explored in three vignettes: Chronic, Acute, and Ecstatic Pain. Following these vignettes, I
explore silence and numbness and their relationship to pain. Throughout this section, I use
present emotional, psychic pain to work another layer of pain.

When I was little, it was expected that every child would have a party piece. A song, a dance,
a poem recited, a talent presented in polite company. Engaging with or modifying friends’
bodies with erotic pain has become my contemporary party piece.
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It is late. We are sitting in a circle laughing and drinking. I have pulled out the taser (as Gordon
calls it) with its deceptively pretty purple light. As I zap his exposed nipple, Gordon giggles, an
out of location upward scaling of bubbling sound.
But this is not a sex party. We are friends socialising on a Saturday night. 3am chat and curiosity
about my topic. I play with pain on small, exposed parts of their bodies, clamps, purple static
shocks and chains, but they are all adamant that it is not pleasant or arousing. I can feel my
voice rising a pitch in an unnecessary need to defend,
It’s about the context. This is not a sexual context!
They shake their heads unconvinced, but it doesn’t stop them unexpectedly smacking each
other on the bum or extended hand with the leather riding crop. Or continuing the evening
with a nipple clamp or collar casually attached. It’s fun, silly, and playful. But, apparently, not
erotic.
But even in the context of sex, pain is not simple.
Imbued or laden with personal and cultural meaning affects the experience of pain.
Whether you accept, deny, distract, endure, catastrophize, or seek to change the
meaning of pain, all make a difference (Eccleston, 2015, p. 135).

I am arguing with my friends; pain feels good. However, a contradiction is exposed in the
picture Art 4.1. I wrote this on my skin before going to visit MA. To visit MA for sex that hurts.
This image reveals incongruities of types of pain. It means do not hurt me emotionally, which
is painful, whilst demanding physical, sexual pain, which is pleasurable.
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Complicated Pain

On a Sunday in August a few years ago, I encountered HN by chance by a dumpster near George
Street.
We were introduced last week, and now we stop to chat. He is noticeably handsome. Tall,
lean, muscular and fit. I tilt my head upwards to look at him. I am dressed in a jaunty green,
with sunglasses and red lips.
How is your leg? I ask.
He responds with a detailed explanation of pain and descriptions of bones, muscles, and
nerves. His pain contorting down his left leg. He describes possible causes, possible doctors,
remedies, medications, analgesics, lack of sleep.
After we say goodbye and I walk towards home, it occurs to me how easily we can talk about
physical pain and pay close attention to (such attractive) muscles and sinew. But I can’t imagine
an intimate dissection of emotional pain, casually on the street, in front of the rubbish.
I remember this encounter today because after a sleepless night, still in my bed, I am fighting
emotional pain. I feel as if I am being devoured. My selfesteem and sense of self, diminishing.
Yesterday small moments in the day which unnoticed jangled and amassed as if calling the
furies to rampage in me, eating everything other than pain. Pain it spits out and leaves as shards
rubbing inside me.
I lie in my bed and wonder if there are doctors to see, remedies, medications, analgesics; I
wonder if I can tell someone, casually, by the dumpster about this.
Recumbent, sleepiness conflicting the furious motions of this emotional pain as if caffeine
animating my affectful body. I am resisting it. And I notice I have resistance to writing about
physical pain. I have been avoiding it for months now.
Pain is aversive. We live in an “analgesic culture”, says psychologist Eccleston (2015)
The International Association for the Study of Pain (2018) agrees. Its mission is pain relief.
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English pain takes the Latin form of poena; literally, punishment or penalty: the price
that must be paid. (Eccleston, 2015, p. 6)

Punishment seems so dark ages; no wonder pain should be avoided. However, punishing pain
sneaks into socially condoned activities. Pain is benign when part of religious or spiritual
activity. Whilst achieving a goal, for example, giving birth. With aesthetic pursuits like plastic
surgery or tattoos or for health benefits like inoculation.

Or activities like HN does. When he tells me his physical accomplishments, he is rightly, quietly
proud. They are FB worthy and praised. The pain and suffering for his achievements are
unnoticed. But he knows something of pain’s worth, out with the accomplished goal of, say,
martial arts and weight lifting. This secret worth of pain he hinted at whilst balancing his
beautiful naked body in a yogaesque pose in the normal activity of lifting a leg, standing to put
a sock on after sex. He tells me with a small smile curling his lips that he is in physical pain from
overextending his body during exercise the day before.
And
He likes it. He likes this excess pain.
I am lying tousled in my bed watching him. Startled by this confession from a normal man, I
say,
But that’s the same for me with sex. I like the pain in my body and the next day too!
He doesn’t say anything in response. He is silent as he continues to dress. I have no idea what
he thinks.
However, later, in a text, he teases me by casually referencing experiencing hedonic states
through intense painful exercise. When I ask him to explain, he doesn’t. He remains silent on
the topic.
I wonder if something is silencing or unspeakable about pain, at least, enjoying pain. There is
no language for pain, according to Scarry (1985). Like a ball gag holding words back. It is not
just HN that refuses to speak. I shut down too. Maybe it’s stifling because when I read obvious
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dichotomies, pain is bad and pleasure is the absence of pain (Damasio, 2000). It contradicts
what I know (and HN knows), a pleasure to pain that defies language.
Within the pain literature, it wasn’t until the fearavoidance model (Vlaeyen et al., 2016) that
the assumed pathologising of pain began to shift to conceiving it as potentially beneficial.
Bastian et al. (2014) note that there has been no review of the positive outcomes of pain until
their own paper.
And there is a long list of benefits. Pain produces endorphins. Potential danger produces sexual
arousal. Pain heightens awareness of all sensations, including taste. The threat of pain can
cause pleasure. Pain focuses attention on the body and the environment. This increases
arousal and awareness of both (Bastian et al., 2014; Eccleston, 2015; Leknes & Bastian, 2014).
“In extreme forms, painful bodily experiences can entirely subsume lived experience,
obliterating a sense of self” (Chandler, 2013, p. 717). Without a sense of self, the body becomes
an object, which can be pleasurable (Baumeister, 1988; Martinez, 2016). And yet,
contradictory, after pain, “when people are able to exert control over pain, they experience
that event as identity affirming” (Bastian et al., 2014, p. 263).
There is an inherent pleasure in the absence of pain and there is pleasure returning the body
to homeostasis after pain. And the pleasure of pleasure after pain makes that pleasure more
pleasurable. It is not just my imagination – my lover smacking me hard after pushing his mouth
against my sex, then stopping is causing upsurging arousal. The pleasure already present in my
body, intensified by the cessation of pain, continues activating the opioid system (Eccleston,
2015).
Depathologising pain allows for pain to have positive traits. “What can we do for pain?” shifts
to “what can pain do for us?” (Bastian et al., 2014, p. 257). This works pain as a tool that can
be used for a variety of functions. And reframes SM where the assumption that pain is aversive
and therefore the goal of the SM practitioner is aversive. In other words, they suggest, altering
how we perceive pain will change how we perceive people who seek out pain.
But.
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I feel my resistance to ask what this emotional pain can do for me. A desire to stay in bed, to
give up, entwine in it. Slip a little heavier into the covers. Or leave emotional pain slumbering
in my bed. Either way, it doesn’t feel productive.
However, “disruptions in opioidergic brain activity have also been linked to sadness and
depression”, which could mean “that physical pain may help regulate emotional pain by
activating endogenous opioid release” (Bastian et al., 2014, p. 259). This suggests that to
regulate this emotional pain, I should seek physical pain. And emphasising this connection
between the body and emotions, body psychotherapist Totton (2015) says,
Emotional memories are stored subcortically via the amygdala and other related brain
areas. As we have seen, ‘subcortical’ is more or less equivalent to ‘bodily’ (p. 38)

Pain is confusing and complicated. Already I have referenced physical pain from exercise – his
leg injury, emotional pain and in the photograph Art 5.1, the complications of the desire for
pain in sex whilst also not wanting to experience psychic pain. There is pain which is recognised
as part of an achievement. The influence of context to pain. Pain which is aversive and
excessive. It’s not a very big word to carry these multiple meanings.
These complications of pain I imagine like a gift wrapped in tissue paper – many layers that
obscure. I know what physical pain in sex does for me. I know that I seek it, but I can’t at this
moment tease apart why. Or find a moment where I can describe the experience as uniquely
or singularly pain.
Considering pain like a gift wrapped in layers of tissue is not so far from the biology of physical
pain. It’s not one thing nor in one location. Pain can perambulate and circumnavigate the body
because “the brain has no “pain center” (Eccleston, 2015, p. 131). Instead, physical pain is a
pathway of nerves recognised in the brain by nociception. The sensation of pain is when
nociception reaches a threshold. However, confusingly pain can be felt without nociception,
and you can have nociception without the sensation of pain.
Therefore, creeping through the layers of tissue paper, pain is esoteric, traverses, can be
undiagnosable and unfixable, and can disappear.
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I wonder at pain existing without prescribed pathways. I imagine pain’s meandering as uniting,
eschewing cartesian, pleasurable affects or my difficult, painful emotions entwine with
perambulating physical pain.
Exemplifying these twisted systems, rats can be primed to be aroused by the most
malodourous stimulation. The godlike scientists set up the rats’ deflowering with dark aids:
the smell of death. The rats don’t know any better, which, consequently, becomes a trigger
for pleasure (Pfaus et al., 2012). Allen (2015) addresses this overlapping confusion of desiring
undesirable using Tomkins’(1995) theory of affects. The libido is usually conceived as a physical
need, not a “complex affective response”, however, Allen summarises,
Sexuality must be affixed to an object, even if that object is an affect. And sexuality
must be characterized by positive affect, even if that positive affect is affixed to
negative affect (p. 44)

Thinking about these tangled systems of affectsbodybrain, pleasure in pain sex and trying to
make sense of this emotional pain, still stranded in my duvet, as the sun attempts to clamber
in my window, push past the blinds, a memory assails:

Greek Island sailing is as exotic as it sounds. The ocean is an unfeasible turquoise, the sky –
deepest lapis lazuli blue. Porpoises skip in the water as the yacht furrows through the sea.
Arriving in a bay, anchoring offshore, with the insane buzz of cicadas rising off the land and
resting on our skin like the heavy heat of the late afternoon, is always a thrill. At least when I
was 16 years old, it was.
My hair was closeclipped at the back, an inconsistency to my unformed nature. Babiness was
still visible in the roundness of my face. Not yet a woman, but not a girl. Allowed to wallow in
a state of nothingness, tasting and playing with the edges of rebellion and womanhood, yet
still ensconced in the apparent safety of middle class, family and childhood. Nothing had
cracked into my consciousness. I still floated in daydreams.
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Under the Indigo Greek night sky, I stumbled slightly on the little path through the reeds.
Alcohol, Retsina, was coursing my veins – a heady feeling I was unfamiliar with – it tilted my
body and tilted my mind, causing emotions to spill up in easy release. I was not going anywhere,
just getting away. They had been cruel in a way I did not understand. My brothers were often
mocking, but here in the comfortable warmth over fresh tzatziki and kebabs, the men’s jeering
felt more deliberate. More focused, aimed directly at me, making me the centre, whereas with
my brothers, it was more about them than about me.
The rest of the table, and my parents, still eating and drinking, seemed oblivious, laughing
along. No one defended me, even when it was too much and his taunts about my undefined
body, the lack of grand curves, the angular nature of my chest caused humiliation and tears to
roar up into my eyes and I staggered desperately away from him.
I cried, hiding in the long grass reeds in the shadows on either side of the path. My brother
purposefully strode down the trail looking for me, but I remained in my spot – mortified with
shame and hidden. Until the silence became too loud in my ears after my noisy crying had
subsided and I got up and started wandering the desolate quay. Unlike the quaint isolated
island quays boundaried by olive groves and red earth, this one was ugly with commercial and
industrial business. It smelled of steel and oil and there was a taste of grit.
Instead, I looked up at the stars and then he – the leader of the provoking – was beside me.
When I turned 17, next birthday, he sent me 17 red roses. He would call me up and tell my
parents, who were his friends, that he was going to marry me. He was 36 years old, Irish, stocky
with a beard. I was 16.
But that was later, then, somehow, he convinced me into the dark greasy water of the harbour.
I felt the cold flesh of his distended belly bump against my skin while his dripping beard
roughed my face as he kissed me wetly in the dank saltiness. Skinny dipping was supposed to
be more…exotic than this. Then we are on the raw edge of the quay. I am lying on my back,
his mouth between my legs. Little stones bury themselves in an erratic dance into my bare skin.
Then I am on my knees – they are scoured by grit whilst his cock is in my mouth and I bob my
head in a silent, compliant dance.
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Back home, my friends cover their mouths – shaped like ‘o’s. They are shocked when I tell
them. It had not occurred to me that I could have said no to him55.

In the autumnal cold of Scotland, later that year, I fell in love with MH. I fell in love with his
tortured soul. He drew extensive patterns in pastel felt tip pens all over my vulnerable pale
belly. Then he would kiss me and lie on top of me feverishly until he had marked my belly again
with a milkiness that made no sense to my naivete. He wanted me to get angry with him when
he ended it, but I was bereft. All I could do was numbly listen to Billie Holiday and take a scalpel
and lightly play with the fragile skin on the back of my hands until blood arose optimistically.

As if already I had learned things about shame of my body, emotions and pain. And shame and
psychic pain being too large to understand or process; instead, I had my first sexual experience.
And later, as if I needed physical pain and evidence of pain on the skin of my hand to mitigate
unfathomable emotional pain. I still have a faint scar. At the time, I was not aware of anyone
else doing this or even the term selfharm. I never did it again.
However, I wonder at the motion of pain. Affect that moves into or out of the body. It moved
into sex and later pain moved into a scalpel, flesh and blood. In this vignette, my painful feelings
were introjected, brought back into my body, not expelled – shame settled in my body. At the
time, I remember thinking the pain of my scalpeled skin made sense to me, more sense than
the pain of my heart.

Contemplating this, I’m still in bed, ignoring the call of the sunshine, instead huddled in the
half gloom working on my laptop, not even up for coffee. First, one grownup child, then the
other comes into my room. They sit for a moment on the bottom of the bed. I like how it feels.
Our little family. They are adults now and these spontaneous moments of easy connection are
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It didn’t occur to me to say no because I wanted to experience sex. It didn’t occur to me to say no because I
did not know I had a choice about who,where and why I had sex.
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precious. We smile at each other and debate who is going to cook breakfast. It’s a gentle
moment that nourishes.
Because I learn pain is also connected to interpersonal. Psychological interventions are more
promising than being left on a waiting list for managing chronic pain. There is a benefit to a
soothing hand during pain. Also, being part of a social support network reduces the perception
of pain. I wonder about BDSM communities and this intermingling of pain in a group and being
soothed by the group; aftercare – which I struggle with – offers bonding and connectedness.
“Pain increases relational focus” (Bastian et al., 2014, p. 266); shared experiences of pain
create social bonding and pain increases the value of that community.

There is no easy dichotomy, “pain and pleasure are perhaps better understood as interrelated
hedonic states as opposed to polarized experiences” (Bastian et al., 2014, p. 258). Pain is
complex. Pain is not simply something to avoid. There are physical, social and psychological
reasons to endure pain. Considering this dynamic mobile biology of physical pain and feeling
the slumping of emotional pain, thinking with complex ineffable sex assemblages seems utterly
apt. And avoids not only the hierarchy of pain v pleasure but the binarising of physical/organic
pain versus emotional /psychic pain.
As the day continues, and in my continued struggle with unwanted emotions, I am left with
granular sensations of indigo blue, Greek Islands, salt ocean, distended flesh, grit, grease and
Retsina. And feelings comprising complicated sadness and anger.

*

Thinking about different types of pain, here are three stories, vignettes of pain. They seem to
fit neatly under titles: Chronic, Acute and Ecstatic pain. They seem recognisable. But after
learning about pain, unpicking the assumption that pain should be aversive, my intention to
weight the start of this section with this information is deliberate. I hope the word pain and
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actions of pain are troubled to expand out of typical negative views. I intend the vignettes are
read with the information from the discourses on pain. The potential of pain, its capacity to be
pleasurable, its unique, diverse flavours, its entanglement in various systems in the body, its
relational qualities, when its benign and enjoyably excessive or silent. To remind me, whilst
feeling troubled, still lying in half gloom in my bed, that pain can be a tissue layer in the gift of
pleasure.
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Art 4.2

My resistance to pain. I don’t want to feel it anymore, would prefer to deny, ignore, forget its
angry insistence. I try to draw it. To make peace with it. I selected a running out pen, hoping
that in some way when the pen runs out, my pain will also abate. This, too, shall pass. It’s the
fear that it won’t that terrifies me. To draw the pain, I check in with my hip. I feel fear, then
fleeting rage. I withdraw quickly from its violence. I call it my angry hip. My hurt back.
Monthlong pain grinding my hip, smothering my thigh and metallic contorting of my back –
the pain intractable – I feel emotionally numb. I am inhabited by white noise. A nothingness
which has form. Pain is my definition. And it is changing my relationship with my body. There
is a distinct difference between acute pain and chronic pain. In chronic pain, the brain changes
and there is no “real response to reward or loss” (Hardcastle, 2014, p. 79). Acute pain and
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chronic pain are not different because of continuity but are registered in the brain differently.
Chronic pain affects not just the brain but the personality.
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Vignette: Chronic Pain

I am on the ground. Naked, wet, spread eagle. I make myself pause before I move. I need to
check in with my body. I need to make sense of what just happened.

DH!
I am in the bath. My refuge, searing hot, thick steam swirling. There is silence, then…
What?
I hear his voice faint from his bedroom.
I think. Oh Susan, really? I am going to ask him to get my hair dye from the front room? What
does that tell my son about selfsufficiency and agency? How many times has he been in the
bath, yelling for a towel and I have a knot of irritation? Why the hell would he not think to take
his towel into the bathroom first?
Never mind, I say
Have fun…
I hear the front door creak and slam resoundingly.
The house is empty. I slither out the bath. Naked sealskinwet, I saunter through the dark
corridor, enjoying the sensation of air embracing my passing skin. It reminds me of being naked
in our home in the Caribbean and how infrequently I can walk naked in this house.
The thought isn’t finished before my legs feel yanked from under me, a wetness of my feet
encountering a slickness on the faux wood floor.
This is the moment of contemplation. Am I ok? Did I break anything?
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Now sitting here, hair dyed, berobed and betowelled, I feel my hand and wrist ache. I
whimper. It’s not so much that it is sore. I pause. My whimper, I realise, is a longing for
someone to witness it. To see, if not respond. I argue the pain in sex (for me) is specifically
interpersonal. It is not only about wanting pain; it is about wanting pain and pleasure in
relationship with another person.
To be clear. I hate it when a lover whispers sympathetically, mid pain,
Honey, are you ok?
Cloying, irritating, and distracting. I stick to my careful phrasing – witness. Not sympathy,
empathy or compassion for my pain. I just want a witness.
Three weeks later, I have an ice pack shoved between my tights and skin. The fall caused an
ache which has twisted to my right hip. Yesterday it had webbed its way around to the base of
my back. Lasering down my legs. Causing me to take little kimonosized steps. And my face to
be both drooping and wrung upwards with the effort of the consistent pain.
It shifts my centre of gravity. I exist slightly to the side. A dissociation. Which numbs everything
except the pain – which is alive. An entity that is inside me, eating my energy, my liveliness.
Everything is slow. And absent. And twisted. I feel sick and tears erupt when I drop into this. I
feel weepy and incapable. I can’t find a respite from the pain. I want to breathe deeply, but my
breath is out of time, shallow. I eat food. It seems like a sensible thing to do. Nourishment is
a small degree of pleasure.

*

The twin rose bushes in my garden, a messy tangle of leaves and thorns atop spindly stems,
have burst into a mad profusion of flowers. Pale pink teacup flowers heavy with petals burst
against their own thin stems, alongside optimistic new buds, tightly bound pink, pushing
upwards.
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It has been a long, lonely abstinence. Not elective celibacy. But one of my voices demanded
more loudly than the others. My body in chronic pain spoke – no sex. It was too terrifying to
imagine a muscle wrenched beyond its jangling pain, ripping further into agony. I couldn’t
move, frozen in tight wires of pain clamping my body rigid. Enforced immobility, castrating
snaking sensations of desire.
But, as pain abated and the binds unfurled, my body slowly awoke with a fervour. A delicious,
sweet blooming of arousal. A delicate palepink perfume of longing.
BP is in town, our rendezvous set. A surprise arranged – a dungeon booked. We meet at
Ondine and eat thick and succulent Dover sole. In the late afternoon, we become the only ones
in the restaurant. I feel the buzz of desire between us, more tangible than insubstantial polite
words. Eyes fixed on eyes.
There is a distracting vibration on the white tablecloth. It is my brothers calling my phone. I
arise from the table, my body twisting. But my curving body is a cruel taste, an empty promise.
My dad has fallen, broken his hip, and my brothers and I need to go down to the Borders
General Hospital.
Our hug goodbye, under the eyes of the staff. He is vice, all tight muscle and force. We clatter
against each other, metallic magnetism. We kiss. Then I walk away, feeling his probing eyes
ignoring my dress, smacking against my naked skin.
My body is still rippling.
Riven from my clamouring body, to embrace my Dad and his body in pain.

*

As my children are away, MA offers to come to my house, but my exhusband’s energy is still
creeping into corners and I don’t feel like another male’s energy pervading my house. Instead,
I go to his house. I am tired, but I know that my body has been denied too many times. It’s
been too long since it felt the friction of hands forming me. I need this.
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He seems tired too. But I assume he is also looking to slake this particular thirst.
I have filled my bag with my favourite toys; glass dildo, rabbit, thick brown leather restraints
and whip, anal beads, the jolly purple cock ring, lubricant and oil. But they remain in my bag.
On the adolescent sofa, he pushes his fingers into me, hungrily eating me until I acquiesce to
the tidal pleasure. I return the favour as he is splayed on his bed, rubbing him in a furious dance
with my beringed and burgundy nail polish hands, till he spills white out over his belly for me
to smooth over his skin like a balm.
I am surprised that the toys remain waiting in my bag. I am amazed that there was no theatre,
no writhing. I am astonished that the painless vanilla was, for once, so brilliantly satisfying.

*

Chronic pain is without a sense of control and hints at long term decay and ageing. It is not
sexy. However, I notice the timeline extends beyond the experience of pain and suggests that,
in this instance, the intense experiences of pain free up a venture of normal sex. As if in a
broader time frame, pain and sex are still related through my body in a painpleasure
assemblage. The relationship between pleasure and pain is not momentary.
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Vignette: Acute Pain

I tell him not to watch me while I eat the oysters. I feel a deep dark thrill zigzag through me
when he averts his piercing eyes and bows his head in submission. Power over a powerful man.
The oysters are delicious. Oh my god. So divine. Tasting of vital oceans and salty west coast.
We have two platters. They are tender and succulent. Again, I make him avert his eyes.
We talk and drink and eat. He spontaneously pushes his fingers into my mouth. The innocence
of our eating together lost in that deft action. When I had arrived, the woman said,
oh yes, reservation for BP. He asked for a discreet table. I don’t know what that means
I look at her pointedly, unsure if she is being deliberately obtuse.
Then I direct us to the table at the back, behind the last booth. I say to him every time,
we don’t have to eat out; it’s too risky for you.
But I suppose he also enjoys a dark thrill, possibly being exposed as a philandering husband.
In the suite, he is urgent. He kneads his thick, strong hands against my body and grasps my
throat. He remembered. I fucking love it. And am scared by the depth of my emotional
response it provokes, a willingness to surrender to it. It, a flickering danger. And my body
flickering violently with arousal. His other hand is equally unyielding, smacking my ass heavily.
Leaving strange bruises from the fishnets. The pain provoking, amplifying pleasure. Ricochets
of catherinewheels of spinning, fizzing, crackling.
We use the paininducing electric device, the taser, with a new adaptor. A cool oblong of slick
metal attached to a rubber flex. The slim metal is to be placed against the skin to transform
the whole body into a charge. This means when I hover my hand over his body, there will be
violent pain producing purple static coursing between us. We will both feel its needling
simultaneously. Wherever we do not quite touch, electricity will join us. I say we better read
instruction. He says no, hungry for the experience. He puts the cool flat metal against his back,
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I switch it on, and we are both jolted by sudden coursing painfully shocking supply of power.
We laugh. It’s a bit ridiculous.
We try again. He lies back, and I gently move my fingers towards him. It hurts. We share a
sudden agony. Pain not in a good way. We both laugh. This is not pleasurable. The jabs are too
jolting. Too sharply contesting pleasure. But he loves it when I change the attachment to the
slick glass hollow forms, delicate sculptures which flickers purple pain over his pulsing dick.

In the morning, he takes a long shower. I think about joining him. But I don’t want to rush. I
don’t want the fast pace of normal sex without the slow entanglement of pain. He has a plane
to catch, but after the door closes behind him, I wish I had.
I stay in bed and admire the chaos of strewn sex detritus. I don’t want our time together to
end. Even though he is gone, something of him remains; I admire my bruises. Feeling the
tender flesh, the pain in my body, I remember that other experience of pain – an identifiable
moment of pain – when we both felt the metal static was too sharp. It surprises me to notice
that the quality of pain within the assemblage matters. Pain is not arbitrary or just the context.
How the experience coalesces is significant.
I think,
Pain, acute pain, can sometimes, even in the context of pleasurepain sex, be painful.
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Vignette: Ecstatic Pain

Before, at dinner, we, BP and I, drink wine described as with a hint of sherry. It’s a urine yellow,
but I think it’s like eating fresh apples in my unsophisticated way. My palate ignoring the
association of wine and sherry as bad or off.
It’s not the dinner we had hoped for. He has had some bad business news and although he
twists his head in interest, his eyes intent as always, I feel the back of his mind whirring. A
distraction. A noise, a hum that can at moments overwhelm us. As if the warning of an
imminent air raid. It is a rattle that interrupts the construction of our moment. We ignore its
off sherry taste, but it still perfumes us.
We have already inspected the dungeon. It is tired without the excitement of our first time –
in the saturating heat of London mid heatwave. I insisted there is still a certain charm to the
little gardens – the skeletal wintered trees, waiting for their imminent spring bloom and the
blatant stares by locals. As we walked along the street to the restaurant, my black garters
slipped from their two bands, sliding from around the top of my thighs and my stockings settled
downwards. Trying to grasp them upwards, discreetly, did not work. I still feel awkward, not
quite put together.
Another sip of pissyellow. Apples. Wine. I try to settle into the mood.
Another vibrate on his phone. I listen as he speaks in focused terse tones. I sit very still, very
poised. Very quiet. Barely breath.
He puts the phone down and I can see the effort to affix his eyes to mine. And be present to
me.
I ask him, a coy look, slow smile, and slight twist to my body,
What do you want to experience this time? The sounding again?
He says he has read about being in a zone through pain. He is curious.
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This is his only desire. We do not insult our capacity to move with the experience by safe words
or planned scenes. Neither of us knows what will happen in the dungeon to fulfil his desire to
be in a pain zone.

Champagne bubbles and foams out of my mouth in a small eruption. I take another swig from
the bottle, this time capturing the escaping bubbles into liquid that I pour from my mouth into
his mouth. He reaches hungrily. I do it again, letting foam slip from me and spill downwards,
covering his face and body with the effervescent liquid.
Despite myself, I pause and admire the tableaux in the large mirror. His wrists are cinched at
the top of the St Andrews cross and his legs at the bottom. He is so tall and thick that standing
in front of him, I can still clearly see the edges of his bull form as if protecting me. I like making
him wait. I like the tension of awaiting my cruelty. Or the relief of my lubricated hand playing
him into pleasure.
One foot unshackled, I lift as if he is my livestock. His calves are powerful, wide, but acquiesce
easily. I start with a lie, a gentle caress. A soothing massage, which belies my intention. Slowly
he finds my nails, little edges to stab against the nerve endings in his sole. Then scratching.
Another caress, an illusion of kindness. I pick up a cane. It has a sharp hewn circular end. I drag
it against his hoof. His foot. His whole body wracks against the sensation. But I don’t stop. It’s
so fucking satisfying feeling the force of him suppressing the pain from bellowing out his
mouth. He does groan, a twisted sound. Angry at himself for being uncontrolled.
His suppressed cries. His contorted face. The way that all that flesh and muscle thicken against
me, against the pain, against the restraints. There is something about his large physicality
fighting and acquiescing to me and pain that I find exciting and provoking. Provoking me to
make him fight more. I feel like a lion tamer. Or as if wrestling with sharks. In a bullfight.
Taunting a dangerous and powerful beast. He is not a human anymore; he is a mass of flesh
muscle.
Then I stop. Take another gulp of champagne. He is patient. Or do I mean passive? Waiting. His
dick pointing straight ahead. An optimistic and vulnerable expression of his masculinity. I smack
it. And again, then again. Smack smack smack.
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I smack his ass.
Smack his commanding thighs, calves.
Then place my warm mouth over his dick. Soothe him into further arousal. Fingers probing into
his anus, pushing the black dildo into him. My mouth still working him wet and furious, till I feel
his body pitch now in desiring relief. His cock like an animal desperately desiring its own
demise. Blood furiously filling its insides, longing for release.
He says he is going to cum. I say,
No. you can’t.
I stop again.
I wander the flat, leaving him suspended and leaving bare footprints on the smooth wood floor,
tracing my meanders. I walk feeling light and free, whilst he is bound with leather and chains
and black PVC, metal frames. Black dildo inside him. Lube dripping. Sweat slick. I walk like a
spirit or a sprite, one of the choirs of unheard voices we noticed the first time we visited this
dungeon. A taunting fey. I go to the toilet and pee.
I move him, strap him with leather and chain to the top of the metal frame above me. Chain
allows his arms to move in a small arc. I attach clamps to his tender nipples. I have removed
the blindfold, I let him watch me.
I am reclining below him on the framed bench. I have a dildo between my legs, I am playing
with it, in and out as my leg crooked and my foot at an angle plays with the chain resting in a
gentle curve between his pinched nipples on his hirsute chest.
I know the slightest movement of the chain is painful. My foot lazily pulls the chain outward.
His nipples are thrust forward. He gasps, grimaces. Face red with the effort of controlling pain
and pleasure. Thick with painwracked muscle and brute strength, he looms over me, but in
my pale submission below him, I am safe from his potential wrath or desire by the chains that
hold him. He cannot reach me even with his hands, though he tries in frustration.
I lie back and notice how much I am enjoying his pain between pleasuring his pleasure. And
pleasuring myself.
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I have him bound to the middle of the frame again, standing, facing one of the large mirrors.
His pleasure still present in his full dick. Now I layer pain on pain. Push long needles against
him, scratch him fiercely, slowly. I use the metal claw against him. He is low physical vibrating
– the pain and pleasure coursing thickly through his body. He fights against it, strangling his
voice.
I have another chain. I am holding it against his solid neck. I have freed one of his hands, so he
can slowly then more furiously touch his hard cock moistened by sex, spit, lube, and
champagne.
I pull harder, choking him. He says harder.
I have the chain wrapped around my knuckles and standing behind him; with my full force, I
pull against his neck. Harder, harder.
I don’t wrap it fully around his neck, instead, keep my arms open and pulling against him, my
fists at each shoulder. I am choking him. He is pitching his body against the chain. Choking
himself. And I am pitching my whole body through the chain against his stout neck.
Harder
I am watching in the mirror. His face
Blood red
Pulsing
His body
Blood red
Pulsing
Everything spinning
Forces
Forcing
His hand moving frantically
Then a violent and white release.
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His body contorting with the violence of his orgasm.
He says after. It was like solar systems exploded inside. He experienced the alternate state pain
pleasure produced. Or subspace to use the terminology (Pitagora, 2017). A “natural high”
(Williams, 2006, p. 339)
I think about the experience the next day, as in a quiet harmony we slowly tidy up. I think about
our sex. For him, the pleasure of pain produced an altered state of consciousness, a different
form of bliss, in the zone (Ambler et al., 2017). But for me, it was more complicated. Feeling
powerful is arousing. Playing him with pleasure and pain, in ways I want to be played meant
my body responded. And arousal bounded between us, through us, over us. Impersonal
affects. Entwining us up into its heady perfume. Watching him fall into profound painful
pleasure – making him cum, in this slow, lengthy, excruciating process, is deeply erotic and
arousing. It is too simplistic to imagine that as a woman, therapist, mother, whatever identity
you chose to give me, I should not enjoy seeing him in pain. As if the pleasure I experience is
bad/sadistic. I cannot unpick all of it, I imagine there is a degree of sadistic pleasure, but it’s
also a mirror neuron channelling. I see the pain written in his face, body, and I know that that
is aiding and deepening his pleasure. Imagining I can give him intense physical pleasure through
pain is inordinately satisfying, arousing and pleasurable. Its force is shared. As is being in a zone
of anticipating what is pleasurable to him through the pain, having to intuit to an intense
degree. Anticipate and trust the flows of intensity – when he is going to cum. When it is too
much. I am also in the flow. Also experiencing complicated affects of pleasure.
He reached the hedonistic goal of altered states of consciousness, the ecstasy of pain. And I
was in it too. In a world of easy dualities of self/other, master/slave, it’s hard to explain that
the experience was not his. I didn’t give it to him. We experienced it together. Affect moved
between us.

When it’s time to go, he pulls the door behind us. And he takes my hand firmly to lead us to
the station.

*
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These vignettes seem like neat categories. But what they produce is complicated. The timeline
of chronic pain producing satisfaction with vanilla. The pain in sex is not allencompassing;
some pain is not erotic. And when inflicting pain to cause pleasure, the effects of pain and
pleasure stimulate my body, as if there is more happening than separate bodies having sex.
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Internalised Silent Pain

I am still in bed. Sharp tendrils of painful emotions still gripping me.
There is more happening with this contemporary emotional pain, which I notice I have not
named or explained. There are ethical reasons for this. A boundary of selfprotection. But
there is also a habitual and deep resistance to verbalising this. A habitual ingesting. Not
expressing. I find it difficult to speak up. To say, to be witnessed in vulnerability. It seems safer
to pull it deep inside myself, even as I express that it is there.
Cixous (1976) knows something of my fear and notes the terror as a woman speaking up and
out. Irigaray (1985; Schutte, 1991) says that the subject is male and speaks; the object is
woman and doesn’t. Her speech is silenced by the discourse. I need to slow down and attend
to the barely perceptible unspoken, unsure, or silenced voice. The lacunae of the witness, as
Agamben (1999) says. Because when writing about my experiences, there are also unspoken,
fearful, terrified, unspeakable and unconscious places. The unknown and unknowable. In the
image of the BDSM dungeon, this unarticulated pain (or any suppression, selfediting) is
embodied by the sub. Ballgagged, tied and bound without (apparent) agency56. This image of
silence and silenced emotions, like pain, needs to be listened to deeply. I want to mark a space
for these unknowable unspeakable emotional pains. They may remain ineffable. But it feels
important to create space for this silent part which exists in this assemblage.
In the following short vignettes, I use the experiences in sex to probe the unspoken voice. I find
acts of sex that mimic this internalising and suppressing voice of pain.
Then I process through art.

56

This image of passivity is worked in chapter 5
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Art 4.3

He holds my hair and thrusts his cock into my mouth…further back, gagging me in the shower,
as water, spit and phlegm pour out my slippery mouth and stop my spluttering breath. It’s not
a ball gag, but it functions the same. I am surrendered to his implacable, unforgiving, turgid
flesh. It suffocates me. On my knees, drenched and deluged – there are no words. But my body
is enlivened, wetly excited and silently powerful.

*

He is splayed on the bed. His cock pulsing upward. I feel it hot in my hands as I push it deeper
into my mouth, focused and concentrating on my breath as I let saliva lubricate it as I force it
further into my throat. Fierce sensations shift around my whole body; each toe, foot, legs,
thighs, back, cunt, arms, breasts, and stomach pulsing ferociously. As I move in a slow rhythm,
my entire body is vibrating and alive.

*

I wonder about these forced and yet invited deliberate gagging. The actions mimicking an
inability to speak about pain. Words incapable. What do these sexualised enactments mean to
me? What does not speaking produce?
I remember.
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Unspoken words from a past relationship – I have to accept that the swamping anger I feel
rests as a small envelope, waiting quietly behind a door, addressed to me because I never told
him what it was like for me. I never told him the full extent of my rage and hurt.
But in every argument and silence, my unspoken rage was treacherously stitched, tightly and
fastidiously into the spaces between.
And I suffered a million tiny poisonous scratches in my throat as I kept the words swallowed
down.

I still struggle to say the words I need to say.

*

I am curious about these three stories of gagging. As I use art as another way to explore, I
decide to create my own ball gag. To keep it personal, from a previous project, I still have
rippedup sheets from the bed my ex and I shared, held in the memorial of a frame. I decide to
use this historical fabric to mark with those silently lurking, never articulated words.
I want to find those longsuppressed words.
I feel into my body to gravitate around the stifling. The words I never said to him. I write the
words on the fabric with a fountain pen. I realise the ink, smudged and blotched words echo
other relationships and other times, I broke my own voice. Times it has seemed better, safer,
easier to keep my words inside; stay silent.
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Binding the strips of sheet covered in unspoken words, I wind and wrap. The words are again
incoherent in their swarming struggle, pushed against each other with wet glue and the
pressure of my hand. I have created my personal ball gag
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I hate the sensation in my mouth.

*

The art process gave me a form of voice – if an unspoken voice. I mark that sometimes I cannot
speak or write all that is present to me in pain or pleasure. Sometimes I am gagged by my own
unspeakable unspoken words.
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Numb

I am now sitting at my desk, nets drawn back to let the full glare of the sun saturate me. There
is a slight anxiety prickling in my stomach and an unfulfilled sensation of waiting tears amassed
with fatigue behind my eyes and lurking around my throat. But for the most part, my emotional
pain appears to have abated. I wonder where the energy of affects moved to. Has this process
of thinking and writing shifted its location outward? I notice that I have put music on. And I am
deliberately moving my body, even as I sit. Twisting my spine and rotating. As if attempting to
return a centre of gravity. To inhabit my flesh, after the spinning disorientation of emotions.
With the now tentative motion of my body feeling my emotions less intensely, I wonder if the
difficult affects have become lodged and numb? Numb is also silent and easily ignored. Numb
like painkillers. Numb like my desire to leave emotional pain in my bed. Numb exists in the
constellation of pain in sex.

*

Porn: I am watching a woman have a man’s dick repeatedly forced into her mouth. He is
pummelling her throat. Her eyes swivel upwards, ringed by smudged black eyeliner, and she
looks overwhelmed.
In another sequence, she is tied to a post, outdoors, innocent sunshine ignoring her strained,
pale and deadened face; her eyes now vacant. I imagine the pain of his large cock battering
up her anus, again and again, and again and again. So much, too much pain that she has gone.
Absented herself. Gone away from his breaking boundaries and violating impingement.
Sometimes when I watch porn, I am disgusted. I hate that watching these images of
degradation turn me on. I am not aroused that they, the other, is degraded and humiliated.
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Rather, I am imagining myself; I become her. I become the scene – mirror neurons firing again.
Sucking all the imagined sensations, alive in the dashboard of my brain and body inwards,
affect, channelled through my eyes. Communicating to my physicality as if all the characters
simultaneously, no separation in roles.
After writing about the ball gag, Art 4.2, I am imagining this sex as communications with a
function. I imagine her throat full of unexpressed, stuck words and feelings – I imagine that
now she can feel the physical enactment of this suppression, and we can see what pain and
numbness look like. And we can see her/my hopeless surrender to it. Her/my acquiescing in
silence. Numb. Or through the strange relationship between pains ability to numb and enliven,
is she/I attempting to be animated through pain? I imagine dead zones held in my/her body,
which need force and brutality to revivify (Haen, 2017). Surviving brutality produces a
sensation of survival and victory of being alive. “Overcoming pain provides a sense of self
efficacy, mastery, and competence” (Bastian et al., 2014, p. 263). To survive produces
powerful feelings of vitality, the opposite of numb. Orbach (2010) thinks that pain helps locate
a numb or absent body.

*

My body is a battleground. It also has layers of numb and sensitivity. Silvered and clotted. Soft
and vulnerable.
I don’t want to tell. I am not going to tell. Stories that I feel thickened in my body.
Other than to acknowledge their silent numb, dumb existence. I know the location in my body;
I know the memories.
Physical experiences which entwine with affects, overwhelm, thickening into numb. Shame. It
would be easy to infer from this that I am similar to some SM participants, who have suffered
trauma and are attempting to make sense of it by reenactments (Gabriel & Beratis, 1997;
Gavin, 2010; Gross, 2006; Hammers, 2014; Southern, 2002; Thomas, 2019). Van der Kolk
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(2015) describes this as “addicted to trauma: the pain of pleasure and the pleasure of pain” (p.
131).
The memory of my first encounter with pain as pleasure was very young, long before the
stories I won’t tell you. This does not discount the possibility of early preverbal trauma, as a
therapist suggests. I may have, as the body therapists formulate, held this early trauma in my
body. And inevitably, physical/emotional experiences in my adulthood compound this. I don’t
deny it. I am just not sure that it helps. To place it all into the receptacle of trauma feels as if
returning to a silent invocation to be normal. And not to be pathological.
However, it is worth clarifying that trauma is considered psychopathology when it becomes a
repetitive, stuck response. When fight, flight, flop, or freeze become habitual, without
resolution or a sense of survival and triumph. And causes repetitive anguish or is abated
through unhelpful coping strategies.
And a coping strategy can be to numb the pain.
I find I am again encountering the dilemma of not speaking. How to talk about how I know
numb in my body without dropping into my stories. Whispering into empty darkness all the
times I have thrust the magnitude of pain into my body. Or times when my body has been
physically impacted and there was an inability to process it, make sense of what happened. I
am writing that edge here. I know my body knows. I can hint at those experiences. And I hide
them like hiding in reeds on a dark Greek night.

*

My body is a battleground.
It carries numb.
It searches intensity. It is delicately sensitive, feels a breath and whip and a caress.
HN calls them ‘your  tits’. He says it like he is salivating for them.
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There are stories here too. Stories of patriarchy that have lodged into my tits. As if the accounts
have set the flesh, numbed and continue to speak loudly and silently. Such that a lover
encounters not just my tender skin, pinkfleshed nipples, but a cacophony of delicate, raw
shame. I feel their fingers suddenly uneasy on my flesh, heightening my humiliation. And
anxiety.
But he, HN, pushes them, fights them, accepts them. Works his hands hard against them, such
that I writhe and gasp in pain. They hurt for days after. But the pain excites me, enlivens the
flesh so long numbed and slumbering under the weight of the lodged words and actions of a
hegemony that dictates that women must look a particular way and that it is a man’s right to
verbally, aggressively, appraise the body of an 8yearold, a 16yearold in Greece, a 28year
old, a 32yearold, a 40yearold, 45yearold, 50yearold.
HN’s fighting hands embrace my shame, shyness; he accepts me whilst pushing out
judgements, unmediated words and the ensuing numbness. His violent and painful touch
brings back feeling and joy. Momentarily returning my flesh as sensitive and lively from the
pain of inappropriate and damaging affect of words thickening into numb.

*

I stretch, breathe, need to take a break from writing. A break from pain. I am texting my friend
Lucy, shall we go swimming in the sea again or find a nearby loch? It’s October, our weekly
outdoor swims have been applauded on social media; friends call us brave. The physical pain
of our swims is present but unnoticed. But we both know we are using it, using the pain, the
numb, the endorphins, and survival which obliterates thought and feelings, to manage other
muddy emotions. I text her, I have been grumpy. She acknowledges, yeah, me too. We missed
our swim on Monday, will go on Friday. We need it. We are addicted to it. At least it’s a healthy
addiction, she says.
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Life is full of pains, physical and emotional. This is ubiquitous, no matter how hidden, numbed
or silent, chronic, acute or ecstatic pain may be. But freed from the assumption that pain is
always aversive, pathological, pain can be pleasurable. Lucy knows this from swimming in a
frigid ocean. HN knows this from pushing his body to physical limits. And in the dungeon, BP
knows it as well.
And still bedraggled from emotional pain, its memory still fresh, I know it too.
But I always prefer pleasurable pain in pleasurable painful sex.

Art 4.4

In the following segment, I use art to continue provoking pain and seeing what else emerges.

There are words that I wrote on bedsheets in Art 4.3 to create a ball gag of unspoken words.
They are words that I didn’t say that lodged in me.
Words, floating invisible, flows in the air. Causing ruptures in my emotional calm.
Words. I have some of the ripped sheets left from constructing the ball gag. I decide to use
the sheets, this time to explore the comments others have said to me that I have felt as painful
as opposed to the words that I didn’t say, which then caused me pain, due to selfinflicted
gagging.
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As I rip, I am deluged with microscopic particles of dust and threads that I unintentionally
breathe in. As if there is no escaping the way pain becomes ingrained in the body. There is
something of my ex still in these sheets, still actively interacting with me. His cells from the
sheets released into the air, communing in my lungs.
I start with unforgiving ink to write hurtful words – my husband telling me he is leaving. My
lover explaining, he is not returning. Or promises that were broken. The words quickly become
distilled to You must, You are not, and You are. Expressions telling me, inflicting me, with other
people’s opinions.
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Painful words are written on the ripped up sheet and formed into rope. A rope. To be bound,
to strangle or to be used to escape, to climb to freedom?
In attempting to represent the contorting pain of words, the rope feels too passive, too slow,
too soft.
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I have had enough of sitting in my house working on the evidence of these painful words. I take
the hurtful words rope with me to visit MA. (That sounds dry. To see MA, not to meet him to
have sex)

*

It has been too long, and I can feel my arousal in the music I am listening to. I feel it swirling up
and around my body, singing a siren call to sex. A desire to share exquisite sensuality. To pull
another body into the wet helterskelter of skin, sweat and saliva. To play with the energy of
arousal, pull it up, squash it down. In fingertips, breasts, my cunt. Swarming and swollen. To
forget the buzzing worries and responsibilities, to find a haven.
MA, lets me tie him up. He stands still. Hands neatly behind his back. Waiting for the rope to
impinge. His soft pose and the soft fabric defy me. I want agony and writhing. Clenching and
fighting.
His passivity is disconcerting.
I tie the cord with the words around his neck, around his bloodconstricted, purple hands. He
doesn’t complain. He doesn’t contest.
It is not what I thought I wanted, but I like giving him their words. I like that he is ensnared by
them. It is quietly satisfying to see words that have terrorised me, forced against his skin,
making him incapable – not me.
I wonder – who’s painful words are they now? I am unsure what they mean to me anymore;
the context changed.
To the side of me, there is the idea of relief, a letting go. An inarticulate sigh. I don’t have to
carry the pain of them anymore.
I take some photos. I am unmoved. However, now released, he seems inspired and is unusually
demanding. I like that side of him as he whips me. His unexpected dominance is satisfying.
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Maybe he was suppressing himself in the pose of obedience and released he lasered it out,
back against me. My body. An unverbalised Take back your pain, Susan.

The next day is awash with different feelings, memories flickering. My body hurts. I like its
ache. The rope is limp after its activity.
I reconsider it. Flaccid. The softness of the material conflicts with the hard words, which
suddenly reappear after their fade last night. Again, the words on the fabric chastise, but the
soft, inert fabric is not indicative of the pain I have felt being accosted by those words. How
can I show the pain they have inflicted? Their penetration. My suffering.
I imagine the knotted ends as sharp. Piercing.
I imagine a crown of thorns.
The archetypal image of glorified suffering – Christ with his crown of thorns, eyes heavenward,
beseeching. Or downwards acquiescing.
I decide to make my own crown of thorns with the rope of hurtful words.
I did not intend to wander into the landscape of suffering. But it seems inevitable that when
talking about pleasure, pain, masochism, sadism, I would trip over the unsexiness of suffering.
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Is that why emotional pain was so unpleasant? I suffered. Irrespective of its source, suffering
was the consequence. It makes me wonder about suffering. Such an ugly word. In my bed,
besieged by emotions, at my desk. Suffering was the experience of pain.
Exploring the capacity of spoken words to pain, I felt into words that gagged me. Unspoken
words. Then I investigated painful words spoken by others and attempted to resolve by tying
MA in them. Instead, contemplating the rope and words produced awareness of suffering. Now
I pick up suffering and explore it further until I encounter guilt. Guilt, which creates a desire for
absolution.
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Suffering

Saturday job – showing houses for sale.
The woman who owned the house killed herself. The house has an atmosphere of hollow loss.
But not the smell. I usually get the dry boke in executory homes. I wrap my scarf around my
nose and mouth to fight against the heaving in my stomach. It is the smell of death and my
body fights it. Often there are removed beds, bedsheets, or lifted carpets and suspicious stains
on the floorboards. But the house has no signs of her death, no ghostly marks of vomit or
blood. No pooling stains from a decomposing corpse. On the pulley in the kitchen are two
worn tea towels, limp reminders of normality. They seem like hope, washed, waiting to be used
again. What was she thinking as she stretched them over the wood then sent them swinging
skyward to dry?
The first viewers come; they are loud and cheerful – they want to buy the property. The
location overcoming its dark interior and claustrophobically small second bedroom. The next
viewers are not young but have a young child. They are more contemplative; she guesses it is
an executory property, clutching her golden son, who smiles at me from under his fringe. They
wander back to the front room, and like me, wonder about the owner. They comment on the
artwork on the walls. One is a large oil painting. A pale Madonna thickly painted in the same
manner as the frozen alpine mountains behind her. It’s hard to discern the line between the
virgin’s haughty coldness and the glacial carved elevation. They comment on her expression. I
comment on her hands in awkward curved blessing. She has a crown of glinting bluewhite
stars. Her chill pervades. I wonder who painted this effigy of cold.
Cold. And suffering.
Suffering is a fascinating word. Like a prune, all sucked of its juices, folds of lack. And yet, I
think prunes are sweet and delicious.
I have images of Catholic or Jewish mothers. Poverty, survival. An honesty and worthiness
about their suffering. Lined faces, wide hips.
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Evoking religion, I read that in Buddhism, there are Four Noble Truths. The first one situates
being human as either “flawed” or “suffering”, depending on the translation. The second noble
truth tells us that suffering is because we desire pleasure. The third explains that there will be
an end to suffering. And lastly, Nirvana.
Buddhism situates suffering, names it, shows it and resolves it.
This clean description is calming. It makes me wonder if religions, like Catholicism full of
symbolism and liturgy, offer a place to comprehend and transform suffering? But did it get
muddled – was the image of Christ on the cross dying for our sins meant to be our liberation
from suffering, not captured in the psyche, set on repeat?
Christianity seems to have a close relationship with suffering: not just Christ on his cross with
his crown of thorns, selfflagellating monks and nuns in hair vests, the suffering Madonna –
Christianity has its own masochisms, pleasure in pain.

Art 4.5

It seems fitting to make barbs from the words and make my own crown of suffering. To
transform the softness of the fabric and words into sharpness. Barbarous.
As I am making the crown of thorns, I daydream about this infliction. I wonder at the
choice/engagement/punishment of the words others have spoken. However, words can also
elicit slippery affects of pleasures and joy. Language is not always painful. We need language
to name inexplicable feelings. Words create form from chaos. Therapists ingest verbally and
somatically (through countertransference) muddy feelings and words from the client and aim
to offer back a clean interpretation. Being heard, seen and understood creates a firm sense of
self, grounded in the body. In good enough parenting, this happens from babyhood. There is
lyricism in the interactions between the nonverbal, somatic expressions of the baby and the
verbal and sensory responses of the “good enough mother” (Winnicott, 1971). Contingent
marked mirroring (Stern, 1985) interprets an infant’s feelings with an almost lighthearted
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jocularity. Oh sweetie, are you feeling sad? The subtext is, It is ok. Your upset has not destroyed
me, but I see your sadness. The words and tone stabilise the child during an affective storm.
But hurtful words I know consciously they do not have to be accepted as painful truth. I can
have agency about how I receive comments. They could hover midair to be dismissed rather
than instantly plunging into me. Words do not always have to be affective, migrating into my
fleshintelligence to agitate clattering emotions like the words of the 36yearold Irish man,
which my 16yearold skin had no defence against.
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I pause, I feel sadness, suffering snaking into my body, a habitual sadness, woe is me. I wonder
if I am going to put the thorn crown on? Or let the feelings dissolve in bleach. It’s a curious
sensation, thinking I have a choice. It makes me feel hopeful.
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*

Suffering, such a surprising experience to emerge through writing and artmaking. And yet, is
suffering not what I have been alluding to in this current flurry of emotional pain? Without sex,
I have not mitigated it by transforming it into pleasure. It is emotional suffering that attacks my
body.
Thinking about suffering in pain pleasure sex, I realise it is habitually unnoticed by me. Wrapped
into heightening desire and arousal. It snakes unseen up my middle and crawls over my skin
during spasms of pleasure. It makes me curious to tease apart this hidden aspect to
pleasurepain. I am curious about how ignored suffering is. I transform its ache instantly when
bodies and objects intrude on my flesh. It is silent, connected to pain, then transfigured into
pleasure.
Suffering is unacceptable in our slick contemporary age. It only belongs to others. Blurry
screens show us suffering faces of darker despair. What does that mean to us? It’s over there.
Except it lurks at home too. Suffering is something my mum excels at when she looks at me. I
don’t see her suffer for my brothers. They are men, presumably always ok. But there is a
sensation, an inherent wrongness, as if she and I, as women, should suffer interminably.
I learned about suffering from my mum.
The orange streetlight pours in through the filigree of net curtains. I lie as if anticipating
something. Some articulation that will construct me. A young girl, waiting for womanhood. A
sensation awaiting gestation.
My mother leans over the bed. Her face pooling and haggard. The orange light cutting dark
shadows where her skin is slack and lines are heavy. She grasps my arms, fingers pushing into
my young flesh. She leans closer and says with fervour and tragedy,
I love you. I love you so much it hurts.
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The word hurt comes out as a rasp, a moment of spittle where her feelings amass and charge
outwards onto me.
It frightens me – this terrible depth of emotion. It seems my mother is divulging some hideous
dark secret, and I am the cause. I create this agony in her. Loving me is her torture. Her
suffering.

I tell my children in a light tone, often. I love you. No doubt, they will question the gravity of
my proclamation. And in some note or conversation, they will wonder, why did mum never say
she loves us like she means it?
Nowadays, I ask my Mum, please do not make loving me sound like you are suffering. She says,
but I do love you so much it hurts. She tries to say it lightly, but her voice is falsetto, false. She
cannot keep the pleasure pain of love separate.

*

As I debate whether to wear the crown of thorns and own my suffering. I think about him,
sitting on a bench with me in the darkening batfluttering lockdown night, and he said of O57,
poor girl, she suffers so much. I was astounded. How did he miss that it was a turn on? And de
Sade’s (2009) Sophie58, should I feel compassion for her suffering? Because secretly, I feel
nothing for her. She makes ridiculous choices, choices that ensure her suffering at the hands
of sadists. I worry about my absence of compassion for a fictional polemic character. And the
lack of awareness of suffering in SM, BDSM sex, like the woman in the porn I described at the
start of this section. As if knowing that it is all for pleasure diminishes or smooths over the
edges of these ethical or compassionate concerns.
Psychopathology is described as intractable suffering and the intention of therapy is to
encourage movement, agency. Ronald Miller (2005) points out that suffering has been
57
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The Story of O by Pauline Reage.
The title is “Justine” but the heroine in this edition is called Sophie.
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dropped as a concept in mental health professions. He believes that theories, medicalisation,
and the slant of being positive push the ideal of the good life; all hide implicit suffering in mental
health. This absence, in theory, he suggests, is echoed in the therapy room and he looks to
Scarry (1985) to describe how this denial implodes on itself for the sufferer – the unspeakable
suffering becomes unspoken by the therapist, causing more unspeakable suffering. He implies
a collective rejection of suffering. As if bright shiny pills and bright shiny life streamed through
media and apps have scrubbed suffering from the perfect life.
I wonder if, in fact, it is suffering that is aversive, not pain.
It is embarrassing to admit that I can be intolerant of suffering, not just reading about literary
heroines. If I’m honest, I remember:

His naked, lightly tanned skin is smooth – the elegance of youth. His head is turned down, in
the submissive pose, gag and mask obscure his expression. He, MJD, quivers slightly, his hands
bound behind him, his perfect body suddenly sprinkled with goosebumps. I watch as his hard
cock pulses helplessly; a little trail of precum spills down to the ground in the darkened room.
On one side of me is a plate of cheeses from the Italian deli, carefully cut bread chunks, a bottle
of wine, wine glass and a glass of water. He followed my instructions well, and I am ridiculously
pleased. On the other side of me, on the bed, are a range of objects. Dildo’s, whips, cane,
flogger, vibrators, rope, restraints and lubricant.
Before I had arrived, he had tried to change my plan. I texted him back, you do not have
privileges to make suggestions. He was contrite.
He is still contrite. I eat some cheese and bread, savouring the textures and flavours as I gaze
at him. A sip of wine, it is rich and red. I feel its potency in my belly.
My skill is being unexpected. He cannot anticipate if I will seduce him with pleasurable skin
against skin or brutalise him. I don’t know either until I start.
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I pick up the cane and trace sharp edges, a lazy line up his leg, following the curve of his buttock,
and then let it slide with its own weight back down the apex of flesh. I pinch each nipple hard.
He remains standing, and his legs start to vibrate. I push my body against him, nestle my head
into his neck. Then kneel and put my warm wet mouth around his impatient cock, allowing
saliva to lubricate wetly as I tease and suck whilst my hand works – sliding anal beads upwards,
one at a time, contesting his constriction. He starts to succumb, his body swaying forward and
back, then I stop. Move away, leaving him suspended, his body rippling with unresolved
pleasure. A pause. I take another sip of wine.
Then I repeatedly whip him hard across the buttocks with the cane.
Afterwards, we will hug under the covers. He will hold me tight and I will smell his smooth,
firm, youthful skin. Then feed each other chocolate and talk about our lives. He demands
aftercare. Sometimes I forget. And break the community code, leave him in his bounds while I
stretch out beside him or go to the bathroom to clean up. He whines if I forget. When he
whines, I prefer it when he is under me, on the ground. I push my toes into vulnerable parts.
My foot, careless and clumsy, curling around his jutting cock.
This causes conflicting feelings, which I try to unpick as I walk home in the small glow of a
streetlight and sweeping rain. He says I could be more brutal to him. We don’t have a safe
word, but even if we did, I probably would not hurt him more. He feels too sensitive, too
breakable. And I feel too sadistic, too brutal. Because his sensitivity and neediness enrage me.
I want to destroy him. Make him suffer.
I wonder about this part of myself. The part that I am frightened will take over and hurt him in
a very deliberately unerotic way. The part that will ignore his suffering. And make him suffer.
Even as we journey towards pleasure.
I do not want to think about this.
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And now here is guilt. I am surprised at it being here. It started with pain and its complicated
relationships with the body and emotions, then moved to the benefits of physical pain and its
lurking numbness and silence. Then, I explored pain through words, spoken or unspoken, which
induce hidden suffering and now I land at guilt.
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Guilt

I feel guilty about wanting to destroy him. Even though I understand that it’s not him I want
to destroy. I want to destroy my own weakness. My dissolving chin, my preference for slipping
down and hiding before standing up and pushing forward. It is a cheat to be aggressive in the
bedroom or dungeon as if I am always so forthright. Maybe I am, but it does not feel that way.
And guilt is a familiar suffering. I can’t pretend that moral masochism isn’t a thing; I should
suffer for my guilt.
Guilt.
Can I avoid my eyes forever – never look in the mirror?
When I tell her, Lexie concludes, I should disapprove – a married man, but I think you should
get what you need or want from this. It’s his guilt, not yours.
I have tied him up, but BP is a big man and could easily break the rings. He watches me, hawk
eyes, empty dark. I feel his strength in the intensity of that stare; I don’t have a scarf, so I pull
over his head pink and black. Pink and black panties to cover the piercing of his eyes that never
leave me. He watches. Interminably. Intent.
Except when he asks permission to cum, the knickers are skewed to the side, and his face is
red and exposed. At my consent, he closes his eyes and succumbs to the sensations. Instantly
I feel his cock, already hard, fill with more blood, engorged to straining. I watch as his pale skin
prickles and his nipples draw up. His body abandons to the pleasure suffusing his body. Then,
as he groans – deep, unbidden from his throat – white spangles the air. The slick whiteness
reaches my face, my hair, his body, the bed. We are smothered in his seed. He lies, eyes closed,
visibly shaken. A man who likes being in control, smashed against the bed by my curious mouth,
nimble fingers, and snaking teasing.
I watch him in the mirror. We look at each other as if our eyes are magnets. He stares at me.
He sees me reflected in the glass. I teased him that his face is inscrutable. But this time he is
smiling, a big handsome smile.
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After the pink and black blindfold, his black eyes look at me. Shall we order another bottle? I
vacillate. Then say, sure, why the fuck not?
Another bottle of champagne, he rumbles down the phone, room 203.
Room 203 looks out onto the sparkling lights of the city. It’s a beautiful room with an ample
bed. A dildo, restraints, and my pink and black knickers were a strange composition left on the
crispsheetwhiteness when room service had arrived the first time. His impatient cock peeking
through his inadequate robe as two trays were placed on the bed. Oysters and champagne,
steak and delightful little cockles in a creamy sauce. I hid in the bathroom.
When room service knocks on the door with the fizz in its tinkling ice and silver bucket, this
time, I am under the white covers. He asks for the empty food plates to be removed. I watch
the waiter; I wonder if he will be gentlemanly and not look at me as he reaches for the trays
on the floor. But his eyes slide over to me. I wonder what he sees.
BP and I cuddle in the immediate intimacy of strangers. We talk about what we want.
Continuing from our lunch last week, where we debated quite calmly over too much wine: will
I be his mistress, mistress? I like the double meanings.
Now he tells me he has looked it up online – how would I feel about going to a dungeon? He
explains, his deep voice lilting, not with other people; there is a place where we can rent the
dungeon with all the equipment.
I don’t even try not to be enthusiastic. This is what I want.
Between our conversations, we find our way to each other again. I am surprised at his keen
cock, hungry for more.
This time I press the little blue dildo inside him as I work his body, teasing and measuring.
Finding the secret places that arouse, skin grazed with teeth. Pushing and stopping, letting him
move his body to simultaneously have his cock squeezed between a firm, moistened hand:
One movement of his hips and his penis is caressed as the dildo moves out, the other way the
dildo presses deeper. Until the tension and pleasure all rush out in another bouncing spray.
He collapses deeper into the pristine white plush duvet.
Are you ok?
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He attempts to say, stuttering, faltering, what he felt unlike anything before. I believe him. I
see it in his eyes and the way his hard face, eyes and body have surrendered. The biology of
sex, anatomy, so often neglected.
He turns to me, and what do his probing eyes see when he has his fingers bunched inside me
and I squirm? Or when he watches his careful precision, pushing the glass dildo, cold into my
warmth, playing with my sex. Or when he turns me over and smacks me hard again and again
– was my face like when I ate the oysters a mixture of joy and disgust, he said. What did he
see when he held my head and thrusts his cock into my mouth further back, gagging me?
Wrapped in hotel robes, we talk again, time forgotten. He tells me what he thinks about BDSM.
What he has experienced. What he had expected I had brought in my little vintage suitcase. I
say what I feel, what I want, to journey without expectation. How hard it is to find someone
compatible.
I tell him I have other lovers. I am not sure how he takes this, inscrutable, other than to
acknowledge he can’t complain, and after all, it is a practical solution.
He invites me to stay the night. Breakfast? I fall fast against the firm down. But stir at 5.30am.
I hear buses trundling up and down Princes’ Street. He is lying as if switched off. As if an A.I.
Inanimate. I kiss his immobile form goodbye.
It’s a soft, warm rain roused by the wind that greets me as I walk out the glass sliding doors of
the hotel. It keeps me company as I walk home through the dark, wet, awakening streets. My
body feels whole. It feels restructured. Younger, enlivened and at peace. I feel happy.

It’s only when the day really starts and dank grey light seeps in my window that I can’t face
myself in the mirror. My guilt camped in the apex of my legs. So many things about last night
that can’t be ignored and possibly never forgiven.
I settle in the liminal land of my bed. Covers and pillows stuffed around me attempting to glean
comfort. I sink into an emotional abyss. Creatures skitter in the gloom. Shadows draw me
deeper. A sticky, sucking submerging. Shame pulls up over my body and sinks me down further
into a quagmire of murk. I imagine old bones creating this cavern. White slick creaking bones,
old skin. Whisperings. Haunting. I try to imagine a way out of this place. Try to imagine
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something good I can find in this chthonic realm. Night flowers to eat for wisdom. Lost parts of
myself to cleanse and revivify. But there is no movement. Nothing to transform in the halflit
despair.
I know I can’t stay here, not without any hope. I force a move outward. Listening to words –
meditations from my phone. Tinny reality of YouTube meditations in an attempt to reach into
pleasure. For moments I can let go, stream up into shimmering. But guilt scratches. Keeps me
earthbound and muddy. I can see pleasure as if an object to attain, but captured beside it,
entangled in its edges, is guilt.
This is not a new feeling.
I wonder at what penance I can do to ease the feelings in my body. The weightiness of guilt.
Merkur (2009) reflects on Freud’s thinking about the ego and superego construct, as rights and
wrongs, verbalisations inhabiting the intrapsychic reality.
The grey haar abates. Life moves and shifts me away from that moment, onto the next and the
next. Compelling my thoughts away from nefarious guilt.
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Absolution

Tomorrow is Friday. I will go swimming with Lucy. It occurs to me that swimming is also
reminiscent of the cleansing ritual of baptism. Lucy calls cold swimming a reset. As if our bodies
respond not just to pain or the resilience required to suffer the cold or the endorphins, but we
are cleansed by the brutal ocean. And our sins are absolved, the weight of life is lifted. We
become reborn.
You don’t have to be religious to suffer, but do you have to be religious to enjoy absolution? I
was not brought up Catholic, but I know enough of absolving sins. The confessional. Baptism,
water to cleanse and bless.
I think again about the words written on the rope that makes me suffer. The words that others
have said penetrate. The words that now symbolise emotional pain and suffering. And to the
side, guilt. I look at the remnants of the limp rope. And I consider what happened after binding
MA up. And taking the words with me into the bedroom – did that change them? Did I bleach
them with my sex? Did I absolve their weight with the slip of MA’s tongue on me? Or when he
smacked me with the crop, did the punishment return them to merely marks on fabric. Or, if
not the ocean, then when BP struck me hard, did it absolve my guilt?
My therapist says she is sceptical of forgiveness. Especially when it feels like another thing the
victim must do. I listen to her, head to the side, trying to let her words in and mean something
in my body.
I know all the social media hype – forgive yourself first, forgive for your own sanity. But it has
always felt too large to disassemble. It being my hurt, my unresolved feelings. It, being guilt. It,
being suffering.
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Art 4.6

I am curious about the image that comes to mind as I am constructing my thorny crown: Put
the word rope in a glass bottle of bleach and watch the words and then the fabric, completely
disintegrate. I like this idea. It feels extraordinarily satisfying. The total obliteration of words
that cause me pain – which cause me to suffer. And maybe at the same time, bleach away my
guilt.
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Something has been bleached. Avoided and ignored, or transformed. I am unsure about the
relationship between words that I didn’t say in the ball gag Art 2.1 and words spoken by others
and cause me pain/suffering Art 4.4.
I am surprised that through following art processes and writing as inquiry, such heavy affects
emerged. As if Freud knew something of this with his concept of moral masochism. An
internalised spectre, a harsh superego.
The resolution of the words on the rope – I am doubtful that it is that easy. The words have
been bleached, but the rope remains. A tether that can still bind.

*

Empowerment derives directly from expelling the physical attitude of defeat and
helplessness and restoring the biologically meaningful active defense system that is,
the embodied triumph of successful protection and the visceral actuality of
competency. Such renegotiation…also helps to dissolve the entrenched guilt and self
judgement that may be byproducts of helplessness and repressed/dissociated rage. By
accessing an active and powerful experience, passivity of paralysis and collapse is
countered. (Levine, 2010, p. 85)

Levine makes connections between defeat and reassessing guilt. Like the fragments of the
assemblage that have emerged so far and what pain can do. Psychic pain flared. I felt its clawing
and writhing inside me and residual anxiety. It brought pain. Pain which brought awareness to
attend to it, transform it, use it. I learned that there are no pain centres in the brain, and pain
can perambulate or disappear.
Similarly, locating it as distinct during the painpleasure assemblage is unrealistic; it cannot be
segregated. I discovered how entwined systems of emotionalpsychic pain and physical pain
are in the bodybrain. And that there are powerful reasons for positively utilising pain.
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Then I tussled to understand pain and the words which provoked its animation in me. I used
art and writing as inquiry to follow pain’s complicated journey through unspoken and spoken
words. How they are experienced as painful or gagging. And then producing numbness and the
undesirable pain of suffering. Before tripping over guilt and seeking absolution.
Pain producing pleasure and the unexpected languages of defeat and helplessness – which
Levine, quoted above, aims to transform. He argues against passivity. Instead of internalised
pain and selfrecriminations, physical empowerment requires addressing rage. Next, I follow
the agency of complicated pleasurable forces of anger and move towards power/lessness
through encounters of violence and passivity.
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5. Anger, Power, Violence, Passivity
and Powerless
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In this part of the sexuality assemblage, through themes that spontaneously flare through the
constellation of sex, art process, writing and concepts, I engage with what anger, power,
violence, passivity and powerlessness can do.
This chapter is full of unpredictable emergences because this sections volatile affects cause
excesses that I cannot process or reveal here. And working through them to the side strains
and distorts, like a dangerous undertow. Its movements felt, but hard to identify how this
absence is contorting this narrative.
I pick up from the previous section the word suffering and find its connection to anger through
Audre Lorde. With Lorde (1997), I follow arousing sex anger through art and vignettes to
engage Uses of Anger. It produces a text lurching with absences of personal unresolved
historical outrage.
Then, art is used to challenge the dichotomies of power/less, violence/passivity, sub/dom and
sadist/masochist59. I facilitate multiple enactments in clay because it can evidence minute
unseen responses. Noting this agency in materiality to endure violence, I suggest finding a
different language from the colonised primacy of the violent perpetrator. I suggest verbing
passivity, finding verbs for unnoticed agency. I conclude this section by returning to
powerlessness to observe the boundary of its power.

59

The prevalent SM binary assumes that the masochist is submissive and the sadist is dominant. Sometimes
this is complicated by the masochist controlling the script. This flips the dynamic. However, in either scenario,
what I am working to agitate is the assumption of absolute control or absolute submissiveness.
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Anger

On a dark and sodden night. Drinking gin and imbibing suffering emotions we don’t want, Reba
shows me the page I had read but not read,
“I am black and lesbian, and what you hear in my voice is fury not suffering” (Lorde,
1997, p. 284)
I think,
I’m not suffering 
I am fucking angry.

The next day a vague gin and anger hangover misting my thoughts, I look at Audre Lorde’s
words again. I still think she is brilliant.
I am black and lesbian, and what you hear in my voice is fury, not suffering
I feel anger shifting through my body, more satisfying than my attempt to resolve through
bleaching Art 4.6 and absolution. A relief not to be absorbing helplessness of suffering and its
lover guilt. In the previous chapter, I stayed in bed too long, thick with sadness and emotional
pain, surrendering to its heaviness.
NO!
Fury provokes, demands, pushes and pulls me from internalising emotional pain. Fury. I like its
intensity. Its force that bounds and stabs into and out of my body.
In my face,
Come ahead!
The colloquial challenge for a fight.
I like Lorde’s fight – she reconceptualises and politicises suffering.
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She twists the location of lurking guilt and blame by reconfiguring personal experiences
positioning them within power systems: patriarchy and racism. Lorde gathers her suffering up
in her words and rich cadences of prose and spits them out. Moving suffering from introjecting
to externalising political action. If a woman is suffering, it is because of the systems that repress
and produce poverty and inequality. And this is enraging because it is unjust. Don’t suffer,
Lorde calls to me, be angry. Use anger!
I say it like a mantra. A call to arms.
What you hear in my voice is fury, not suffering.
I say this throughout my day. It eases me, and it invigorates me.
Because,
Anger can liberate the bounds of suffering.
Anger is personal.
Anger is political.
Anger can be used.
And anger turns me on
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Uses of Anger: A Triptych of Vignettes.

I want to take Lorde’s words and politicise my suffering from the previous chapter. 60
I want to use anger’s power like Lorde to relieve imploded selfviolence of suffering. Like pain
held silenced by a ball gag, like words which made my flesh numb. I want to find a voice, a
sound, words, an action to discharge suffering/anger’s selfperpetuating presence from my
body and violently externalise it like an angry scream.
Like I witnessed my friend Tabbi scream with thick reverberations of rage. My skin prickled, a
useless defence against the booming of the sound travelling through my suddenly insubstantial
body. I was shocked. After, I felt awestruck. She had expressed a force, a power, through her
rage, that I knew then, aged 28, I did not possess. Or at least I didn’t know how to express it.
Or use it.
Thinking about it now, I realise that I had used anger before I had ever heard of Lorde. Before,
I was friends with Reba. Before I started this thesis. Because, by 32yearsold, I did know how
to use anger to scream.
The following vignettes were written after my husband left whilst I was living in the Caribbean,
now approaching twenty years ago, I used anger to express my suffering, and learned how to
use anger with sex.

I
I can’t stand it. I have no idea who the woman he has left me for looks like. Of course, when
he first left, he said there is no one else but she could not be hidden. Now I know I am paranoid,
staring at women behind me at the checkout, scouring the women's faces in the coffee shop
60

Lorde was talking from her selfidentified location as “black and lesbian”. She was against pornography. I am
a white woman with abundant amounts of privilege, who watches porn. And I engage sexual violence which
Lorde was actively against. She calls out white women in her essay “Uses of Anger” (1997). I acknowledge the
difficulty of my whiteness and taking her words for my thinking, which is contrary to her beliefs, but I find her
words and the steady beat of her anger beneath them resonate. I, too, feel rage, rage against suffering.
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on the beach.

I am at his new apartment which is furnished with her duvet cover, her towels, her sheets, her
things that make his flat a home.
We are fighting. It is all so awful, his lies, his anger, this unknown man who stands in front of
me. 15 years dissolved the moment; without warning or conversation, he walked out. I am
trembling, shaking in pain and anger. Trying to pull my unravelling in to resemble a human.
I demand,
I want her telephone number

Why?
There is something about his retort that sounds unsure.

Home, I sit at the kitchen table. The table overlooking the lucid green and turquoise of the
canal at the back of the house. The kitchen table where we all (had) sat together as a family.
I have the phone in my hand. I feel besieged but something in my belly, maybe hope, pushes
me to press the numbers on the pad carefully. A sequence of singular numbers that collectively
will find HER voice at the end of the phone.

This is EH's wife.
My voice is too high, betraying the tight hysteria at the back of my throat.

I arrange to go to her house. I refuse to make this a public spectacle. She has invaded my life
enough; I do not want her here.

I wear tiny linen shorts and an embroidered white blouse. As if acknowledging, at least to
myself by exposing my legs, best in the local football league said an admirer and covering my
top in the purity of wifely white, that I am both desirable and good. As if this is what a wife
needs to be.

I am tall, but she is taller. I had imagined her to be the best, unfulfilled version of me. But she
is nothing like me. She is wearing a sarong – to show how easily she can fuck my husband? She
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has long blonde hair. She is voluptuous; I look like a schoolgirl next to her womanly curves. She
has a seductive accent. She is beautiful.
We talk.
I show her photos of the kids, the photographs warped by my sweaty and intense holding. She
dismisses the photos; she has seen pictures of the children before.

My voice vibrates as I say,
I know EH is unhappy.
She says in her lilting French accent
I believe I can make him happeee

Something shifts in me. I know no one can make anyone else happy. She tries to shake my
hand when I leave, I refuse. I still have some dignity. I walk out her door. The intensity of the
heat of the day hits me like a wall. I stagger, trying to walk purposefully, muttering to myself,
You did good, Susan; you did good.
And, a chant,
It's ok, it's ok, it's ok.
I walk faster as I reach the bottom of the steps. I keep on going, passing my car. I remember
Marcus and Lynelle live in this complex. I walk, feigning confidence up to their door, and knock
emphatically. Marcus opens the door, and I dissolve into inconsolable tears and sobs.

II

At night I prowl up and down the beach. Raving into the black pounding ocean. Sometimes I
run fast and erratic, trying to outrun brawling thoughts that hound.
I pass the bright tourist bars, with their skeletal deck chairs, abandoned and skewed on the
beach. I gaze through blurred vision, uncomprehending at the lights with their optimism and
listen with thick ears to the frantic beat of music from the bars, a sound that leaks into my
mind. I don’t understand. I don’t understand what I see, nor what I feel or what has happened
to my life. I feel stolen from safety, all senses disoriented and overwhelmed.
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I run past the last sign of civilisation on the beach and move into the murk of black where the
trees shadow the shore. In the safety of this familiar gloom, I open an animal voice and scream
the blood of all my rage upwards to the moon. I scream with the depth of my belly, a sound
so grounded, primal and heavy that even my own heart races in fear. I scream anger. Up out
through my body, an ancient vibration deep and terrifying. My body quaking, shivering,
releasing after the sound abates. Spent after the ecstasy of raw emotion; I laugh. I laugh to
god, the moon and the sky. I laugh at the utter ridiculousness of life that has led me to this
point on damp, warm Caribbean sand screaming to an unflinching moon. I laugh loud and wild.

Then a movement to the left. In the blueness of the sea silhouette, I see figures shift out of
the dark velvet which marks the treeline. The figures move from the impenetrable darkness to
the edge of the lighter discernible shadowy sand. Consciousness a blast, sobering me to the
inevitable perception of the insanity of my behaviour. Selfconscious now, I crouch down. I
smell the warm salt of the sand. My hot breath ragged in and out. Then, realising in the
darkness they may now stumble over my crouched form, I fling myself forward and run.
I imagine feeling the wind of them chasing me. I imagine them crashing me to the ground,
fighting and beating me, till I feel the pain of bruising and breaking and taste my own warm
blood as it trickles down my throat. I also run afraid of that, afraid that I will be caught and my
insanity exposed.
I am sure they were too afraid to chase my fleeting, shadowy figure. Maybe scared of the
blood and body they expected to find strewn on the beach, murdered by my dark hand.

III

I stand under the skylights. The moon is pouring onto my bare skin. My fingers are burrowing
in me. Searching for at least a moment of physical relief from the chaos of my broken heart and
life. But images and thoughts are haunting me. I feel EH with her. I feel their togetherness and
my exclusion. She is a presence that is overwhelming me and though I rub and push and plunge,
not even the moon can obliterate her shadow weighted on me. I don't even have a passion to
hate her, I just feel her strength and it is depleting me. I am unable to find respite in me and I
cry out in frustration, not climax.
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It is too much.
Stop.
I stand in the moonglow. I let its silver trickle on my skin again.
I feel the strength of the feminine.
My thoughts slow and I listen to them, still standing, rocking, caressing my body.
I listen to the point of my frustration, the source of my lack.
The woman he left me for. Her.
I picture her. I imagine her body. Her beautiful, voluptuous body.
I take her. I fuck her. I imagine every twist of her hair as I pull her head against my sex. Make
her satisfy me. She is my possession. She is helpless as I push phallic objects into her, unyielding
and aggressive. Then I climax, suddenly and violently. In my fantasy, I am the rapist who gets
off on the power of fear and control. I take my power back in the moment of my orgasm.

She haunts me no more. But I still wish her...

*

I think these stories defy me; they sound like almost two decades ago, I knew about anger, that
I knew clean edges through fantasy, screaming, and confrontation. As if I could mould anger in
my hand to produce a clear definable act. That is the lie of a neat narrative. I have omitted that
for all I used anger at that point in my life, I did not have the agency to effect change. My anger
did not change my circumstances, but it helped against the constant feeling of powerlessness.
Anger was used to find stability during a time of total instability. Fury, externalised,
momentarily converted my suffering into a sense of agency against my ex’s fiscal power and
sudden abandonment. Anger produced screams, then laughter. It produced the liveliness of
my emotions.
Anger, through fantasy, returned my physical pleasure. I am curious about this connection
between anger and arousal. I continue this investigation of what anger can do in sex.
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Art 5.1

Today I have things to do, but I am distracted by uneasy, unidentifiable feelings straggling
through me. Aggravating me with something unnameable, maybe anger. I pace the house.
Can’t settle.
My body is churning with unrequited desire. A longing to feel the thrust and clamp of his power,
mediated through anger. Impatient keening to find bruised, reddened surfaces of my body by
the brutality of him.
Desire for his unpredictable anger urges me to send this text to HN:
I imagine you at your desk, sitting at the window, like an overlord, surveying your kingdom.
Strict and fierce. Unpredictable, maybe dangerous. Maybe angry because I keep annoying you
with texts and questions. Don’t I know you are working? You need to teach me a lesson. Take
your belt, snaking in your hands as you approach me. Wrap the leather around my wrists, thrust
behind my back. Push me hard over your desk. Push me down against the wood as you slide
your hands under my dress, ripping the white cotton of my knickers, till you push your fingers
harshly into me. To feel exactly how bad and wet I am. Would you hoist my legs apart and ease
my ass upwards so that as you continue to look out the window, you can stand, one hand
controlling my bound hands and your dick forcing into me, ironlike vicelike. Fucking me hard
against the hard surface as I struggle and squirm against you. Venting all your rage and
frustration into a violent white explosion, all over my ass, the back of my dress, my torn panties.
Claimed by your anger, your dick and your cum, I am left heaving on the desk, face flat against
the wood, ass still raised and legs open, dishevelled and utterly swamped.
In this fantasy, I use his imagined anger to get off.
HN also likes the sexual energy of anger. We work our mutual angry sex fantasies. This is never
a plan. The fantasy, our communications and our meetings are mercurial and combustible like
anger. The fantasy is not a request to be followed. Rather it is to incite our hunger for this
dynamic consequently, it maintains erotic tension.
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I love this, anger or the fantasy of his rage and power and my apparent subjugation, a prevalent
theme, making us both hot.
Writing my eroticising angry text to HN, I feel arousal pool between my legs, swirl through me.
I am still unsettled. I try to work. Sit at my dining table and gaze out on the back garden. Move
to the front room, sit at my desk. But the pulse of anger is not just alive as arousal. I am thinking
about Lorde.
Use anger, she says.
I wonder,
what else can anger do?
I take my restlessness to art to witness its motions. A physical expression of anger – whipping
– instead of using my body or his in sex, I use anger, canvas and paint to enact.
I pull out a canvas that was in my parent’s home. It always surprised me, hung in their
respectable magnolia sitting room for many years. Red veins and raw, my vulnerable angry
insides.
I make a whip cutting up an old bag and attaching it to a crayon handle. I dip the whip in white
paint and thrash the canvas to enact what can happen with anger in pleasure pain sex.
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I stop when aesthetically, I think it’s enough but I notice unprocessed energy still in my body.
So, push on. It feels good.
Afterwards, I am vibrating. My body feels enlivened. I am absent in a nonstate. Lost in the
activity, the comforting sound of the whack against the canvas. The canvas bouncing away
from me. Grabbing it, holding it firm. Using my whole body to whip, feeling the curl in of my
pelvis and abdomen as I pull in my body before stretching out. A coiling, springing motion. It
feels pleasing to extend my body. A full reach and splay of my arm as it follows arcing up and
down.
Thwack, thwack, thwack, thwack. Thwack
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Click Image or here to view short video clip61

61

URL: https://youtu.be/Nd_vJlJIfGo
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Even with the target of my anger, an inanimate object, the skin of canvas, sends vibrations
through my body. Which I can feel pulse and swim between my legs where it knits into
expectation. Reminding me again that this enactment is about sex and reveals more than had
I filmed whipping a lover. I notice there are splatters of paint left on my skin, on the walls. An
excess of undirected, ineffectual, unintentional unfocused anger. I document these excesses
of paint splatters. It looks like cum or maybe breast milk or pussy juice, or, “she writes in white
ink,” says Cixous (1976, p. 881), like white paint obscures anger. Things I cannot express.
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Lorde (1997) says, “Anger is loaded with information and energy” (p. 280).
Looking for information, I wonder about the white paint marks hitting my back, hands, arms,
legs, and lap. All have the patterns of my rage. The ones on my back were made by the thongs
of the whip falling down on me as I swept my arm back to hit the canvas forcibly.
I am reminded of Deleuze and Guattari (1988) discussing the energy of affects,

Affect is the active discharge of emotion, the counterattack, whereas feeling is
an always displaced, retarded, resisting emotion. Affects are projectiles just like
weapons; feelings are introceptive like tools.
And,
Weapons are affects and affects weapons (p. 400).

The idea of weapons and affects introceptive or active discharge is the energy of the paint.
Tools, like the whip against the canvas, rippling, splattering, outwards also landing on (in?) me.
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Introjected.
These marks, like selfharm on my clothes and skin, makes me feel small. As described
previously, leaving me defeated in my bed with an intractable suffocating inhibiting bad feeling.
I don’t want to feel this vulnerable and incapable. I read regarding artmaking about anger,
it helped them to feel active and alive rather than passive and victimised, whilst
simultaneously evoking other experiences of being powerless and hurt (Hall, 2008, p.
165)

This is how I feel, both active, alive and powerless, hurt. The consequence of this motion of
anger as affect, weapons, introceptive aggressive feelings.
This makes me uncomfortable. I don’t want to feel victimised:
I am not suffering, I am angry!
Angry like the sadist in his plumcoloured shirt, gracefully in control, unaffected, suffering no
splattering backlashes62. I want to be the sadist and expertly externalise, direct affects weapons
elsewhere. Pain someone else’s skin through my anger. Use rage to spit pain out, psychic or
physical. Not suffer my wrath against myself.
I think,
The sadist is not suffering, he is angry!
I want his mastery. I want to swallow this skill from him, lick his skin, kiss his mouth, take his
semen, feel the lash of his whip, to learn how to use anger as a force to externalise unwanted
emotions. I want HN to fuck me over his desk and take his fury to learn it.

62

The figure of an imagined sadist from the pornography in chapter 1.
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What Can Anger Do?

Whipping the canvas allayed energy but has provoked a different sort of discomfort; identifying
with and wanting to seduce the sadist is confusing. And my body is still sparking and slumped.
I find a spot to settle. A bean bag on the floor pushed up against the radiator  its metallic heat
countering my irascible body. My laptop heated on my legs.
As I sit, feeling the insistent heat sear my back, I notice an omission in my writing. Exploring
anger here has antagonised unresolved historical fury. Ancient anger snarling through my body
like weapons. Anger rooted further back than a marriage ending in the Caribbean.
Between the spaces of my words, untangling anger from eroticism, I discovered anger has a
source. There is an ocean of unresolved rage at suffering and I am tired of it swamping back
onto me – unsuccessful externalising. This has been difficult and painful to look at and to write.
I don’t have words to describe how this has shaken and disorientated me. Instead, I have
moved this excess of anger to the side, in spaces of therapy, writing and friends.
It doesn’t belong here. However, I note that its spiralling gravity pulls the text in an unseen
skew. Somehow leaving the words gyrating on the page, as if ungrounded and difficult to ingest
their meaning.
To stabilise this, I want to name and honour this historical rage and suffering, mark its absence
here, and presence elsewhere. I imagine creating invisible fragrant garlands to commemorate
the times I suppressed my justified anger and instead transformed it into the only agency I
knew – to pleasurise it. And with wreaths, hum and sway to soothe the parts of me that are
still screaming on a beach, or sobbing inconsolably. Inept acts of rage  fury leaving me dazed,
abandoned and unsure.
I want to honour this anger that I am not writing here because, as I understand, Lorde
encourages,
anger can be used, anger is meaningful, and she is not suffering.
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*

What can my anger do?
Pleasurepain sex, for me, becomes a safe and exciting place to express, experience and survive
nonspecific, nonverbal, past or present anger interpersonally. Eroticising this force transforms
it into pleasure.
When anger is pulsing through me, it won’t be appeased, won’t settle. What can my anger
do? It can define skin edges. Fill me with a caustic power. It can tense upwards, flatten muscles.
Contour a stance measured by a central axis between the land and the sky, not swaying unsure
of orientation. And in that firm alignment, filled with anger’s fighting, its energy deluges
downwards, soaking me with arousal, transforming into a vital enlivening sexual energy.
What anger can do is diffuse silently like white paint; highlight my ineffectiveness, inability to
exact change. Chemaly (2018) points out, anger is an energy that, culturally, women are
inhibited from utilising. She says speaking anger is taboo. No wonder I play with it nonverbally.
My body in sex expresses anger better than I do.

What can his anger do?
The erotic charge enticing HN’s anger in a fantasy brings flints of anger’s delicious, charged
energy and volatility to our sex. Filaments of fury coursing along the edges of skin, like tongues
or pinching fingers. A deeper thick pulse through my core as his rage engulfs me. Surviving and
engaging his anger is exciting, arousing, power inducing and deeply satisfying. Angersex
locates me, it offers focus and skin surfaces to find myself on and in. Even when I am the canvas
of his rage, I feel powerful. I feel power at surviving and absorbing his violence. Working anger
through interpersonal sex is not just a whimsical longing but anger being met in a supportive
social environment is beneficial (Mayne & Ambrose, 1999). As if in sex, there is an enactment
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of rupture and repair. A relationship, if fleeting, that can tolerate and survive anger and survive
fear.
The beanbag slouching under my bottom and fluxing sensations from whipping the canvas
jostle with darting anticipation from my text to HN. In synchronicity, my phone pings. HN texts
me a heated reply to my angry fantasy. It excites me  I feel my pussy pulse. I love how we use
anger, rousing our sex in the metal fervour of his clenched hands on me, how he contorts my
body, pounds into me.
However difficult the task of facing the historical sources of anger, I consider what anger can
do, or at least the choices I have, how I can use anger.
Anger is political, personal.
It can turn me on.
I can eroticise anger. I can deliberately use its energy, play with its sparking.
Or, like Lorde demands, it can liberate the bounds of suffering.

As I pick up the phone to text a reply, I notice a settledness in my body, steadied by the strong
metallic heat of the radiator and the soft cushion on the ground. I feel choiceful, agential and
powerful.
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Power

Anger can be erotic or silencing or produce change. But there is not just anger in the previous
sections; I was also silently addressing power, violence, powerlessness and passivity. Violence
and passivity in fantasy with HN. Power in whipping, powerlessness in the inaccurate,
ineffectual splatters of paint.
Now, I explicitly pursue power and violence and their supposed opposites, powerlessness and
passivity. I start with exploring power through a vignette with BP. Then, artmaking, facing a
fear of power and considering the power of the small. After, I work with the complicated and
controversial power of violence and passivity, again engaging art material processes. There
are challenges with colonised language to express unseen agencies of what passivity can do in
response to violence. However, I conclude, there are also challenges to small powers of
passivity.

*

The weather is tranquil. I gaze out my window at Autumn’s collapsing golden beauty. There is
nothing overtly powerful about the scene or implicitly powerless. The harshness of winter
quietly attendant to the remaining mosaic of leaves.
All is calm, not like yesterday’s storm. When the full moon and meteorological effects became
excessive and produced abundant, chaotic winds to tug and antagonise the land. Scampering
eddies of forces flinging trash air bound. Breaking fences. Opening bins – creating gaping then
clamping mouths. Manifesting sounds – clatters, whistles, and roars. Then, sudden deluges of
sharp rain, a fierce swarm of turbulent pellets. On my run, they attacked my face, prickled onto
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any exposed skin before saturating my body and water streaming off my bedraggled hair.
Nature in its excesses is powerful.
It’s not just rain that soaks me.
Power, like anger, makes me wet. The word, power, conjures men in suits, smoking fat cigars,
cut crystal – whisky in hand. They ooze power, you can smell it in their aftershave and how
they swagger.
I like it.
I like to dance into that energy. I want to be halfnaked, seducing them, stealing power from
their eyes, their hungry hands, their straining crotch.
I am texting another fantasy. Being naked straddling him, my body an undulation over his
clothed and restrained desire.
MA knows I like these unequal positions. With him, I like it when he is naked. His dick vibrating
nervously in the cold air. I, reclining, playing with him cruelly. Yet, pleasure is directly in my
mouth, a full tongue for his delight.
I like playing with power and powerful men. Three men, four? Five? The man who bought a
diamond mine. Or the politician who lay prostrate, at my request in the middle of a party, to
kiss my tangerinepainted toes. Then the jewellery store owner who bedecked me in a million
pounds’ worth of glittering jewels. I only wore them for the night, but it was inciting and fun.
Or the multimillionaire who attempted to seduce me with his burly hands and accent. I refused
the last four men because I preferred the power that DS had. His power was in his size, height
and weight. His disregard for convention. His power was an internal force that refused taming.
Radical thoughts – spoke up when others would not. His mesmerising passion. His power was
in his kiss, his cock, his doggy style. His anger. His powerful seduction and his seductive power.
But wait, isn’t the sadist the most powerful man who arouses me? The sadist, the powerful
one, in the constituted dynamic between sadist, masochist. His power is selfevident and
absolute.
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The sadist, in a purple shirt flicking his whip in a porn video from chapter 1, the personification
of managing pain and anger. He is also the personification of being powerful as if holding
absolute power.
But, it’s not true, is it? It is a beautiful lie we are taught to believe in. In the world of Vitruvian
and dichotomies, where hierarchies privilege the illusion of absolutes of power. As if he can
utterly control pain and anger? Even if that was possible, no one is allpowerful.
Even so, power, such a delicious, arousing and intriguing word.
I twirl it around my mouth. It settles in my solar plexus. I take it with me to sex. A rose gold tint
to saturate my experiences. Locating power is diffused by this softfocus filter in the vignette
that follows.

*

I told BP in an email, I had a massage in Peebles called a full body massage, but, I noted dryly,
in Peebles apparently, my body does not include buttocks, a head, a cunt, a belly or breasts.
I tell him I think a couples’ massage would be fun…
We haven’t seen each other since summer. I am excited and nervous.
I see him first, walking, no, striding, twisting his head, looking for me.
We walk together. Go to a bar. He orders two large gin and tonics. He seems tired, distracted.
Whilst I am still sipping my first gin, he orders himself another. We sit together on the
awkwardly high benches. I can’t see him properly; I have to twist my body, a kink in its centre
and feel only his distance. I have a sense of his physicality, or at least, the space between me
and the thick strength of his body.
He tells me the plan. First, we go for the couples’ erotic massage, then dinner and after to the
dungeon.
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Suddenly, it is time to go. We rush. He leads on. Seems irritated that he must resort to the map
to find our way. He finds the innocuous door in the centre of the business district. We stand
outside, hesitant, shifting feet. The door is opened. Two women. Both oliveskinned European,
older than expected – about our age. They welcome us into the narrow corridor, ask with
smiles and curious eyes, to remove our shoes. They lead us into a high ceilinged, low, bluelit
room. There is a mattress on the floor, a small circular sofa and a coffee table with bottles of
water, chocolates and fruit. We sit on the small couch, pressed into each other. I curl against
him. The woman explains,
The massages will be in separate rooms  women tend to be distracted by their partners.
I feel our surprise transmit between our bodies. They are demanding something we did not
want or expect.
There will be no genital touching for the man, but that can happen if the lady wants it.
I feel his body tighten as he turns to look at me with the unspoken question. I say,
Well, you will just have to wait and see what I decide…
Straight backed nonchalance, he leaves the room with the petite, voluptuous woman. I am
asked if I need a shower. I don’t think so. I am told with more smiles to take off my clothes and
lie face down on the mattress.
This takes me two minutes.
I lie naked on the mattress. Awaiting
Waiting
…waiting…
Waiting…
I start thinking in that time (…5 minutes, 10 minutes, I twist to see the little alarm clock at the
foot of the mattress...15 minutes…)
We did just take a huge risk. We don’t know these people. What is happening to him?
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What if they are going to do something bad to us. Or have done something bad to him, and I
am just lying here, naked, on a mattress in a city I don’t know.
I scan more deliberately for hidden cameras. I listen for noises. Nothing.
Then the gentle creak of floorboards and she enters the room.

My first coherent thought is,
This is why women are so appealing.
Her cheek is rested in the nook of my neck, her breath soft.
It is a gentle and endearing gesture.
This is a twohour massage – there is time, and she is thorough. Her fingers massaging and
pushing. Her naked body resting and moving on my nakedness. Her long hair teasing. I am
deep into nothingness when she whispers for me to turn over. I relax, splayed. Exposed,
vulnerable.
She continues with pauses and breaths. She folds into me. Carefully finding every centimetre
of skin.
I think about how he facilitated this for me; I feel held, supported in my selfish pleasure.
I become drowned in the moment and the lushness of physical skin, breath, hair, body, oil,
finger, hand contact; I am surrendered to her ministrations and imagine that there is an
absence of power.
Or is power diffused?
Or do I have so much power and privilege, I am blind to it.
My body is immobile. Empty of everything. Too empty to think.

She confirms, am I willing?
I nod again. Yes. Whisper the word from my halfopen mouth.
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I have been touched there many times, by lovers, male and female, in a medical capacity and
myself. But never this infinitesimally slow caressing. Teasing in. She goes further than I expect.
Encourages me to let go.
And much as I am enjoying it – I know I will not surrender entirely. (I won’t give over my power?)
She pushes her other hand on the skin of my belly, just above my pelvis, asks me to breathe
into there. She says tantra needs breath energy. She is gazing at me with curiosity and kindness.
Tells me I am beautiful and sweet.
(I remember x telling me the sex workers he saw called him strong and big. How seductive
those vanities are in vulnerable moments)
I will not surrender entirely, but I surrender enough.
Delicious suspension. Floating, undulating, edging along bliss.
After she has finished, we talk. Giggle conspiratorially. I tell her thank you. I ask if I can hug her.
I tell her that I believe this is a lost ritual. A lost way of communicating sex, eroticism, pleasure.
A beautiful communication of how to play with pleasure, to learn by experience.
She agrees and says tantra.
It was beautiful.
As we say final goodbyes, I am thinking about power. Did the masseuse prostitute herself 
was I complicit in that? Where was power? He paid. I was vulnerable at the hands of her
pleasuring. I was the Jane?
No time to pause, thoughts left for later considering, we are poured out of the building into
the cold dark night and step a few yards into a shabby Italian restaurant.
We grin at each other, but we are interrupted by an obsequious waiter, impressed at BP’s
casual ordering black label Moet, which he doesn’t drink. Instead, he has a g and t and a few
glasses from a bottle of rich red wine. I sip the black bubbles. We pick at our food; it feels
difficult to ingest more.
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I ask if he had a happy ending, trying to read the expression of his woman. He said no, but he
felt it was a possibility. He found out where she was from and asked other interesting
questions. He remembered her name.
I can’t move my mouth to speak about my experience. He seems content with my slow smile.
After dinner, we find a taxi in the nightblack and orangelit streets. I touch his leg as the cab
spins us through the unknown city. We see the gate at the side of the old building. Walk around
the back to the key safe. Fail at opening the safe first time, then success. We enter the dark
lowceilinged cellar, converted into a sex dungeon for hire. We creep around the musty space
– the small lounge, the tiny bedroom, the two playrooms, one with a large bath and between
the two rooms without doors or partitions, a toilet, sitting bold – without any privacy. We do a
cursory inventory.
I demand music.
I feel his tentativeness. Counter it with more demands. I tell him to take his clothes off in the
dingy, slightly cold room.
I am aware that he prefers this. Prefers me to tell him what to do when we are here in the
dungeon. To take charge in all the ways he does in the real world. I also wonder if he is like
some men who seem insecure about their ability to be creative, sensual, fun, vicious enough.
Penetration is easier.
He takes his submission well. He doesn’t know what I will demand, how hard I will push him.
He is hungry for me in his bondage.
He takes the pain well. His face turns red. He gasps and struggles against the binds. I watch the
vigour of his fighting closely. Play between pain and pleasure. My hot mouth and the purple
static crackling on his cock. Witnessing his writhing sparks my body.
He takes his pleasure well. Eventually, I allow him, and I watch as his cum sprays upwards,
watery, white, covering me.
Afterwards, I suggest a bath. He agrees. But the tub is horrifyingly dirty. We had noticed the
slight grimy texture on the toys and clothes, we were relieved I had decided to pack my little
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vintage suitcase and fill up my handbag with our toys. Even though I had thought it was like
taking ice to Iceland.
I clean the bath in the most practical unerotic way. I am no sexy maid, but I notice how I have
suddenly transformed from Madam to Cinderella.
With bubbles and cramped limbs, we refill the leaking bath, sip champagne, nibble on berries,
and reminisce other baths taken together.
Relaxed now, I love his sudden smile, betraying his stern inscrutable countenance.
In the morning, remembering cleaning the bath and the general filth, I feel the owners do not
deserve the crisp £50 note and our full bottle of gin. It is not my money, and I feel mean against
his generosity. In the halflight of morning, we tidy and pack.
Then we are tipped out into the day. It is bright, full of people. Unrecognisable energy of
ordinary and movement. We stand startled by the pedestrian scene of a shopping centre in a
city. It is surreal. More unusual than what we have experienced with the masseuses or in the
dungeon. His sudden naked smile against the impossibility of pain.
I spy taxis and we go into town, to the chain of restaurants we went to in London. We spend
hours over breakfast, endless coffees and easy conversation.
I ask him about power, he tells me he doesn’t think about it.
The privilege of being male, moneyed and white, I think.
However, he confesses he is hungry for money. It pulses as an ache that he needs to satisfy
and yet he acknowledges he feels he can never ensure he has enough. Money or power?
I email him later. Tell him I miss him.
And I do.
I wish I could wash clean of unrequited feelings and longing.
But the longing lingers with confusing feelings in my body. I feel him. And I feel her, the tantric
masseuse.
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There is no context for all those experiences. No familiar way to understand it or how power
moves. Is that why it stays with me, like a question – an unresolved thought. Trying to discern
power’s slick manoeuvres seems futile; Foucault highlights this instability of power. Power to
him is not vertical or stable, moved from prohibitive sovereign power to the power of the
panopticon and the horizontal position of the gaze and the ongoing capacity of resistances to
power. Foucault (1978a) says,
Pleasure and power do not cancel or turn back against one another; they seek out,
overlap, and reinforce one another. They are linked together by complex mechanisms
and devices of excitation and incitement (p. 48)

He describes the quivering capacity of power to be pleasurable and pleasure powerful and, in
the dungeon, deliberately cajoled through “polymorphous techniques of power” (1978a, p.
11). I imagine these techniques as previously described are like microagencies and desiring
machines of diminutive divorces and minute marriages. Agencies and forces, not force, as in
brutality. Grosz explains the term has been avoided by feminism because it has been
humanised and genderised; instead, forces are the capacities of nonhuman desiringmachines,
small “microagencies” (Grosz, 2005).
This concept of small powers is different from the aggregates of stable power structures, which
Deleuze and Guattari describe as Molar. In response to the hegemonic molar and centre, they
describe becomingimperceptible, becomingwoman and becomingminoritarian. Processes
that are not assumed by either gender or being a minority (Braidotti, 2013a).
These small forces of becoming imperceptible, microagencies, inhuman forces, diminutive
divorces and minute marriages destroy the dichotomy of the dominating dom v supplicating
sub, or power v powerless. Small forces that release the loud labels, the caricatures of
power/less, violent/passive. Me as a dom, sadist or Madam. Or BP, the centre of white male
power, hegemony, Vitruvian. The masseuse, sub, taken advantage of. Me, white, middle class,
privileged.
Instead, with concepts, I could attend to places of resistance, small contestations that shifted
mobile power.
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For example, she made me wait. He let me wash the bath, resisted my full madam role. I
resisted succumbing to her pleasuring. The obsequious waiter. The women separating us, they
refused his sexual pleasure but offered mine. His contestations in sex. And the power the
masseuse and I have, comfortable with our sexuality and knowledges in sexual experiences.
I am trying to identify something which feels too slithering and mobile to be stapled by
words. I choose a different way to discover the sudden emergence of power – I find it
materialize in art.

Art 5.2

In art psychotherapy, even the smallest mark on the page can be a powerful act. A client
drawing a tentative line in pencil can be as meaningful and potent as thick black enamel across
a building. It is a bold statement of presence in the world witnessed by the client, me, the blank
paper, the surroundings. It can be shown to other people. It may have a power through
presence; to be seen, touched, and smelled – having an odour like oilbased paint, chalks,
pastels, gouache. Art produced in therapy sessions can have a compelling resonance, like a
relic or scapegoat transference (Schaverien, 1999). Art is imbued with energies more than
substances; it captures intensities and flows. Art can hold contradictory and unnameable
affects. Sometimes in therapy, an image that is almost terrifying in its power, through time,
the potency retreats, fades, till the art returns to paper and paint through the ongoing
therapeutic relationship and processes, resolving the transference.

*

In my front room, in its eclectic quietness, I return to NonVitruvian.
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I establish symbolic boundaries – of research, the university, society. Edges which appear to
contain me, hold me, bind me. Or locate me in context.
I have an idea of using gold and filigree – a pleasurable body. And the two falling bodies to the
side, possibly white, black, respectively. But as I sit with this, it does not feel right. I had painted
the form of the ‘first’ body red, as it makes a successful ground for gold and silver. Instead of
gold and silver filigree, then, I use black paint.
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As I gaze at what I have produced, I feel…
Slightly scared, as if the body I have made has incantations of power entwined in it. As if power
animates it. A menacing power.
A depiction of writhing arousal complexing across my skin.
However, gazing at it is nourishing me; affect, energies, intensities, transferring across the
paperpaintskin into my eyes, pouring down into me. Offering a vision of myself that is filling
me, as if the powerful body I have painted is divesting itself by climbing up off the page and
then with insistent hands and unrelenting fingers opening up my pupils so that it can slither,
slide, pour, dance, scrape, rub its fullness into my body, and again reinhabit my form. It
animates me, defying the slackening edges of skin to age. Now it is internal power; I can’t not
know. A different motion from the externalising of affects in anger, now this internalising,
ingesting of power. Even though an image has emerged, I am unconvinced at my ability to fully
understand it.

*

Attending to small constructions and breaks of power in the vignette, in art and the concepts
of microagencies, becomingminoritarian, diminutive divorces and minute marriages, power
becomes agitated out of large binaries. These ideas are worked through the rest of this
chapter.

For example, Foucault conceived power dynamics as mobile; and refuses an

essentialised sexuality; however, he subscribed to the established position of the labels, Dom
and Sub (Plant, 2007). As if a madam never cleans a bath, or a sub never leads me by the hand,
or passivity is never violent.
Now I remember powerful violence with vignettes, times when DS was powerful, angry,
violent, my responses to this and my complicated relationship to my own capacity for violence.
I use art to capture the nuances of these unstable positions.
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Powerful Violence

DS, his menacing unarticulated growl. I can intuit threat in his movements, in the way the air
moves slower around him. Condensing to a metallic point inside him – coiling in energy before
it is unleashed. Not sluggishness, like my feelings. His rage – fuck, yes!
Because.
I want to be excited by terror, feel it slick between my legs.
I want to not know what DS is going to do next. I want my insides to be reaching out of my skin
to anticipate his next move. Every atom of my body vibrating and alive.
A bed creaks. His drunken hand, insolently violent, knocking the Buddhas off the cabinet. His
eyes turn to me or away from me with a lethal disdain. Erotic fear sucks downwards and then
slams up to crash into my crotch and stomach.
My body craves him to annihilate and create me by the passion of his violence, his disdain.
Make me wet with his hatred and rage. Before he reaches into me and with the same slow
weighted, implacable immutable force, grasp my hands, my hair, my ass, my mouth, my hips
and fuck me. A slow, deliberate, vicious fuck. Call me in our sex, in the passion of arousal, cunt,
bitch, whore. His need betrays him as much as I am betrayed by my lust for his anger.
Then he surrenders to me, to me taking him, devouring him, for my own pleasure. He becomes
merely the substance inside me and on which I can knead my cunt against. Attempting to ingest
his rage as mine. Until I am sated.
Then quietness.
A rising lushness of softness and feelings. Gentle breaths. Sweat slick, holding us.
His hand cradling me.
Until the next time, his anger, violence, awakens and inflames.
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DS’s power was a source of arousal. Enlivening my body, vitality sparking off my skin. When he
was in that moment, I was not afraid that he would be an abusive man. He was not that. My
fear was not that. My fear was he would leave.
With DS, I desired the tensions of anger, power and fear in sex. It can’t be faked or fabricated.
It was not dangerous in the way violence against women is normally understood. And it was
not fast and furious hammering sex, as it might be easy to imagine when I describe it as brutal.
It was more calculated than that; his furypower was tempered into the condensed deliberate
tempo of calm and dangerous, leaden violence.
This might be difficult to understand.
These are some strange unarticulated edges of my painpleasure sex. These are fervent desires
for complicated affects. Fantasies of rape, forced sex, bondage, fighting, violence, power,
terror. It’s not easy to think about as these desires feel more unacceptable than the neat
illusory configuration of safe, sane and consensual BDSM sex. An image of dom and sub in the
dungeon, fulfilling neat roles of power and passivity, or fluffy blindfolds and handcuffs from a
high street sex shop. As if violence in sex is manageable and separate – only in a dungeon. Not
in a home with Buddhas and love on the cabinet.
DS’s power turned me on because he was sexually violent and unpredictable in a way that
pushed me. The enormous tense feelings were arousing.

*

It’s late. Now winter is pushing against Autumn’s gold. I watch wet snow tumbling from the
sky, white fragments alive from darkness. The world is being slowly transformed by its quiet
accumulation. I am spellbound. Enamoured by snow and its capacity to transform landscapes,
to produce monochromatic scenes or enliven glacial blue and purple from its whiteness in
sunshine, and its brilliance to absorb noise. I want to go out in it and discover my footprints in
its virginal welcoming substance.
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The snow seems gentle in its soothing float downwards – it feels conflicting to think about
power and violence.

Instead, I remember the first time I was not violent when I did n’t hurt him.

He, DS, stood in front of me under the flame orange Poinciana tree, sheltering my house
against the scorching blue sky. His impossible size no longer a dwarfing effect, but his mercurial
emotions still having the capacity to terrorise me. And with this, the inherent sense of his
unwitting strength hiding in his recumbent limbs.
He knows I am hurting, emotionally bleeding on the inside, from a wound that could not be
cauterised.
Hit me, Susan. Slap me!
His remorse seeking restitution.
The tears streaming down my face shift a pitch and I sob, turning away from him. The words,
No – I am not like you!
Left for him to contemplate as I scatter my body indoors and upstairs to my bed.

But, one day, apparently, I was like him.

This troubles me. It is easier to imagine that physical power, all violence is wrong63. Not think
that violence in sex is pleasurable and part of a repertoire of sexual expression (Comella, 2015;
O'Sullivan, 1999; Rubin, 2004). It is not easy to think about the pleasure of sexual violence
because sexual violence against women is an ongoing, dangerous and serious issue. It is hard
to imagine any context where violence is ok.

63

In this thesis, in this pleasure pain assemblage, I am referring only to violence in this type of sex where
violence is intended with participating adults.
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Therefore, in BDSM literature, there is an imperative to differentiate between chosen violence
and not chosen (Beres & Macdonald, 2015; Jozifkova, 2013; Pitagora, 2017). One distinction
that keeps violence in BDSM conceived as a leisure activity and marked as different from
problematic violence against women is consent.
Consent to violence, according to Beckmann, means that it is no longer violence. This
unwittingly situates BDSM violence as benign, like a frisky slap on the bottom. I argue against
this with Dymock (2012); it is violence, brutal, harsh, painful and dangerous. Writing that
because it is consensual and therefore not violent is irresponsible to people curious to try it. I
understand it is an attempt to remove it from being associated with a prosecutable assault.
However, denying violence limits understanding. Violence exists and is the edge that I look for.
If too sanitised, it fails to fulfil the thrill sought.
Problematically, violence is frequently perceived as a hierarchised binary, clotted subjectivities
of victim v perpetrator. The sub/masochist is powerless and the dom/sadist powerful. The
violent one full of action and the victim passive.
There are, however, choices; microagencies, like writing the angry fantasy to HN, naming my
desire and using the agency of my female gaze and desire. The movements of my body to
decide to fight against him. My skin tensed against his fierce, implacable grip, or my open
mouth in a wanton invitation for him to take what he wants, to probe and pry, thrust and
violate. The power of my invitation to play with my powerlessness. The larger agreement to
allow the body to be used in a way that we both find pleasurable.
What has been habitually viewed as passivity can be, not just contestations, but an enormously
powerful ability to accept, welcome, create, request and endure violence. I am interested in
establishing the agency of passivity because inert passivity or weakness is not my experience
in sex, even when I am offering myself, surrendered to his violence and hunger. I experience
sex to be agential in its full range of activities.64
I want to spend time with sex violence and passivity, notice my body's capacity, its
accompanying responses and resistances, to reposition how relationships of power and
64

I am not engaging with the idea of the sub being powerful by controlling what the dom has to do because
this is not a dynamic I engage with. However, I acknowledge that that dynamic also troubles the dichotomy of
agency/passivity.
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violence are thought. I include the binary and hierarchy of positioning women, or masochists,
as passive, powerless, inert objects.65 I intend to use art and materials like clay, to push out of
labels and witness how enduring violence can be reconceived as agentic.
To work, what can passivity do?
To do this, I use clay to engage and discern forces that, in sex, are harder to document.

*

The snow is still falling, an insistent constant spinning downwards, tiny frozen fragments. I can
see it clinging and sparkling on the leaves of the buddleia out of my window. Its prettiness
hides its capacity for danger. These pretty tiny confetti fragments, their collective amassing,
produces a potential hazard to deluge, freeze, entrap, break, disorientate, destabilise.
Violence is hidden in its sparkling passivity.
It reminds me that after my pretty tears to DS, turning away from him,
one day I was like him.
I learned to be violent in the space of sex.
And I learned I desire spontaneous violence in sex.

65

To be clear, I am not suggesting that women are passive. I am arguing against the implicit binarised
hierarchy. Women, masochists, and sadists and men can be passive and agential. My intention is to trouble the
mainly uncontested binary caricatures presented in SM and BDSM.
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Art 5.3

I start with a vignette sketching brutality in sex which enlivens me. I engage clay to respond to
this liveliness. Then I move to query what a gentle caress can do.

*

He yanks my hair, pulling me to look in the glare of the toilet mirror in the unkind light of day.
In the mirror, there are no answers, just his thick and brutish arm pressed against my pale
breast and his fingers now clamping my jaw.
You wanna be fucked?
He taunts.
Look at me bitch – you wanna be fucked?
I try to find his eyes in the mirror. All I see is a void reflecting my own void.
Brutality functions. Flesh against flesh. Dull thuds. Twisting, contorting, fighting and gasping.
Arms held in vice fingers. His other hand finds a hollow in my throat to push against. As he
thrusts into me. My body sparking from his slow, brutal strength.
Breath a luxury, each inhalation squeezed past his fingers. Senses are pricked up. Vitality
induced by every abrasion. Exotic aliveness in my subjugation.

*

I am curious how the clay holds brutality, an intimate acquiescing, a powerful acceptance to
contain violence. Like my body as he fucks me.
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I punch the smooth skin of clay. My rings leaving unfamiliar indentations. I like exerting this
energy, but the clay absorbs my fighting fist, absorbs it until I am stopped by its substance. I
smack with the side edge of my palm. My hand starts to hurt. The clay’s form paining my flesh,
I experience pain as I inflict force.

Click image or here to view short video clip66

66

URL: https://youtu.be/KYwkqo2JhMc
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Looking for evidence of the impingement, acceptance of violence – the space the clay allowed
to be made by my fists – I make a plaster cast of the impressions made in the clay. The result
disconcerts me. I see skin, a surface where hands and limbs are struggling as if to free
themselves. As if internal struggles; broken, undifferentiated writhing emotions. It also shows
the depth of the clay’s absorption of impact. The form created inside its acquiescing. Its
capacity to hold violence and where that limit was. The plaster evidences the other side of
243

violence. How it is allowed and held. Negotiated through its materiality, clay shows an equal
proportion to the force of the punch. It reveals its agency to accept forces.
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Art 5.4

In sex, violence, for me, is a physical manifestation of forces. It produces many things, not just
pain and pleasure. In either position, receiving or creating violence, to live the fluxing dynamic,
engage in it directly, experience it visually, feel it in my flesh, is exhilarating.
However, violence’s silent interaction is not just from punching.
Next, I explore the apparent nonviolence of a caress.

*

My curious fingers, slipping over his skin surfaces, finding smooth between edged roughness
of hair. Then teasing, pulling on the little hairs, to test their rootedness.
My touch articulates his muscles and angular bones smoothly sculptured under his skin. My
hand pushes against fleshy convex till fingers discover concave dimples.
A bit of spit to lubricate sliding to explore little rivulets of veins pulsing, barely perceptible
raised contours.
I tap gossamer thin, fragile. Slack.
Then I cup thick, turgid, weighted, heated flesh between my slick, lightly touching fingers.

*
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I have the clay smoothed over.
I want to seduce the clay. To see the impressions of love. I start, music on (to try and raise my
dancing desires), but selfconscious, knowing this is a clumsy enactment. Erotic dissolved into
its flat surface. I allow my hands…and I disrupt the surface with my curious inquiry. I lovingly
and yet, unintentionally create fissures, gashes in the smooth surface with infinite sensitivity.
What I discover is my violence inflicted on its acquiescing substance.
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Click image or here to view short video clip67
,

67

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=waxH6TLIyoU&ab_channel=SusanMackay
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I thought I was being loving to the clay. My sweetest caresses, love. Yet my fingers scraped and
gouged, inflicting violence. The skin of clay was willing to respond to my touch. It opened its
surface to accept the weight and movement of my fingers, irrespective of my attempt to be
gentle. The clay is marked by my touch. It allows its smooth surface to be violated. It holds the
evidence of my touching, a document of infringement.

*

What clay can do in response to impacts and caresses, violence, was evident in its willing
responsiveness. Materials are implicitly lively (Bennett, 2004) and agential (Barad, 2007). In
the creativerelational of more than one and an ontology of immanence, Anthropocentric
assumptions are decentered and include nonhuman, more than human, and other nonhuman
actants, like materials.
However, sometimes what this means can be missed,
All matter (for example, a pornographic image or a sexual code of conduct) has an
‘agential’ capacity to affect, rather than being inert clay moulded by human agency,
consciousness and imagination (Fox & Bale, 2018, p. 396).

For authors who promote the agency of materiality to omit clay from being agential, reflects
habitual, global negligence of passivity. Clay, ostensibly so malleable and compliant, has its
own rules. And unless you have spent time with clay, if you have only watched its apparent
plasticity, then you would not know. And assume that it is passive, inert. But clay is demanding.
Demanding down to its molecules. It remembers – if you bump a thrown pot, then force in an
attempt to reform, then put in the kiln, it may revert to its disfigured structure in the molten
heat. To throw a pot, you must wedge the clay first, align its molecules, else again, disaster in
the kiln. And if you dare neglect its purity, it will thank you by exploding. Clay has rules hidden
in its clammy plasticity, properties that need attention, clay without moisture will dry, crack
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and break, with too much moisture, it will slump and disintegrate. Clay is an implicitly
demanding material. It is full of agential capacities. Maybe this is why I like working with clay
because it defies expectations.
Challenging the central position of human voices, I recognise it is difficult to attend to
nonhuman agency and difficult to describe without our human eyes looking, assuming
materials are there to serve us. It has been habitual and chronic to ignore small agencies of
submissive and material (masochist and female). The slight can be easily forgotten and the
minuscule overlooked. The clay enactments offer a closer view of the agency of the passive.
Next, I continue to observe the capacities of passivity and the violence of silence.
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Violence of Silence

Although settled into winters chill, we, Lucy and I, have notched up a weekly swim for the last
22 weeks. I don’t confess when we are told we are brave that the ocean scares me. More
accurately, bodies of water terrify me. I have almost drowned twice. And I have rescued a boy
from nearly drowning once. These moments were unnervingly silent. No loud screaming and
flailing. But as water exerted its implicitness and pushed and pulled, my body and the small
boy’s body responded in silent distress. A limpness, as if the water had already breached and
we became waterlogged, already sunk heavily downwards. Like sirens, pulling us, lulled with
silencing lullabies, inevitably downwards. Slow, silent violence.

Violence is complex. It is not just overtly physical. Violence is a force needed for survival.
Aggression is a necessary part of development (Klein, 1975a, 1975b; Winnicott, 1971) and is
considered part of the death drive and desire (Freud, 2015).
Violence can also be categorised as subjective, symbolic (Morgan & Bjorkert, 2006).
Zizek(2008) points out the complexity and embeddedness of violence within our culture, the
weighting to outrage at certain types of violence, for example, terrorism and the omission of
attention to systemic violence. Ruez (2011) surmises that Zizek questions the potency of small
acts of activism. Withdrawing, however, could “be the most violent act imaginable” (p. 155)
The withdrawal of the caregiver’s attention for the baby is a violent act (Tronick, 2009). Acts
of nonphysical, passive violence in childhood influence and mould the production of SM traits,
according to Silverstein (1994). Invisible violence in the blindness of caregivers, the absence of
attending to the needs of the child. Neglect.
Unseen violence and the violence of the passive withdrawal complicates how violence and its
impacts are imagined. I explore these ideas noticing how affects affect, in relationship and
noticing clay with water.
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*

It’s here again. Silence. It slams. And as time slows to mark absence, it builds ferocity.
Other times in the middle of a conversation, silence starts a sensation of submerging. As if
attention elsewhere, I slowly dissolve and disappear. It scrapes and sinks my skin downwards
as if I slink into a quiet drowning. A powerfully painful sensation dissolving my body in violent
invisibility. I don’t exist. He doesn’t exist. And its agony. His silence hurts, but I am invigorated
by the force of it. It turns me on, makes me hungry for my contours to be found again by his
eyes, hands, tongue, mouth, hand and implements of bruising torture to exist again.

It is a curious alchemy, though, some leave me in silence, and I am unmoved. And some get
similarly affected when I do not respond to them. It is complicated; silence not always
provoking, but sometimes, I have a silent, violent erotic response to the violence of silence.

Art 5.5

Passive forces of silence. I make the container by punching my fist into the thick circular wedge
of clay. This is not how to build a bowl that will survive a kiln as if anger cannot form a sturdy
vessel but, it will be strong enough to hold its shape.
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Water, like silence, is the enemy of airdried clay. The enemy of my solidity. I fill the vessel and
leave it in a bowl of water. I watch as the water's surface is gently agitated by tiny bubbles of
air released by the impinging water. Moisture migrates and marches up the clay. Saturating
the surface, dissolving its solidity. Pieces destabilised tip into the water. A crack appears, and
the clay container splits open, water swelling and encompassing it.
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Click image or here to view short video clip68

68

URL: https://youtu.be/m3AB5l6z03c
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It rests with its original hardtop edges, optimistic against the truth of its utterly compromised
underbelly, where the water has succeeded in its annihilation.
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The power of the still water, its absolute annihilation of the vibrant container is terrifying. It
ignores the uniqueness of the clay form. It is entropy. Unlike the vibrancy of hitting, water
signifying silence silently and violently destroys. The clay form is scattered, divested of the
structure I imposed on it and returned to a diffuse state in relationship with the water. Now
left long enough, the water will evaporate, and the clay will remain sticky and coalesced in a
new form.
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*

Molesting clay, there is an error of assumptions of passivity like Fox and Bale (2018). Paying
attention to bodies and flesh, it could be imagined that those substances are also not inert but
allow an opening to an agentic acceptance of violence. This is hard to see and think about69.

The vignettes of clay work are like microscopic films of what could be happening to my body,
physical/emotional/intelligent/psyche. Using the body of clay and understanding its
unequivocal nature reveals a variety of multiple simultaneous actions. When caressed or
punched, it allows an impact. When submerged in silence, it can diffuse into disintegration.
These are documents of violence and agential forces of passivities. The response to violence
is a consequence of the nature of force and materiality, clay or flesh or emotions and their
unique agency.

The art process exposed the nuances of relationships of violence. Not the habitual heavy
emphasis and binary of either passive (or controlling) sub/masochist, inert materials or active
dom/sadist. The passive violence of still water produced the annihilation of the container,
transformed the clay. The water’s immobile power in Art 5.5 confuses the boundaries of a
dichotomy that positions violence as an active overt perpetrator against a passive victim.
Similarly, in the underside of violence in Art 5.3 and the unintentional violence of love in art
Art 5.4. the binary is challenged. Violence is not just wrong and not one thing or happens
independently – it is complex. The art exposes complicated relationships of forces – what
passivity can do and what violence can do.

69

Again, I emphasise that this is regarding sex that deliberately engages violence for mutual pleasure.
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Colonised Language: Verbing Passivity

Today, the snow melted creates watery, muddy deluges swamping the meadows. Cold and
damp, I am rushing – late. The night’s sodden darkness shelters me as I walk to meet MA. We
haven’t seen each other for a while, though we message or call from time to time to keep our
connection.
I reach the warm light of his home and settle into cocktails, food and wine. Nourishment before
we nourish our bodies with the expected, why we are meeting, sex.
I suggest an experiment (against my preference of allowing our bodies desires to respond to
each other in the moment), I tell him,
Tonight, I want to be passive. I will lie here and not respond. You will be in charge.
He hates this. He also prefers the interaction, the dynamic of our breath and desires
heightening in interplay. He also understands that by doing this, he fulfils my desire and is
passive, formed and moved by my request. He wants to please me.
I can feel his wavering. A man who has enjoyed many sexual encounters, suddenly unsure. Left
alone with his prowess. He ties me up and plays the whip over my skin. I have my eyes closed
and imagine it to be threatening. My body is soon responding, sending spasms of energy,
jolting me. He says,
You are meant to be passive!
Passive, not dead, I think.

Then, it fucking hurts; his hand is unyielding as he smacks me, again and again. A dull pounding
against my skin. He slaps me like I’m dead, and his hand is an object out with his humanity. It
is vicious, without feeling or eroticism. It offers no response to my aliveness, yet, for all his
inanimate, deadened slapping, my skin responds, reddens and brightens in a gesture of life.
The swelling pain pools between my legs in incandescent pleasure.
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Today, my skin is still tender. Delicious aches arising from my body like a fragrance, reminding
me of last night. I am feeling into the variety of sensations of the consequence of my passivity
and his brisk physicality.
I am reminded again of coldwater swimming. I swam in the reservoir last week during the cold
snap. It was a startling wakeup call breaking ice to find the dark viscous water. Afterwards, my
body felt as if thumped. The cold of the water impacting. After both swimming and pleasure
pain sex, the emotional landscape of my body feels altered and my body contoured.
Sex violence on the body is similar to how the cold ocean is violent to my body. My body
responds in unseen ways. After swimming, I can get high. I can get too cold, experience after
drop. Unable to move my fingers. I can get hypothermia. I can feel disassociated. Removed
from the sensations of my body. My body pumping blood to my core, neglects my extremities,
which turn yellow. My legs are puce and dark purple. Lucy observed, Susan, your face has
turned blue. My body is full of physical responses to the swim.
I am interested that Vim Hof70 is validated for his endurance of extreme cold
Like a guru, his pain has value,
In shamanic societies, the shaman uses the economics of pain endurance to prove his
or her power as a spiritual intercessor to the potential client. (Milia, 1996, p. 15)

Shaman, or marathon runners, boxing, surviving pain (violence to the body) is seen as a
strength.
And with ethics of immanence, affirmative action by the body to affect and be affected is
assumed to be active – visible action – like Lucy and I swimming, so brave. This visible activity
of endurance is valuable.
I prefer the endurance of hard sex and the morass of deliberate pleasure. However, I wonder
if cold water swimming is validated because it seems more agential than the image of the
cringing suffering masochist, who is described by clinicians like Coen (2014) as passively lacking

70

A contemporary cold water and climbing guru who admits his ability to manage these extremes is a coping
strategy for overwhelming and difficult emotions, his suffering after his wife’s sudden suicide.
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autonomy and Glick (2014) describes as “pathetically immature” (p. 85). These interpretations
ignore the body's active, agential capacities to endure, affect and be affected.
Contrasting this, exploring touch, Paterson(2007) says: “Aristotle refers to aesthesis as a form
of change using the word paschein”. He continues that Freeland translates this as pain,
“However the literal translation of pashein lends itself to an ambiguity of feeling, as an active
undergoing rather than the passive experience of pain” (p. 19).
Active undergoing. This terminology suggests agency in submitting to pain.
The statements by contemporary clinicians show little understanding of a capacity, strength to
actively endure pain. Like with a guru, there is value to this capacity, even in the guise of female,
or masochist or clay. Cowan (1992) connects the masochist’s ability to endure and use pain to
the holy. In the guise of a martyr, active submission is honoured.
Active undergoing is a verb.
Like,
The abuser abuses, the rapist rapes. Abuse and rape are verbs.
However, a victim is a victim  a noun.

I think of this as the language of colonisers. History is only written by and in the language of
the oppressors. The active ones who conquer and destroy.
Macfarlane (2019) says that English only has 30% verbs, and Potawatomi has 75%. He uses the
example of a bay. To say a bay, the noun, in that language means it is dead, baying would
denote its aliveness.
Finding verbs for masochism and passivity acknowledges the complexity of the unnoticed
activity, actions, the active undergoing the microagencies of the colonised, like clay or my
body. I am not alone in this desire for language to do more (St. Pierre, 2016).
I look for an alternate language with The Potawatomi. It reminds me of the question, what can
the body do? As it suggests looking more closely at the potentiality of taciturn flesh.
I play with the present progressive I am becoming.
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I am mothering, daughtering, whiting, femaling, womaning,
I am sexing.
I am arting.
I am whipping. And when I am being whipped? What is the verb for receiving whips?
I am paining. Does that mean I am giving pain or experiencing pain?
I am pleasuring. Am I receiving or giving pleasure? Or both?
The lack of verbs is also present and absent with the labels of psychiatry I contest. Instead of
sadist, masochist, sadomasochist. It could be,
I am sadisming. I am masochisming. I am sadomasochisming.
Focusing on verbs allows that sometimes I might not be sadisming. Whereas the label, the
noun, implicitly suggests that I am always that – an essentialised self.
The verbs allow for these activities to be connected to other activities and not absolute finite.
The verbs facilitate without prejudice.
Limited language for being colonised – the passive, female, woman, nature, material,
masochist, victim – the absence of transformative, nuanced words that note difference creates
another layer of injustice. Barthes (2005) “fascism of language”. It’s stunning, this skew or
omission of language. Academic scholarship and the talking therapies are thus lacking
awareness of passive activity through languages colonisation. Of course, projective
identification or transference are complex nonverbal communications, but the language used
to describe it is still limited. It reminds me of the capacity of art and art psychotherapy to
emphatically hold these unspoken but witnessable worlds full of complexity and paradox.
If there were more nuanced verbs and language to describe when actively undergoing
experiences of violence in pleasurepain sex, then there would be a sudden expansion out of
the dichotomy and out of the hidden normalising agenda of essentialising and deliberate
pathologising behaviour through unmoveable labels.
Cixous (1976) agrees, “women must write through their bodies, they must invent the
impregnable language that will wreck partitions, classes, and rhetorics, regulations and codes”
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(p. 886). Through this thesis, I am aiming to attend to this. Attempt to note a language of my
body.
Like,
When I tell him I will be passive, this does not mean I am dead.
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Powerless

I have been exploring the dichotomies of passive/violent and powerful/powerless, dom/sub,
masochist/sadist.
The clay revealed the complications of the apparent simplicity of those binary positions. I
intended the vignettes and art to expose the agency and power to apparent subjugation and
the challenges with language. And to focus on what passivity can do.

In the previous section, I exposed the power of powerless and the violence of passive.
However, like it became a choice to eroticise anger’s energy or utilise it in action, I now find an
edge to eroticising and endorsing passivity/violence and powerful/powerless.

*

Tonight. A different constellation of power. Emotions arise and land like vicious slaps. I feel
beaten. Powerless. I don’t want to say why. Another silent voice, like anger, whispering into
darkness. Pulling the text off centre.
I take these feelings to my bath. In darkness, the moon casting shadowy tree skeletons onto
my window, and the ghostly vapours of the racing steam from the boiler, I immerse myself in
heated water. I have no lights on, no candles, and in liquid viscosity, I churn my body, sing to
music. These slight actions reassert an unnameable sensation by attending to the substance of
myself. I need no other to influence for these delicious affirming sensations.
Nothing changes; I am still powerless.
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But something else has happened.
Something transformed.
The bad feeling of powerlessness twisted into a moment of power in what I can do that is
pleasurable.
I love these alternate powers, micro agencies,
I think as I whirl my body again in the aqueous safety of my heated bath.
However, a thought troubles me. Silverstein (1994), describing the (nonsexual) masochist,
notes that a fantasy world can be created by the child to manage their lack of agency with
overpowerful parents. And Cooper and Sacks (1991) point out that to the masochist,
“everything painful is turned into a sign of special favor, uniqueness, and magical power” (p.
217).
I notice my conversion from powerless to feeling power is as if tiny magical powers. Small
powers resisting an implacable power I feel helpless to influence. Which has brought me to my
bath tonight. Or takes me to sex. I feel powerful in sex. I feel powerful in my bath.
And thinking further about a powerful line drawn by a client in therapy, it is about context. A
previous position of inarticulate to create the line is what makes it a powerful statement. The
line, a new expression. But if every week, on a blank page, the same small line was drawn, as a
therapist, I would be curious. Why this repetition? I would wonder what power is doing if it
inhibits further movement into agency and into the rest of the page or other materials. If it
remains only as the same small repetitive power.
Similarly, I remember my therapist saying stop producing small powers out of powerlessness.
Stop transforming the shit of powerlessness into pretty small pinpricked patterns of power,
like singing in a bath or accepting brutality or transforming anger into sex.
Let it be shit.
And see how I feel about the shit.
What happens if I don’t use a million microagencies of an imaginary Rumpelstiltskin spinning
wheel, transforming straw into gold? Instead, sit with feeling powerless.
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I am motionless in my bath now, as I think,
Maybe being powerless is shit, after all.

Because it is shit. It is shit to be powerless. Like it was shit to suffer. Lorde called me to be
angry about suffering. Suffering is implicitly about a lack of agency. A lack of power to change
circumstances which cause suffering
During sex, I can eroticise passive powerlessness to produce pleasure. Engage in apparent
subjugation, surrender, humiliation. I can attend to the language of agency by verbing passivity.
I can find agency, power in being powerless. And this is important. But it is also important to
recognise where agency needs to be used efficiently and effectively in life. Not submerge the
feelings of justified anger or suffering at powerlessness into erotic bliss.
Again, how I engage, sexualise or produce power reveals choices.
Written another way, I can use polymorphous techniques of a thousand small forces to diffuse
my feelings about being powerless passive and produce erotic pleasure.
And.
I can identify something I want and then use a million minute marriages, diminutive divorces,
forces, microagencies to aim purposefully and expectantly towards it.

*

From a collapsed sense of suffering, I discovered that through pleasure pain sex, anger can be
a powerful externalising force. Whipping the canvas with anger and paint then, comparing the
mess I created with the porn sadist’s accurate catapulting energy or affects outwards, I
encountered anger’s complications. This process revealed problems and benefits to eroticising
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anger – it felt better than suffering. It felt empowering but could obfuscate other uses to anger
to prompt agency out with sex like Lorde uses anger for activism.
Power is a mercurial force, tricky to pinpoint, slippery. Briefly, I thought with Foucault and
Deleuze and Guattari to conceive what power can do in pleasure pain sex.
Powerful violence and passivity were documented in the clay. I suggest nuance to attend to
the language of the colonised, passive. To listen to the inert of material, masochist and female.
To bring attention to their power and resistance, their agency, and forces. However, I also note,
like anger, there are potential pitfalls to always erotising powerlessness into imagined magical
power.

What anger, power, violence and passivity can do in sex is multifarious.
And what they can do, is induce pleasure. Pleasure, for me, has dripped and seeped,
garnished, and fully entwined throughout the assemblage, even in troubling sections.
And similar to other themes in this sexuality assemblage, it is not unproblematic. Pleasure is
intricate and nebulous.
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6. Coming to Erotic Pleasures
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What can pleasure do? Pleasure in sex is present –
When I desire, experience pain, suffer brutality. When I am numb, angry and when he is angry.
When I am powerful and powerless; violent and when he is violent. When I am passive.
Throughout, pleasure is wrought. It snakes through tricky affects and hard physical
experiences.
Now I approach pleasure, ostensibly without being ensnared by pain or troubling affects not
generally associated with pleasure. But complications arise. Pleasure is not innocent or pure.
Not the untroubled depiction of saturating swirling colours on my NonVitruvian, Art 6.1.
This chapter starts by exploring a cluster of relationships present in this pleasure pain sex
assemblage. Relationships that include objects thought as fetish or conceived as lively, then I
briefly explore a slant to my human sexual relationships, followed by excesses found in the
fluids of sex.
Erotic is introduced through Foucault (1978a) , who distinguishes Ars Erotica and Scientia
Sexualis. I further this idea with Lorde’s concept Uses of the Erotic: Erotic as Power (1978) .
Erotics71 sheen is extended until it reaches a troubling limit.
Then, I inquire into the politics of female pleasure, tied to male pleasure – heteronormative
penisvagina intercourse (PVI). I use science and porn to explore alternatives to this narrative,
concluding multiple capacities of pleasure are alive in pleasure pain sex.

71

Erotic is an adjective and a noun. By using the suffix ‘s’ I am showing a generality to the term erotic.
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Art 6.1

I dissolve the image of NonVitruvian with the idea of pleasure. Diffusing the painted edges of
skin with water and splattered, colours blend or swirl. Water pools, the paper becomes
flooded. I am careful with my tending, watching the wetness seep, mindful of the saturation
point of the thin paper, working its limit. It’s a thorough and slow process. Quietly and intently
working with the materials as they interact. After it dries, the image of the becoming bodies is
lost. Only fragments of the form of a body remain – an arm, feet, the edge of a torso. A lost
body, I am reminded of Scarry (1985), and her insistence pain of torture robs a sense of self.
Through art, it would seem, pleasure also defies a subjective self. This image of pleasure
diffusing the body appears an uncomplicated depiction. However, this chapter troubles the
apparent obviousness of pleasure.
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Relationships: Fetish Objects

This pleasure pain sex assemblage is coconstructed through relationships. Complicated and
infinite human and nonhuman relationships, which during this second lockdown become
strained. Meeting indoors banned means the easy joy of being in friends’ company is lost. We
must meet outside in Scotland’s blistering cold to walk or connect through the mediated
oblong of internet interactions. Last night Eva, Lexie and I met online. Of course, it is not the
same, but we find a momentary connection in the lockdown isolation. I am talking to them,
searching for help to think about relationships. Inevitably discussing relationships, we arrive at
romance. Eva still wants me to get married again. To her, this is her happiest wish for me. Lexie
twists Eva’s wishes for me, calls it Disney dungeon with a teasing laugh. She knows that sex
informs how I have relationships. Maybe to Eva, this is a perversion of the promises of
everlasting love. But Lexie is framing a possibility, just because I like pleasure pain sex doesn’t
mean I can't have nourishment and love or relationships with the people I have sex with. Lexie
is marking that the word relationship does not belong to marriage.
Relationships, in this artfull thesis, sometimes linger in sex. Sometimes in Disney dungeons.
There are other relationships of pleasures, like relationships with materials and objects. In the
following section, I explore relationships of fetish, interpersonal and excesses.

*

Why are some words so deliciously wrong?
Like pervert, fetish is a bad word. And yet, it feels good to say it. Like a liquorice sweet,
something that feels like it shouldn’t be in my mouth but rolls over my tongue and clunks
against my teeth, a little bit of spit.
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Fetish, pervert – dirty old man in his raincoat standing in the park wanking off. We can see him.
We are excited and horrified, somehow honoured that we were the ones that he showed. We
were the ones who saw  pale flesh and frantic motion.

A pervert in his brown overcoat must have a fetish.

JT sends me pictures on WhatsApp. Images of power tools casually lying in a workshop.
Oh god, I say
I’m so weird; these turn me on.
He texts back,
Yes, you are. And I like it.

In Bristol, at a conference, after my presentation, where I boldly confessed this conversation
with JT. I am asked the sincere question,
When did you discover your fetish for power tools?
I reply,
It’s not just power tools. It’s pretty much anything.
Like when I walked through the meadows and there was an army expo. Strident men in
uniform, waving their hands officiously. I kept my eyes averted; I didn’t want to confess, with
the longing in my eyes, my sudden desire to seduce these uniformed men.
There was a missile launcher; beside it were 4 battered missiles. Women about my age were
talking to soldiers beside it, gesturing towards the phallic beast of metal with glossy eyes.
I know this glossyeyed feeling when I see the texts from JT, or when I have driven a JCB or a
powerful car, or ridden on a motorbike or speed boat.
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But I do not want to be like the caricature in a raincoat turned on by fetishes. Not me, lovely
Susan, therapist, mother, middleaged and middle class, who lives in Marchmont.
But, last night, when MJD produced leather, handcrafted floggers and a kangaroo leather
whip, I weighed the heaviness of the fringes, slipping between my fingers. I caressed their
wooden handles – played with the pointed ends. The beauty of those wicked objects, their
weight, smell, function, purpose, form and simplicity, aroused my body. I knew what they are
for – being polymorphously perverse,72 my body reverberated to the objects and the sound of
the whip cracking. And responded to the dull thud as he thumped the floggers in a
demonstration against the sofa.
MJD’s other lover, Ninja, asked me,
Why is a broken leg from a chair just so much more exciting than anything purchased from a
sex shop?.
It was not really a question she wanted answered. But I understood she was talking about a
different sort of relationship to objects and their function. She was talking about danger. The
broken leg not only has a different story to its existence (how did it get broken – by what
violence or weight?), but its function/purpose is no longer restricted by its form. It has an edge
that is not deliberate; it is splayed and splintered. Anything can happen with a broken leg from
a chair.
I am describing objects which provoke arousal – fetish objects.
Freud (1928) based fetishes on male arousal when an object replaces the sexual aim of a
woman’s vulva. He suggests this substitution represents the absent phallus of the mother,
which is present and absent in the object. He postulates it was a moment in childhood that
concretised the object as arousing. Do I need to say? Freud’s understanding is again male
centric.
I am a woman and I also find some objects arousing, even if I don’t want the label and I prefer
to hide in an artistic aesthetic appreciation of objects. Or imagine these exciting items with one

72

I claim my female prerogative of a polymorphous perverse sexuality, the Freudian term to describe a child’s
generous sexuality before constricted by society’s expectations of normal sexuality.
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of new materialisms aims, to decentre anthropocentrism (Coole & Frost, 2010). However,
fetish has the intervention of human. When I am aroused by things, it is due to associations,
energies, stories that bring my body to thoughts of sex. It is through my interpretation, my
vision, that they become sexy. But the objects, materials, exist other than human. They have a
thingness and vitality out with human conceptions of them (Bennett, 2004).
I know objects as fetish, associated with sex, and I know them for their agency in the dungeon,
during sex. And the silent agency of energies and atmospheres.

Like when we open the door to the dungeon and feel a pulse, encounter an air thick with past
ness. As if a church where years of pilgrims have constructed a palpable atmosphere with
whispered prayers and fervoured supplications. But the weighty air of the dungeon is neither
blissful nor demonic; no feeling tone, just static in the atmosphere. Maybe the soundproofing
condensed the screams and moans of pain and pleasure, desire, intensities, affects and flows.
Reverberating endlessly, just below our ability to hear, but prickling our skin. Creeping past the
edges of our bodies into visceral cavities of slumbering feelings.
Unheard cries of ecstasy and pain. Silent noises rattle against tense equipment. Apparatus
stalking beasts, rawwaitingenergy, pouncing prey. The creatures of thrones, adaptable
stools, an obdurate cross, skeletal cages poised between hooks, laden with leather, tingling
metal, thudding wood, teethedge glass, rope, rubber and a glass cabinet, gleaming with metal
implements.
Pulsating liveliness of materials, normally the background, the frame. These things swoop, alive
and insistent. Everything – odours, sensations, affects, objects, gasps, memories, ghosts, intra
acting ad infinitum.
These objects and energies engage in the sex assemblage. Their immanence inveigles
inevitable relationships. But they are easily forgotten, overlooked or ignored.
The following pictures hint at these lively materials, which are part of the sex assemblage, part
of the production of pleasure and pain. I could attribute more words to them. Position them in
theory. But I am resistant. It is arrogant to speak for them. As I have explored in colonised
language, verbing passivity, I imagine these materials and objects, in their liveliness, speak their
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own language. I include an abundance of images and invite looking73 at the objects’ thingness.
Not to be dismissed because they are in a sex dungeon and used. I encourage looking with
Bennet’s eyes or the artist's eyes and, whilst looking, feel them like Manning (2009) suggests
as if there is no skin boundary. Letting metal jangle teeth. Leather like a deep groan form. Let
chain rattle like shimmies on skin. In constellations, these objects interact with each other.
See/feel/experience them without seeing the human story that happened around and with
them. Or see them and know that humans became prosthetics to their existence. That there
were multiple intraactions, relationships.

73

I am aware that I am privileging, for the moment, sight.
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Relationships: Humans

There are objects I intraact with, have relationships with, in the dungeon and in my home.
And in this assemblage, relationships include interpersonal. Eva’s wish for marriage, Lexie’s wry
Disney dungeon. In the following vignettes, I approach slanted facets of my sexual human
relationships.

*

The roses arrived from BP on Friday morning.
Mistress Susan!
The delivery man laughs.
I try to be graceful and look away. The bouquet is preposterously large; 12 red roses are set
within a sumptuous array of green. I take them out of the box. The stems are bound tightly
with green thread. I could settle them in a vase like that, held taut in position. But I find myself
cutting through the bindings. There is an unexpected release as the stems unfurl in my hand.
The inherent sexual sense of this opening startles me.
The following Friday morning, BP stands filling the doorway and says drily,
This will be a wrench to leave.
Then he is swallowed by the door.
The night before, Thursday, it is a vast bed. A suite in a fivestar hotel. Palatial, empty,
cavernous. A largevaulted roof and three windows gaze down on us and reflect our pale
writhing bodies.
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He is on all fours, the black dildo vibrating up his ass. The collar around his neck with unyielding
clips attached to his nipples. And a machine vibrating on his dick.
Sensory overload, he says, stop.
In the ridiculously huge bath, I take the small flannel cloth and soak and wash and warm him
when the water gets cold. He reciprocates as we talk, idle conversations, vague meanders into
intimacy. We casually touch skin to skin in the mediating water and soap. I wonder if touch,
skin to skin, was missing, moving too fast into the loud, angry dominant objects. He needed
the soothing of my hand. Wanted the unique tactility of curious fingers or tongue. Warm and
wet, human.
Later, with the lights out, I watch the stars gleam through the glassy blank eyes in the ceiling
as he sleeps beside me. The night creates picturestills of stilted motion and ombre. Blinked
moments of purple, blue, bruisecolours of night. Patterns and ghosts shift around our pale
bodies, cajoled by the truculent sounds of an old building. In darkness and sleep, we touch
fingers. It is an intimate gesture in all the empty largeness surrounding us.
As the night becomes translucent, we twist towards each other in a desperate embrace to
violently imprint the other again.

After he left, the aperture of the door swallowing him and a fast car pulling him west, I walk
home slowly. Slowly for two reasons. I am carrying two bags, heavy, balanced in each hand,
full of the toys that teased us. And I’m moving slowly because I don’t want to move away from
the experience; I want to savour sensations before they become memories. I feel them like a
trace on my skin. They weight me still, his hands, mouth and tongue, hair, eyes, skin, flesh, and
his taut, spiralled desire.
To possess this liminality, I have a Süskind (1987) inspired impulse to be wrapped carefully in
fine bandages and paraffin wax to conserve and capture the ineffable scent of his presence in
me: the rumble of his voice reverberating in my ribs, his hands abusing me. I want to be
swaddled in something so gentle and impressionable it captures sensations and emotions
swirled inside and out of my body. To have a white milklike substance seize and retain his
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touch forming me. To wrap up the vibrancy of those hours and minutes. Keep the bruises
pressed on my skin.
I want that cloak now, 3 months later. I want to put that silken cast onto my skin again, so I can
relive the infusion of our time. I want to return those pulledout, fine wisps of feelings that
entangled someplace under my skin, now time and memory dissolved. Their absence aches.
Wrenched from me.

I wrote this description of sex with BP at the start of my research. I read it now, and I notice
that my angle towards normalising my desires was through normalising our relationship. At the
time, I thought that one reason BDSM was dismissed was that it was habitually situated in the
dungeon, not just notnormal sex  but notnormal relationships.
Sex in this pleasure pain assemblage involves human relationships. Even if the relationships do
not have traditional labels because they are not bound by structures or discussions, or primary
relationships. Focused largely on sex, they are intensely relational. And as such, like any close
relationship, can have pleasure and “embarrassment, humiliation, shame, guilt and so on”
(Lingiardi, 2018, p. 281)
The entanglements of nonmonogamous pleasure pain sex include interpersonal relationships
which produce and work ubiquitous, complicated feelings.

*

There is something different about him. I can’t place it. He is pouring me vodka. For years now,
it’s how we start the evening of our no strings attached, nonmonogamous, good friends and
lovers, sex. He offers me hearty snacks. Our conversation is animated and friendly. Till he pulls
me up with a tug and takes me with his wandering hands into his bedroom, or we slump on his
sofa and let pleasure and its progeny consume us there.
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But tonight, there is something else. He holds his body in deliberate emulation of casual as he
tells me; he has had a UTI, unusual with a man, so they are checking his prostate – high levels
of PSA making the Doctor concerned. He tells me he is not worried. But his manner betrays
him, enforced calm contradicting a leaden dissonance.
He adds, UTI in men is a possible STD, so he visited GUM.
I’m transfixed  there are so many responses inside of me. It’s only later that I can rationalise
our trysts have always been outside of ordinary life (illness, death). We don’t meet other than
in his house, for sex. And now the weighty reality of ill health, death (and life) joins us while
we engage in lively drinking and fucking.
In the bedroom; I feel inhibited, as I feel he does too. The previous ease interrupted by his
news, unwellness and fears of illness lurking as a third in the room.
I move down his body, pausing at his soft belly, reaching with hands, body and mouth
downwards, I smell him. It’s a different smell, cloudy. I am repelled, and I want to leave. But I
don’t want him to feel worse – rejected for his ill health, stigmatised.
I know what I am doing as I am doing it. I am choosing his feelings over my own.

It’s late when I leave. I feel anxiety shuddering concern for his health and now, my own. I text
him from the cab, winding and juddering through the latenight streets, taking me home.
What did they say at GUM?
Oh, all clear, of course.

A week later, I message him, and he tells me the good news, he doesn’t have prostate cancer.

Sexual relationships in BDSM, SM, pleasure pain, and normal sex are complex. Cloudy smells,
GUM, cancer. I could recount sex with bodies that have been transfigured by surgery. Their
scars speaking loudly in the language of skin. Scars that speak of vulnerability and survival.
Scars that describe pain and encounters with death. Scars which I cherish. It is vulnerable and
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intimate. I want to address their scars, but I do not want to betray the bodies created with
those markings. Their scars are unique and specific. Instead, to mark their presence, I want to
lick the puckering, trace with my fingers. Tease around edges, soothe and probe. Understand
the story from the position of terrified gathered skin and speak of what I learned. Or nestle my
face with clouding hair into the absence, to know this specific absence with my body, taste it,
smell it, breathe it, nuzzle it. I want to know about this existence of absence and cuts, incisions,
on a body. Then bring those memories here. Ethically, I chose not to, other than in these short
abstract notes. Instead, I hold them in me, the secrets of flesh, like numb is stored in my body.
The language of absence and silence is present. This silence is an excess. Another leaning to
the side, existing out of the boundary of this thesis.
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Relationships: Excess

In this part, I use art to engage other forms of unnoticed excess in pleasure relationships.
Firstly, art’s excesses inadvertently marking me, leading me to consider other substances
excesses in art psychotherapy and then in vile vignettes.

Art 6.2
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I make it, then it makes me. I lie on it. Let it mark me, as I marked it. This marking of my body
is different from the similar marks from chapter 1 (Art 1.1). Here they document the excesses
of pleasure. Making art, like sex, is always excessive (Grosz, 2008).
Art making is a relationship with materials. I prefer to paint with my hands, to feel directly the
amalgamation created by my fingers, nails, paint, paper and wall or floor or board. Art is
process and substances. I have painted with my blood, felt the power of its sacredness blast
me. After 30 years of being an artist, there are few substances I have not engaged with.
Creating sculptures with hair, breath, and using my body, nature, natural substances.
Thinking as an art therapist like O’Brien (2004) and Aldridge (1998), art materials can represent
excesses of human effluence and affect. O’Brien describes the infinitesimal movement to
process a client’s psychic material. Nonverbal psychic material –
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out of the reach of

mentalisation, verbal interventions – presented and processed through the shit and piss of
paint and clay. The substances of art can represent the substances of the body, visceral
ephemera. The process of art psychotherapy allows therapeutic holding of the represented
disgusting fluids. Like Schore (2012), O'Brien believes this can shift nonverbal/preverbal
synapses in her client’s brains caused by trauma and abuse.
In sex, these superfluous, visceral ephemera tend to be ignored. But bodies seeking pleasure
are not Vitruvian; they carry scars, visible and invisible, bodies which are lived/living, with
degrees of ability. And bodies produce excesses and fluids.
Grosz (1994) describes this like a relationship, an interchange:
the fluid as a borderline state, disruptive of the solidity of things, entities, and objects.
Blood, vomit, saliva, phlegm, pus, sweat, tears, menstrual blood, seminal fluids, seep
flow, pass with different degrees of control, tracing the paths of entry or exit, the routes
of interchange or traffic with the world (p. 195)

Thinking from clinical psychoanalysis, Stein (2008) points out that sex can transform disgust
and difficult feelings.
Yet excess is also a most complex phenomenon that is characterized by emotional
knots, reversals, and contradictions. Pleasure in pain, pain in pleasure, disgust and
fascination, danger and safety, awe and terror intertwine, transform into each other,
or swallow each other—all show the working of sexual feelings to deal with excess
(Stein, 2008, pp. 6263)

She adds that binaries deny the swelling complexity of paradoxical emotions. This beautiful and
hideous excess of sex and excess of feelings can coexist in sexual acts. Like I have understood
each theme in the assemblage. Sex is a crucible for relations; it works affects and now,
substances.

*
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Wet, wet, wet dream
I awaken suddenly; there is a gush of liquid in my bed.
Wet – I had gone to bed, to sleep, listening to a lecture by Bertrand Russel about power, and
having idle thoughts about female ejaculation.
Wet – In my dream, I am determined to get off. I pull out a dildo. I dream it to have a suction
point on its base so that I can ride it.
In my dream, my body clutches, catapults and diffuses pleasure.
Wet – The moisture continues – a pool swimming around my body. So exuberant and abundant
that it is not even seeping into the sheets.
I awaken fully, moving my body out of this tidal surge.
Trying to figure out what has happened.
And realise, I had left a cup of tea on my mattress before falling asleep, and when I roused, the
cup overturned…

My bed was full of tea, not cum. Squirting, Female ejaculate, according to Potts (2000)
research, in a maleorientated economy, is the most valued female orgasm because it is the
most similar to the prized male ejaculate as if there is a hierarchy of fluids. As if its presence is
treasured more than the pleasure it signifies.
Cum is a term not just to denote semen but female arousal (Johnsdotter, 2011). I am searching
for other words: pussy juice? cream? discharge? However, there is more than semen and pussy
juice, cum, in the excesses of sex.
In the following vignettes, I play with the hideous, erotic and love. Sex acts which should be
disgusting as if body fluids are “shame of excess” (Stein, 2008). However, shame can be
exposed and worked in sex to do something, like create intimacy. I argue the excessive fluids
are not just transformed into the gleam of eroticism but signal an acceptance of the
unloveable.
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These vignettes express aspects of sex that are usually not talked about or seen – as if sex is
always clean and hygienic. The vignettes start and end with stains, like the marks of the chalk
on my body. The excess fluids of sex mark things.
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Vile Vignettes

Anal play
He pads out of the room, completely comfortable in his naked body but aware that I am
watching him. I gaze as he completes his beauty routine. I’ve never been with a man from L.A.
before. He is perfect in all sorts of incomprehensible ways.
Now dressed, he returns to sit on the side of the bed; I must have fallen asleep again. Jostled
awake, I turn and see what he sees. There is an obvious dark stain on the sheet. Evidence of
our anal play the night before. I avoid his sincere eyes as he rubs the patch with the stain
remover. He rubs dispassionately, efficiently and vigorously. I watch till my surprise and
tension overcome my silent mouth.
I’ll do that, I say.
He leaves to go to work.
I like anal sex because it hurts. A gasping, intensely delicious pain. The pain and pleasure
swirling around my body encompassing everything, drowning me in divine, sublime ecstasy.
But it is messy – torn tissue, blood and shit.
Like sometimes removing an anal dildo from him, the glossy cool steel marked with his
excrement. Or on my fingers, awkward marks of interior. But I know that this habitually derided
part of the body can produce exquisite pleasure by engaging with the prostate with a wet finger
or anal beads or vibrating dildo. For women, the nerves connected to the clitoris can extend to
the anus; heightening my sensations.

*

He wants to do it to me, rimming, licking my anus.
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I am unsure if his interest is because it’s common in porn nowadays. Or if he really wants to.
Being popular in porn makes it easy to dismiss. Just another boundary, an edge pushed into
perversion. He does it to me. He is not the first. But he is the only person I have done it to. It
felt incredibly intimate. Excuse my hyperbole, but it feels sacred. It affects me as a deeply
erotic, personal, private, and profound experience.

Spit and phlegm
If I push a penis far enough down my throat, then more than spit emerges. As if my body knows
it needs further lubrication, a thicker mucus, phlegm pours upwards and coats around him,
glinting slick trails from my mouth to the thrusting flesh. I spit it back onto him, using my fingers
to utilise the moisture to move his skin up and over his turgid, blood filled cock. He looks at
me, and his limpid eyes are gone. I don’t know what he sees. But he sucks his breath in when I
open my mouth and impale him into me. Then heaving, gasping, I spit on his sex.
He doesn’t mind when I forget to breathe through my nose, and I gag, and small pools of watery
vomit rise into my mouth. To be daubed in again.

Vomit
It's Valentine’s Day, we are not in a relationship, but we have sex. A convenient relationship of
carnal. The children are away, so he comes to my house and brings Valentine's presents. A pink
inflatable dildo seat. Chocolates and suspenders.
I heat up dinner, fish stew in a red sauce. We open red wine. Smoke small dark cigarettes
outside.
I ride the inflatable dildo on my bed. Its vibrating girth is distracting. Whilst bouncing, I try to
focus on giving him a blow job. But the lurid pink thickness. The vibration. The inflatable
cushion, supporting my bottom in playful bounces. The bounces. The intrusion of plastic. Oh,
yes, the girth…
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I don’t like 69’s – I need to focus on one thing or another if I’m going to be responsible in my
pleasure for a vulnerable dick in my mouth. And blow jobs – it’s an art to deep throat. It takes
concentration. Breathing. Degrees of spit and moisture, rhythms – his, mine. Angles. Fingers.
With all that bouncing pinkness with its distracting vibrating circumference, I lose my
breathing; instead of an easy slipping down my throat, I breathe through my mouth, inducing
the gag reflex
a sudden emission
pink and red, fish stew and wine.
He is stunned as the reddishpink lumps of regurgitated food, wine and phlegm drip off his dick
and slips downwards. He is horrified, standing still. I ask, surprised at his palpable shock,
Has no one gagged and been sick on your dick before?
No Susan! No one has vomited on my dick before!
He seems embarrassed. I am not. He moves swiftly to the bathroom to wash off. Meanwhile,
the sizeable plastic pink phallus vibrates, a low hum, on its pink inflatable cushion, inviting me...
It was a memorable pink and red Valentine’s Day!

Tears
The last time I gave him a blow job, his member intent in my mouth and fighting to get into my
throat. Squeezed down, held. My whole body spasms in response to the gag reflex, which I
contest. As if an ineffable shock wave booms outwards – there is a silent ricochet in my body,
even as his cock remains firmly in my throat or mouth. Sometimes watching porn, I see this
judder in a woman in a similar gagged pose. I love this sensation. Last time, it caused tears to
stream down my face.

*

He is lying on the bed, a thick mass of man. The pillow is pushed over his head. It takes me a
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moment to realise he is crying. He is sobbing. His sorrow moving his body, moving the bed.
And moving me – honoured that he feels safe enough to share his deep wrenching sadness, his
precious tears. To be intimate. Vulnerable. I sit with him, my hand on his back until the deluge
passes.

*

And I have cried with sometime lovers who have held me. I remember crying with him. In the
darkness of night, after sex, in the pleasurable float of absence, I turned my face into his neck
and cried.
After, he lay his head on my belly and fell asleep.

Smell
I realise I haven’t smelled him. We have had sex, but I need to consciously know if I like his
scent. When I do breathe him in deeply, I am satisfied and delight in his odour.
He tells me I will love the smell of his spit on his dick. I tell him I want to smell him. Such an ugly
way to describe the desire to know a person’s body in this way.

*

He said, Susan, you smell. I mean, I love how you smell!

Sounds
Groans and moans. Seems so Mills and Boons. But sounds that are emitted deliberately or
accidentally are excessive. And complicated and full of unique meanings. Sometimes laughter.
We are in the hotel. We hear next door a couple having sex, look at each other, our eyes
widening with matching desire.
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I used to bite my arm to contest the sounds erupting unbidden from my body. I like watching
that little circle of bruise turn from red to bluepurple then nicotine. It marked me with a
tangible memory of pleasure.

Bruises and scratches
I find documents of sex on my body deeply satisfying. As if the role of an artist is about
transforming ineffable into process and a form of substance. Inspecting my body postsex,
finding unexpected bruises, one under my chin. Or obvious reddening, which I watch either
fade or bruise. It keeps the moment close to me, transforming it, a lasting memento. And a
tangible emblem to commemorate surviving pain.
BP and DS have permanent scars from me. I marked their bodies – indelible documents of our
relationship.

Piss
In the morning, there is a composition on the tile floor. Entangled clothes lie like dead animals.
Cotton Carrion, denim sprawls around polyester creating edges with the smooth, hard tile
floor. But there is an intermediary, a substance, not fabric or tile. It lurks on the surface and
seeps into the cotton. Its colour now diffuse. Was it yellow?
Should I cheat and use poetic license? Fill the spaces to create a smooth narrative. White legs
straddling him. Write the stench of hot piss from between my legs. Streaming yellow onto his
thick body. But I don’t remember it exactly. My piss may be more gin than urea. We were tippy.
I don’t know how we decided to do this. Other times, pissing on him in the shower – a vague
memory. I can’t describe what led to the point, what was said, who encouraged, what I felt.
Dissolved by alcohol and time, but that morning, seeing the evidence in our clothes on the tile,
entwined in piss, that I do remember.
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Sweat
I want to see you on the street so that I can see you out of context and transpose my memory
of being in your front room, you above me. My fingers in you, my hand vigorously rubbing you.
You, your head back, your magnificent body slick with sweat, about to cum. I love this memory.
I want to go back to that moment and, like a spectre, wander around the tableau, lick the sweat
of your skin, push my fingers fiercely over you, feel your muscles, sinews skin and flesh. Kiss
you whilst I am also below you. Instead of another woman, another me – teasing us both.

Blood
Blood stains the walls.
We had sex again last night  I don’t know him. But he meets my body as if it is alive. He
embraces its animal. Let’s me straddle his face, even as blood seeps between my legs. Blood
sticky between his skin and mine. Damp against the walls, the sheets. He allows my hunger to
exist for its own pleasure whilst feeding his own hunger. There is a synergy from our individual
and combined desire, pleasure, his body, my body, his fluids and my fluids. In the writhing and
gasping, there is space for the assumption that we are each more complicated than these
physical wrangling. The excretions of our bodies seem to exceed us.

*

In my empty house, we fuck in the laundry room. One leg straddling the washing machine. I
think it’s a pity it wasn’t on. We fuck the same, and I like the language we create. Back in the
replete light of the lounge, he shows me his shirt drenched in blood. His eyes wide.
Oh.
I tell him stains tell stories, and express character. Moments when life, so full, demands being
memorialised.
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A $120 shirt?
Says the man from LA; who else would have a $120 tshirt?
I scrub efficiently and vigorously, but maybe unfathomable emotions burn through my efficient
fingers, and I rub holes into the shirt.
Better than stains, he muses.
All clean, the blood lost in the whiteness of the shirt, but little bubble holes fill their shadow.

These turbulent tales of vile fluids, moments with different lovers, register that I am
pleasurising, eroticising, witnessing and accepting. To me, those actions do not just challenge
neat edges of sex, but they represent a profound form of love. To be with someone who
accepts these ignored or unwelcome viscosities, or to receive them from someone else, to me,
is an extraordinary gift. Embracing our deeper frailties, dirt, despair, longings, failings,
ineptitudes, and messy humanity – death and life. And our joy, our libido – life energy, our
desire, our pleasure and our abundant ecstasy. This interaction, to me, is not onesided or
owned or dominated. It is a communication literally lubricated by shared fluids and pleasure.

Although Stein(2008) warns of the difference between “good” and “bad” excess, she also
acknowledges the importance of acceptance. Although she only imagines this happening in a
“loving relation” as if love cannot be present in casual encounters. She says,
when shame is integrated rather than disavowed, sexuality becomes more intense and
vibrant.
And,
The important fact to remember here is that the same affects that can dampen sexual
arousal can, under different conditions, enhance it (p. 66).
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This catalogue of effusions reminds me of a consequence of sex, childbirth. Which is also a
location of uncontrollable discharges – rotund body, blood pouring, placenta, umbilicus, shit,
vernix, spurting milk, swollen breasts, waters breaking, and tears of pain and joy. When I was
pregnant 22 years ago, I read the book, Whole parent, Whole child (Berends, 1997). Berends
discusses how all parts of the baby’s body can be welcomed. Why would an anus be more
despicable than a toe or a fingernail? It has a function, and it is part of the child. Reading this
moved me. It was an indictment to love all the details of my babies and not judge physical parts
or effusions as dirty or nasty, but to welcome them easily with no prejudice.

There is nothing impure about the body (Douglas, 2003). But I wonder at other eyes
understanding these effluences as demeaning, disgusting, defiling, perverted and
pathologising.
Like, analysts describing their sadomasochistic clients as “degrading and degraded selves”
(Basseches et al., 2013, p. 4)
On the anality of the sadomasochistic,
our analytic function is threatened by our patients’ wishes to possess us, degrade us,
dominate us, and likewise to have us possess them, degrade them, dominate them or
to be rid of us (Ellman & Goodman, 2013, p. 16)
.
Ellman and Goodman continue that the therapy room is like the “maternal rectum”. The
client’s mind – a sphincter.
I wonder at this awareness by the analysts. In the transference, do they experience being
drenched in excrement – is this a reason for the contempt I infer in their clinical accounts? As
mentioned previously, the reviled substance can be separate from both the therapist and the
client in art psychotherapy, and together, in the therapeutic alliance, the art, the transference,
and anality can be contemplated.

I wonder, what if the presence of these vile substances in clinical work is the client’s unformed
question about acceptance? An acceptance that can happen in sex, and maybe art therapy.
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However, I am not blindly endorsing these difficult substances of sex. Sometimes, when fluids
combine with other fluids, they produce unwanted pains which impact my body and produce
other things. Like suffering, as noted in chapter 4, causing unspeakable, unspoken numbness.
The entanglements of fluids have yanked hard against me to create outcomes I didn’t want.
But, similar to the awareness of choices of anger, power and violence, working with these vile
substances requires noticing their capacities, their longings, and edges. Keeping an eye out74.

*

Relationships of all kinds are integral to this sex assemblage. In this section, I looked at
interpersonal relationships, nonhuman relationships with objects, materials and substances to
stretch boundaries, smudging what is understood as pleasure in sex. Erotic relationships Eva
does not imagine or want for me in the Disney Dungeon.
Next, In Troubling Erotics, I seek an ethical edge to pleasurable erotising. After this, I pick up
pleasure and discover that scripts of heteronormativity influence concepts of pleasure. The
intention, function and politics of female pleasure are further explored from positions of
science and porn. There is no climactic end to the body of the thesis. Instead, with lines of
flight, I move towards the last chapter, Binding the Assemblage.

74

Deleuze and Guattari’s ethical warning which I first use in chapter 3
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Troubling Erotics75

What we must work on, it seems to me, is not so much to liberate our desires but to
make ourselves infinitely more susceptible to pleasure (Foucault, 2000, p. 137).

Unlike Deleuze and Guattari76, Foucault believed in pleasure. I am reading History of Sexuality
(1979), but I’m confused. I don’t understand why he keeps saying there is no sexual repression.
I don’t think we live in a society that is so free. Rocha (2011) explains Foucault was writing in
direct conflict with the sexual revolution and ideas from Marcuse, Reich and the notion of
essential sexuality awaiting freedom. I agree to disagree with an essentialised sexuality.
I read Foucault, leaning heavily over my desk until I encounter Foucault's terms Ars Erotica and
Scientia Sexualis. I sit up, pay attention. It sounds sexy.
The art of erotic and the science of sex.
Even this distinction is confused by Foucault, who points out that Scientia Sexualis can
sometimes be Ars Erotica. I feel a snicker with him. As if we know that under the white coats
of the scientists’ probing the inner workings of sexuality, they have hardons. Making them the
unacknowledged objects of their own research. Whitened starch lab coats and gruff coughs,
hiding hard bloodfull dicks moist with precum. (This is a deliberate assumption in Foucault’s
maleorientated writings that the scientist is male)
Inspired to play with the supposed dichotomy between Ars and Scientia, I have bought a white
lab coat. It’s an ironic gesture. Playing with the idea of the (sexy?) researcher scientist. I am a
scientist too. Today I am sitting at my desk, typing at my laptop, naked under stiff white cotton,
my exposed cunt pushed by the green foam of my chair. I am attempting to remain focused,
reading, but aware of halfdesires prompted by this scratchy material against my nipples. I feel
arousal malleable around me. I let the supple substance of erotic shift and swirl through me as
I type.

75
76

Erotic is an adjective and a noun. By using the suffix ‘s’ I am showing a generality to the term erotic.
Deleuze and Guattari’s position on pleasure is discussed in chapter 3.
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I find wearing the lab coat as stimulating as donning my new obsession, spicy underwear,
provoked by my enjoyment of his enjoyment of my playful pictures. It had started with an
ostentatious red lace. Ribbon corseting at the back, plunging at the front. After that first
picture, I had wondered why I have never bought such normal flagrantly erotic lingerie before.
I love fishnets, and tights and stockings. This fullbody red lace stereotype of sexiness is not
something I have previously been interested in. I have PVC, black rubber. Not lace.
However, I am constantly pleasantly surprised when I give the garments a swift flick before
sliding my body into them; I feel good. The designs are flattering and serve the same function
as the PVC I wear with BP. It’s a second skin, which hides and reveals. It entices a playful hide
and seek. Not much difference between vanilla lace and black rubber. In my lab coat, white
pristine coarse starchy cotton is also a game of hiding. A demarcation to keep my lithe, lively
body away from science. A shield, an illusion of objectivity. Objective science that writes as if
without a body squirming, wet, hard, throbbing. No precum. No affects, no failings, no passions
or opinions and responses under it. But as a cover, a veil, white cotton could be as alluring as
rubber or lace.
These positions, science, art, intimate, exposed or hidden, work silently under the following
text as I navigate the gloss of erotics and pleasure because how pleasure is conceived
influences how it is understood. I get Foucault’s playful contradiction. Scientific is erotic
because the art of erotic can become a scent adhering to any surface. Because pleasure is
slippery and not one thing that can be quantified, scrutinised or captured.
Now I push erotics to discover its troubling edge.

*

I have a cut on my cunt. A shaving error. I feel its small mouth nip me as I walk. I have black
holdup stockings on, and there is a slight pull downwards as I move. I imagine this tension
pulling on my sex, pulling on that small graze. It hurts, so it keeps my focus as I walk through
the dark, cold streets. I ignore the cars and their lights streaming past me. I am completely
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with this small, tiny stinging piece of flesh between my legs, and I am pleasurably aroused. The
pain produces sensations of opulent erotic.
I am feeling good, expansive for no reason. I take the feeling and sit with it out rather than go
straight home. It’s my local, not that I come here very often but I come enough to note that
they changed the substantial crystal chandelier for plain large circular grey lamp shades. It is
a strange pub – not quite puttogether without the exotic defining exuberance of the
chandelier. But I am biased; I love things that sparkle.
I order the nice Australian wine; it's more expensive, but I remember the house wine here is
cheap tasting and induces an easy hangover. After a few sips, I realise it doesn’t have that
particular dry flavour of Australian wine that catches the throat, making my mouth squeeze
together.
I sit and zone out the surrounding chat, which, when I next look up, has become suddenly full
and noisy. I have my little book by Audre Lorde, The Master's Tools (2018) and contained in
this little book is the chapter, Uses of the Erotic.
Erotic.
The word conjures the fantasies of Anais Nin (2000). She imbues erotic on the most perverse;
bestiality, necrophilia, paedophilia, incest. Taboo becomes sumptuous in the slippery surfaces
of erotic. Erotic is not the crinkle of sexy. The erotic of Anais Nin is ambergris. I say ambergris
deliberately, shit from a sperm whale with a scent people pay excessive amounts of money for.
An odour and a substance so vile and repulsive, yet our bodies react like it’s a pheromone.
Nin’s dark erotic saturates and contorts pleasure in the body.
Erotic, according to the artist Freuh, is from the dark and the dangerous, twisted with fairies
and beasts, aggressive and tender, chocolate and De Sade. She says, “Desire is limitless: deal
with it” (2003, p. 469), maybe meaning what we can desire is limitless, and the capacity to
desire is infinite. Anything can be drenched in erotic.
Tonight, however, is about Lorde. I am intentional. I have listened to the YouTube audio file
(2019) of Lorde reading her essay numerous times, I still feel meanings slip through me. I have
read hooks (1993), Young (2012) and Pillow (2020) to try and expand my understanding but
Lorde’s notion of erotic is too mobile to catch.
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I sit with wine and good feelings to unravel Lorde, understand her.
I make notes on the page, try to find an established sense. But she slips and slides away from
me.
I find the erotic such a kernel within myself. When released from its intense and
constrained pellet, it flows through and colours my life with a kind of energy that
heightens and sensitizes and strengthens all my experience. (Lorde, 2018, p. 12)

Lorde (2018) confuses me. How to use something that seems so ephemeral?
I pause from my notetaking, and I remember my experiment the night before when, overly
stressed and worried, I had wanted to remember the underlying rumble of a sensation I
understand as erotic.
As I ran my bath, I was thinking about “You only have to let the soft animal of your body love
what it loves” (Oliver, 1996).
Then, in the heat and comfortable liquid darkness and mirage of steam, without noticing. It is
here. An opening. A purring, sumptuous shifting of cavernous motion, vitality, slower, gentle,
powerful, undulations. Its name is erotic. I feel it swim into me. I bend forward and take my
feelings to it. Like digging in rich earth. Using erotic to work my stress. Then I shift, breathe too
hard, try too hard. Try to capture it, and it's gone.

Back in the bar, the noise level increasing, I read Lorde, say of erotic, once you know this
satisfaction in your body, you will want it for everything.
Satisfaction?
Satisfaction. I imagine being satisfied with everything would cause a repleteness that will pool
so full that there will be no tension, no pulling for something else. No desire. Desire which
produces and extends. From the perspective of capitalism, deep contentment would be
revolutionary. But from the standpoint of abusive relationships, is deeply problematic.
Wine fluid in my belly, uneasy as these ruminations. It is time to go home. I am unsure how
satisfaction with everything or ertosicing everything, like small cuts on my cunt, works in my
life.
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As I walk slowly home up Marchmont Crescent, I identify my unease; satisfied with everything
is connected to my capacity to erotise things like pain, anger, violence, or vile ephemera.
Satisfaction or tolerance. I tolerate mould and decay and scarcity. I am satisfied with
problematic relationships because I gild them with erotic. I endure suffering; make it sexy. I
make it a prize by smothering the unacceptable in glitter, using erotic to transform it to
succulence. Use erotic to transform danger into dazzling.
I am worried about my ability to pleasurise, eroticise too many things – everything? I am
worried that some things should remain undesirable. Surely there is a line – not everything
that glitters is gold?

That evening I have wineinduced flashes of memories from a visit back to my old home in The
Caribbean.

I have heard about this thing. It’s disgusting. It’s when a man forces his penis into a woman’s
mouth violently  so hard that he makes her gag!
She goes on. Says more. Expresses her disgust and horror.
I don’t speak at first. Not sure how to articulate to her that I enjoy that activity.
Later, we are floating in the ocean. The sun scratching our pale skin. It’s spectacular. The vast
deep cerulean blue of the sky, the joyful bouncing salty aquamarine. A playful wind. I love
days like this.
I haven’t seen her for a year and to catch up, I am telling her about my anticipated research.
She listens and asks intelligent questions.
It is only after, during our saltysandskincrusted drive home, in the overheated car, with the
frantic ac running, her eyes on the black mirage of tarmac, held by the endless pine barren.
She says,
Susan, I am worried. I am worried about you. About the violence of this. How will you be safe?
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I dismiss her concern, feeling it like a muzzle, a straitjacket, not in a good way. I feel my body
respond in revulsion to her care. I imagine the implicit suggestion that I shouldn’t do this
research. Or have that kind of sex. I feel pathologised.

On the same trip, I meet another friend. We are having coffee in the airconditioned Starbucks
down at Island Seas. Sun lotion, chlorinesmelling, hibiscusdonning, tourists float past us in
the unnaturally cold air.
I ask about her complicated love life.
Her new lover wants to introduce some BDSM play. Wants to tie her up, play with her erotically.
My friend's skin glows, her laugh raucous and joyful.
We talk about how it feels to be the object of such intensity. With our eyes wide, we wonder
if it is love.
Then leaning in, dropping her voice low, she tells me about a night at her home. A romantic
meal, rum, too much rum.
A slight lean back. She glances away.
Then, words move fast and we are at the moment – a drunk moment. We are against her
kitchen wall, with its pictures of family watching her.
Speeding words, she says,
He put his hands around my neck. She gestures.
He pulled my hair. A hand to hair.
It hurt. She laughs.
It really hurt. A little puzzled.
She shifts direction again. Words falling fast. I can’t catch her.
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Then back to the kitchen – the wall. The family from their picture perches watching immobile.
I feel his breath on my friend. His focus, devouring, claiming. His passion for my friend. Their
possible exploration into kink and intensity. I feel her quivering excitement. Then my friend
says,
When he banged my head against the wall...
I am shocked. Speechless. I don’t know how to articulate my concern.
I manage to say something. But find an internal battle. Where is the line? Where is safe? It
sounds so abusive. But who the hell am I to say? To advise lines not to be crossed. Time runs
out, we have to move away from the cold caffeine flavoured intimacies. We hug close and say
goodbye. Leave the café and enter the wall of sun, heat and humidity.
I can't stop thinking about the words I couldn’t formulate with my friend. The questions I didn’t
ask, the cautions I didn’t speak, which trouble me still77.

I am worried about my friend.

The following week I am watching a tv show, and there is the familiar sight of the despicable
fetishist. We watch him, his receding chin, his bland features, his wet mouth as he pushes his
fingers into a small hole in ordinary blue panties. I smile and think,
I am with the fetishist. Finding erotic in all sorts of unexpected places.
As a pervert78 and an artist, I notice small things and find a matching resonance in my body. A
delight in the meaning, qualities, texture, history of an object, or action – what it is doing and
not doing.
Like little holes in fabric being probed, then ripped.

77

I forgot in the flurry of my swithering emotions that I could have simply asked her how she felt about it.
Which now, as an ethical moment, I ask her if I can include this version of our meeting in my thesis. And in our
ensuing conversation I attend to what I couldn’t then.
78
See labels and literature where I reclaim the term, pervert.
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Like the edges of flesh between stockings and panties.
Like aftershave and man smell; his spit on his dick.
Like a sharp scrape on vulnerable skin
Like an electric shock on a hard dick
Like a cut on my cunt
Like a cock thrust to the back of the throat.
Like a head banged against a wall?

I realise I have circled back to ethical edges of desire. Where is the line? Which erotic pleasure
is ok? I reached no firm conclusion, other than a slight caution to keep an eye out, from chapter
3. Here I am again at an indefinable worried moment.

Lorde, however, did not have ethical issues. She clearly defined erotic against pornographic,
which she describes as synthetic, superficial, lacking feelings. She is emphatic that the power
of erotic is for women and against patriarchy and porn. She knows the erotic is a woman’s
resource. And once experienced will encourage excellence, but she clarifies, not demanding
like unattainable perfection. Lorde insists erotic can be called upon in any situation for a fully
engaged feeling and satisfaction, even during work or building a bookcase. This, she demands,
is a standard to constantly strive and measure against. Spiritual knowledge, connections and a
pathway to politics. And a deep capacity for joy, rooted in the physical.
To me, she is talking about a vital, sensual, intelligent way of engaging in the world, but she
would not agree with how I use erotic. I hear her warning, her worry. I try not to feel scolded
or wrong. Cowan (1992) says that eroticising pain through SM is a soullonging for something
other than what is presented as sex in contemporary society. As if I am asking, what can
pleasure, erotics do? Like the Ars Erotica of SM, BDSM or painpleasure sex. Glittering and
gilded. But also emerging from the darkness, with the hideous undigested contents of the belly
of the sperm whale.
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I am interested that Lorde also warns about not attending to the power of the erotic; it is an
important asset. Erotics is a wonderful gift and, as part of the pleasure system, can produce a
rich, profound and beautiful engagement with the world, if at times a little unsettling, like Nin
and Freuh.
I conclude that Lorde’s caution does not negate the power of erotising. Nor is it a judgement
or an ethical line. I do understand that there is a difference between tolerating, eroticising
because there seems to be no other choice or ability to change because its lacquer functions
to disguise and obscure the intolerable: on the other hand, Lorde’s demands to use the power
of erotic as a political action to agitate, effect change and create more profound pleasure and
satisfaction.

*

The ability of erotic to transform sex and substances into drenching pleasure reaches a
worrying predicament. And requires, again, to keep an eye out. Erotics, erotising is not the only
way to delight. Now I delve further into pleasure, sometimes from the scientist's position, in a
lab coat, and occasionally tumbled in the heat of fantasy or porn. And sometimes cautiously
not.

Art 6.3

The image has dried. Its crisp dryness bothers me. The chaotic edges. I smooth it white. And
move chalk lines over the unclear previous marks.
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Having worked over the image of dissolved body, my response, artistically, is unexpectedly to
neaten it. Attempt to literally delineate what was previously chaotic. Then rediscover a moving,
motion, becoming. As if diffuse pleasure has now shattered into new potential ways of being,
multiple becomings.
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I wonder if the lines are an attempt to literally delineate the chaos of pleasure. As if deliberately
endeavouring to be objective as a scientist, I am trying to discern a line that can speak
eloquently of the multiple and inarticulate splatters of pleasure. Paradoxically, the lines
reproduced start to recreate chaos or lines of flight. The multiple lines of my body produce
motion, movements of millions of minute gestures of potential. Like the good feelings I have
the day after sex with HN. The chalk lines create something new from experiences of pleasure.
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Deleuze and Guattari (1988) describe,
In a book, as in all things, there are lines of articulation or segmentarity, strata and
territories; but also lines of flight, movements of deterritorialization and
destratification. Comparative rates of flow on these lines produce phenomena of
relative slowness and viscosity, or, on the contrary, of acceleration and rupture. All this,
lines and measurable speeds, constitutes an assemblage. (pp. 34)

I imagine an energy after sex of acceleration, rupture, movements that deterritorialize and
destratify, transforms and is included in the sex assemblage – a result of multifarious pleasures.
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Positioning Pleasuring Pleasures

His hand is tensed upwards. As if making himself not move it, not surrender to its desire to
steal his member from my slow massage. And quickly, deftly, jerk it to greedily splurge. His
hand remains extended as I continue to push my oil slick palms up and over his dick and
stomach, then draw them back down. Playing with how I form the edges of his sex with delicate
fingers or encompassing hand playing with rhythm and pressure. He has his eyes closed,
reclining. His head sunk deep into the pillow. The only visible tension, his hand, poised, held
upwards – maybe, in fact, a gesture of refusal.
As if it's difficult to accept pleasure as if it's easier to take it, steal it. Tangle it into difficult. I
know this. Know how I prefer pleasure to be complicated with other things, like pain, so
accepting it is not obvious. I know how to sneak it, take it unawares. Sully pleasure with visceral
ephemera. Or, as Stein (thinking with Benjamen and Fonagy) surmises from a clinical position,
sexual pleasure is used to process uncontained excess from childhood. Accepting the gift of
pleasure needs a glossy erotic stain of trouble, anxiety or a resisting hand. Producing the
tension of contradiction. The raised hand is doing something within the sex assemblage.

In this section, I intermittently don a lab coat, pursue science, or look elsewhere, like in the
porn dungeon, to understand different perspectives of entangled pleasure. I do this to locate
female pleasure unshackled from scripts of heteronormativity. Doing this allows pleasure (for
any body) to align with the multiplicity of pleasures possible in a sex assemblage.
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*

Pleasure is complex (Jolly et al., 2013).
Similar to pain, pleasure doesn’t have one location in the brain. Instead, “many diverse
pleasures share overlapping brain substrates” (Berridge & Kringelbach, 2015, pp. 659660).
And,
pleasure is never merely a sensation or a thought, but it is instead an additional hedonic
gloss generated by the brain via dedicated systems (Kringelbach & Berridge, 2010, pp.
664665).

In my lab coat, how I think about pleasure and experience my pink nipple interacting with brisk
white scientific cotton affects my body’s responses. A hedonic gloss slithered on sensations
and thinking to produce pleasure. What a delightful image, as if slick oil spread over flesh.
Visually and sensually glinting, like erotics.
Pleasure is more than a mere sensory event, but rather it can be conceptualized as a
complex, multiform experience involving memory, motivation, homeostasis, and,
sometimes, negative affects (Moccia et al., 2018, p. 1).

I know something of this complexity. My relationship with lustrous pleasure blends with what
can be understood as negative affects – pain and its relations.

Interrupting this writing and reading of what science says about pleasure, TT calls me. We talk
over Whatsapp, his voice chocolatey, velvet, smooth.
I don’t tell him I am playing the part of sexy scientist in my lab coat. Instead, I ask him what he
thinks about an exciting, invigorated, transformed sense of body the day after sex, not from a
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selfpleasuring orgasm, but bodies cavorting. I'm still wondering about how I feel the day after
sex with HN, a delicious expansiveness and invigorated sense of vitality.
TT thinks this is due to the energy of the other person. He says,
Oh honey, have you been with yogis? They are amazing!
He groans,
They know all about energy.
I am momentarily distracted by his groan. I suddenly remember once when I was walking to
see MA when TT had called…
On the call, it gets heated. As I traverse Bruntsfield, my hand is grasping my now aroused body.
I am infrequently emitting noises of pleasure, maybe groans? Gasps? I don’t know. I just notice
that a sound has left my body to mingle with the cold night air. It takes me a moment longer
to realise a man is walking in time with me. He seems to be unwittingly keeping pace. I can’t
imagine how he understands a middleaged woman making inappropriate noises and hot,
encouraging words on a chilly dark Bruntsfield night.
The memory is slightly distracting, sitting at my desk and gazing at Marchmont contorted
through my Ikea lace net curtains. I return my attention to TT as he continues to enthuse. He
tells me I should look up a woman he has researched who is a sex expert; maybe I could learn
something from her? She says women just need to surrender. I am not sure how this connects
to my question about embedded good feelings the next day. My question feels more
ephemeral, outwith procedures of surrender or opinions of specialists.
But I notice it irritates me – the easy ideas of experts. I launch into a speech about my research,
contesting sexual essentialism, narratives of heteronormativity, linear ideas of pleasure. I
preach at him that a female’s sexuality is a double system, brakes and accelerator (Nagoski,
2015). And has he ever been told to calm down? Just surrender a similarly ridiculous demand
(Wise, 2020).
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I say pleasure is a layered word. And I espouse to him about multiple pleasures and verbing
states79. How thinking in this nuanced way allows for noticing different contradictory
happenings in the body. And sexual pleasure is fascinatingly complicated.
I stop pontificating, but irritation is an energy that continues to vibrate.
He says, his voice low and distracted,
Baby, you are turning me on. I’m getting hard listening to you.
Then he reminds me of things we have done in the past. Eventually, he realises this time, I am
not going to oblige with some phone sex. Instead, he leaves the conversation saying next time
we meet, he is going to attend to my ass.
The whole day worshipping your ass.
I feel uneasy after the conversation. Not just because of our unaligned moments. I think it is
because of his assumption that pleasure is easy. And although it is a valid observation,
relaxation produces deeper orgasms (Wise, 2020), I find something grating about imagining
pleasure as one thing discovered through the formula.
Sex=heteronormative sex=Penisvaginaintercourse (PVI)=orgasm=pleasure.
Though, to be fair to TT, in all the years we have had infrequent sexual contact, I don’t think
we have ever done anything that looks heteronormative.

The first time:
I was heartbroken and he and Jean had come over to cheer me up.
They bring vodka to cleanse my pain.
On my red carpet. Shades of pale, tan and brown, edges merge in formless wrangling
encouraged by small shots of liquor.

79

As described in chapter 5, colonised language: verbing passivity
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Jean whispers to me,
You are beautiful, Susan
She and I have made love before, upstairs in my art studio. The large mirror observing our
contrived excursion into sex on a mattress on the floor, amid the chaos of turps, brushes,
canvases, paper, random objects, and paint marks. It was contrived because Jean had asked
me to film her and her clandestine lover having sex, and we had a sense it would evolve into a
threesome. Instead, we wanted our first experience together to be about us, not the man.
Jean whispers her encouragement to me this vodka night with TT, knowing intimately the self
consciousness of my body beside her silicone perfection. In the tumbling, there is no
penetration as one of us is married. Only TT’s tongue energetically probing my anus, then Jean's
in turn. We kiss, lick and suck, squirm. No one cums, the energy dissipates. We lie, then sit,
then dress on my dirty red rug. Little pieces of the detritus of my life – crumbs, stones, fluff,
and glitter sticking to our flushed oilslick skin. A final drink outside under a blanket of black
starstudded sky, then we each return to our lonely beds.
Another time, in a pitchdark room, TT has put a pillow under my bottom. Holds my arms by
my side, then presses his face against my cunt. He stays there becoming one with my clitoris.
Barely moving, patiently allowing me to squirm, gyrate and push against and away from his
mollusc mouth as I guide his fingers inside me. Until I am gaspingly satisfied.
He does this to me twice that opaque night.
Another night.
I feel his hands move over my body. I can’t move; sleep too heavy in me. Fatigue making my
flesh bones meld with the bed. As if tiredness makes gravity more powerful, magnetizing
downwards. His hands slip between my legs, smooth against my thighs. I am leaden. His hands
hesitate. I feel hunger in their hesitation. Before they retract. It must be 2 am, he rests his
body against mine. He seems content to lie on me. My feet start to move as if awoken without
ownership and craving comfort, snaking around his ankles. He groans, pushes against me with
renewed zeal. The rest of my body remains impassive. He focuses on my deriding back.
Massaging me, but it feels like he is not touching me. Instead, he is caressing his lack, his
hunger. What I won’t give him. My body betrays me – I moan. It is all the encouragement he
needs. He groans back. I feel the rising of his sex. He is in the thrall of his desire. He rubs his
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cock upwards against my spine, and I respond, gyrate my back in encouragement. Till he gasps,
I am going to cum.
And with a sodden final rasp, thrusts against my flattened back. I lie and breathe in the elixir of
sexual energy.
I shouldn’t have been surprised about him coming by rubbing against my back. The next day
we are in his kitchen when he says,
This time I got off on your back; last time, I sucked your clit, the time before you wanked me off
with your feet.
Making breakfast, I am startled and reply,
A feast of disjointed body parts!

I also shouldn’t be surprised that his dick finds my feet again, less weighted by slumber. I like
it when he can’t stop himself. When all his protestations that he wants pleasure for me is
devoured by his own desire for pleasure.
Maybe today, if I hadn’t become irritated, I would have dropped the white lab coat and fallen
into verballured pleasure, brought some heat sitting at my desk. Outside, the chilly street
passing by. Instead, after our call, I feel small cold shivers creep up my legs.
Cold fondling my limbs, I realise something is provoking me about this close attention to
pleasure. I feel it in my writing – resistance to something. As if the thesis, an entity demanding
my words, is too attentive, too hungry for me to produce pure pleasure. Such that it stops me.
I feel truculent, over observed. Selfconscious.
Consequently, instead of thinking directly about sexual pleasure, again, I attempt to wander
my thoughts back to the pleasures I have after pleasure. The delight I feel the day after sex
with HN.

But I am still irritated and resistant.

I go for a run.
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I move my body vigorously towards the Braid Hills, I am thinking with Deleuze and Guattari,
their term lines of flight – this is what I imagine I feel the day after sex.
But not every time. I am curious then, what is it about sex with HN that produces this next day
postsex pleasure?
As I reach the plateau overlooking the city and the endorphins of exercise hit, it occurs to me
that the intention for pleasure informs how I experience sex. That, in turn, influences the
quality of the next day postsex sensations.
As I am running, moving my body, loupin’ over hard rocks and hillocks, scanning towards Fife,
I imagine if I made a Pleasure Goals Venn diagram, sex with HN is the interface between kinky
sex which intends to explore erotic experiences and normal sex, which aims for PVI.
Of course, it is ridiculous to categorise. Motivations and intentions for sex are varied. But it
helps me understand why I find sex with HN so intriguing. And for the purpose of this thesis, it
interrogates easy assumptions around sexual pleasure by noticing the underlying constructs
informing sex research. Identifying the intention of sex is a structural difference between
heteronormative sex and pleasure pain sex assemblage – like in the dungeon with BP our sex
rarely includes PVI.
I had never thought about the intention of sex influencing pleasure, but once home, I look at
the literature. In their multidisciplinary study, Abramson and Pinkerton (1995) agree that the
complication of discussing pleasure and sex is embroiled in ideas of the purpose of sex. If
sex/pleasure is tethered to unacknowledged notions of reproduction, how we create, produce
or discern pleasure – what pleasure can do – is influenced.
Also investigating from diverse disciplines, writing against the contemporary obsession and
demand for pleasure, Guillebaud (1999) says of sexual pleasure,
…considering, from the outset, sexuality as a function , which had never in history been
the case — never! The very idea of function introduced that of dysfunction and,
therefore, a concept of sexual health that implies, by extension, quantitative evaluation
and the concept of performance. (p. 98)

I like Guillebaud’s outrage. Function/dysfunction, performance, which creates categories like
normal/perverted. And this sexual function/performance follows a linear formula based on
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male80 sexual pleasure. This is depressingly simple – sex scientists Beyer et al. (2006) agree and
describes this process as,
The first step is touching, the next is kissing, followed by caressing, then, for
heterosexual couples, vaginapenis contact followed by intercourse, and then the top
step— orgasm. (p. 98)

These authors are challenging the apparent simplicity of the function of sex and pleasure. They
are contesting the singular narrative of this straightforwardness and how it connects to
pleasure. I agree. Sexual pleasure doesn’t only belong to linear narratives. Thankfully, there
can be excessive pleasure everywhere, feet, back, clitoris. And a worshipped ass.

80

In this instance I mean male sexual pleasure as constructed through heteronormativity. I recognise that sex
nor gender limits the capacity for any body to experience multiple and diverse pleasures.
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Coming to Pleasures: Politics of the Female Orgasm

Pondering the unarticulated landscape of intention influencing pleasures formulation. I realise
the source of the niggling with TT; I have a confession, a secret.
I don’t like the word pleasure.
It feels presumptuous, obvious and simple. Or good  a cloying innocence. Or monolithic. It
insists on itself. The word feels full of expectations and demands. As if it is just one thing and
that confuses me. Makes me feel outside of it. I am more familiar with the tension and
complication of pleasure pain.

A new day and back in my lab coat, thinking about this, I feel a swirling undercurrent. It settles
between my words, this writing, like an unwelcome sadness.
The lurking sadness is not just because of the word.
It lurks because…she is a good (enough) mother (Winnicott, 1971).

She is a good mum. She makes a commitment to read every night a bedtime story to each of
her three children.
Every night for 30 minutes, she sits by the bed and reads to each of her children in turn; stories
for 4yearolds, stories for 5yearolds and stories for 7yearolds.
I am the 4yearold, under the soft covers. Orange block print patterned duvet cover, matching
my 70’s classic bright orange walls. I am lying on my back, listening to the words float around
the room. I am warm and halfaware. Just a little girl safely ensconced in her bed. In her
bedroom, in her home, with her mum.
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Mum reaches over. She puts her hand on top of the duvet. It lands over where my hand is
touching the rubbery texture of my young flesh between my legs.
I feel in the weight of her hand pushing through the fabric of down and cotton, the magnitude
of her displeasure mirrored in her face. She says,
Stop
My mother’s voice is pleated with emotion – anger, upset, dismay, horror, embarrassment,
fury.
Her hand, a heavy message, a tap tap tap of morse code. Or like a paddle with the word wrong
written in paint. Insinuating into my young forming body.
Stop!
My mum was merely speaking the voices that resounded before her. Ideas that masturbation
is wrong and pleasure alone is not allowed. Not to be discussed or experienced and that sex,
pleasure only happens with a husband.

I imagine this forbidding voice is interrupting this chapter. A heavy hand demanding that I take
my slick fingers from my sex. Instead of an invitation to explore multifarious pleasures, I feel
observed by disapproval. I should hide. Not expose myself getting rowdy, splattered in hot
cum, whips and brutal hands. Or having my ass worshipped. Instead, I should pull the white
starch lab coat tighter around me and hide in the arid language of science.

Sitting with this disquiet, I take off my lab coat.
I go to the local coffee shop and seek other comforting pleasures of food and company.

Eating a warmed almond croissant, savouring the rich, gooey marzipan middle, avoiding my
uneasiness, I return to what science says about sex and pleasure. Science seems a less
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personally provocative access point, but I am aware that as I read, watchful, judgemental
voices of the past hover, as does the little girl who was shamed in her own bed, under her
covers by her mother speaking the voices of society. Shamed of her pleasure and shamed of
her body.
I feel her, young me, shiver against me as I now read how female pleasure, orgasm, is
conceived, ignored, absent, belittled, valorised or reclaimed. And how advocating female
pleasure can continue, unwittingly, narratives of heteronormative sexuality – the voices that
demand stop due to reverberations of the past, that conceive female pleasure as suspicious
and specifically tied only to men through heteronormativity.
Female pleasure, Beckman (2013) reminds, is not the same as male pleasure. And “the female
orgasm carries layers of social and political meaning, even before any pleasure has taken place”
(p. 79)
The voices that my mother channelled with her fearful demand that I stop have a long lineage.
Even after religious fervour abated and masturbation was maybe not a sin. Hysteria, a
wandering womb had settled into the pelvis. However, the discourses continue an alarming
bent towards ignoring female pleasure (passive or dead?81), or correlating it as an unseen
shadow of male pleasure, relating only to a penis. I suppose it is because a penis can fit so
neatly into a vulva that female sexual pleasure was expected to fit neatly into PVI. And the
incentive of babymaking kept pleasure tied to this simple sexual process.
She, young me, leans into and hides in my warmth as I continue to read.
Freud, endorsing heterosexual reproductive sex, didn’t help the politics of female orgasm with
his pronouncements that clitoral orgasms were immature, for girls – women had vaginal
orgasms. The message was clear, masturbation was not ok; you need a dick in you to have a
mature orgasm. This proved, not surprisingly, challenging to feminism. One consequence was
Koedt’s problematic denial of vaginal orgasms. Instead, she promoted the clitoral orgasm for
selfpleasure to avoid hegemonic patriarchy (Gerhard, 2000).
The female orgasm emerged again with hopeful anticipation through Masters and Johnson’s
research. They aimed for sexual parity for the heterosexual couple; both should be coming.

81

See Chapter 5, Verbing Passivity.
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They worked with objective science to make the mystery of the female orgasm visible.
Questionably “they distilled orgasm to a set of physiological changes and scripted it into a
paradigm of procreative heterosexuality” (Musser, 2012, p. 6)
Musser points out the irony that the research, in its desire to be clean from anecdotes and
subjective accounts, fails to notice the problem with their peeking tom dildo Ulysses. A large
and tempting phallus that recorded the inner workings of orgasm, supposedly replicating a
husband. It is not hard to imagine that Ulysses distorted results. Although in their starched
white lab coats they intended to produce unequivocal information about female orgasm, a
purely physiological investigation, they neglected to see it is not quite so simple. However,
startling at the time, given ideas of female passivity and disinterest in sex, they noted that
through masturbation, women could, wanted to, and did have (multiple) orgasms on their own
(Gerhard, 2000).
Sexologist Kinsey (2003; 1953) also used science, or at least his version of science, to break,
through statistics, the construction of sexual norms tied to morals, which unintentionally
produced the morals of sex norms (Lochrie, 2005). He suggested a sexual orientation scale and
refuted Freud’s claims that vaginal orgasms were mature. However, controversy still lingers
due to his methods and findings (Bancroft, 2004).
Shifting my bottom on the hard seat in the café and taking a swig of now cold tea. Weary of
dry texts and scientific procedures which located female pleasure in heteronormativity, I take
a break, will return to the politics of female pleasure, but for now, I aim to remember wet
pleasures in fantasy and porn instead. Pleasures not hidden under white scientific starch
cotton (or orange block print covers). Instead, pleasure revealed under a nun’s habit.
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Desiring Fantasy and Orgasm Torture

The café is mostly empty of people but full of air and wispy smells of bacon and coffee. Jan
interrupts, joins me for a while. We talk about relationships and philosophy – our favourite
topics. Before standing, needing to serve someone else, I ask,
What do you think about pleasure?
I like it.
Smiles, at least I can see eyes crinkle up from the top line of the mask.
Anything else?
I like teasing.
I also like pleasure to be coaxed and tempered. Teasing, playing with desire is exciting. And
interrupts linear sex; it plays with focus. Changes the rhythm, builds intensity. Plays with the
unknown. Enticing pleasures through interruptingpain creates delightful expanses of
excruciating desire.
It reminds me: It’s a long story, but I am on a yacht on a dark, salty, thickly humid night, stars
gleaming in time with the chink chink sound boats make and the rhythmic slapping of water
against fibreglass. The small yacht is in the middle of a bay. I am with a group of women who
selfidentify as various shades of lesbian. We are too many, perching on the boat’s edge,
surrounded by miasmic dark. Our hostess brings us drinks from the galley. One woman is
explaining to me the process, taught by her professor in class (at a Women’s College in the
States), to have multiple orgasms. She says,
Playing with desire, start with arousing to say, a three, then dial it back to 1. Then tease arousal
to, um, maybe 5, then reduce to 3. Follow this incremental increase and decrease ‘til 10, the
sweet spot. She smiles and says, then do it again.
This is one of many ways to pleasure.
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Building arousal and pleasure through cajoling desire
And fantasy.
Like a wicked nun.

DS is stretched out on the bed. Relaxed, his body recumbent, filling the space. The covers
rumpled create a white halo around his dark skin.
Oh yes, Baby! He encourages me.
I am kneeling on the edge of the bed, hovering over his midriff. I have a sexy nun outfit on.
And he is watching a sexy nun on pornhub. Both us nuns, in our habits, are taking time to
slowly get off a wellendowed cock. From time to time, he reaches a hand over my rump and
pushes lazily between my legs to find my creamy plump insides. His gaze shifting from the porn
to me. I clamber over him, seeking first his wet mouth and keen tongue, before demanding my
satiating, on top.
With him, I have learned to like being on top…slide my cunt up and then down, teasing rhythm.
Pushing hard against him, legs split, so he is deep. His dick pressing against my insides. “Core
in my core” (Freuh, 1996). Then, sucked upwards, gyrating on him, little pulses up and down
before a slow slithering absorbing him inwards. These movements are for him. Watching his
careful reactions. Clenching and releasing. Gyrations tease him. My body, skin, eyes, ears, as
the naughty nun, attuned to understand how to use my body as an instrument for his pleasure.
And then not.
Now ensuring my curling pleasure. Movements that my body demands, sliding and pushing,
with his heavy member pulsing. Selfish in my taking. Fingers on my pussy. Nun’s outfit tipped
to the side, my sex pushing against his pubic bone. Feeling his straining in me only as my toy.
Gluttonous for my pleasure, I don’t care if it is causing suitable friction or rhythm for him. But
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writhing in undulations positioned for me. He likes this too, knowing I don’t care. I am a
mercenary sister for my pleasure. Using fantasy to heighten our teasing pleasures.

More than procedures for pleasure described by a woman on a yacht in the middle of a briny
dark night, fantasy unbinds the imagination from reality and rules. The Story of O (Reage, 2013)
is an SM dream. Anais Nin (2000) is the queen of erotica and Nancy Friday (2001) allowed
women’s voices to share their anonymous unbridled fantasies.
I also use fantasy. Play with fantasies. Send HN texts describing lascivious stories of home
invasions, rape (Bivona & Critelli, 2009; Bivona et al., 2012), alleyways, group sex. It seems our
pleasure in playing with power dynamics and fantasies match. We use these fantasies like
foreplay and dirty talk during sex.
How we think about sex as we are having it influences our experience of it. Fantasy allows
exciting thoughts to energise sex and seduce it with more provocative, taboo desires.
But I don’t just want fantasies; I want to feel all of it, live it, like in a dungeon, in an alley, over
a desk. Enact fantasies like in the porn dungeon.

Porn: I watch women tied up, contorted with various degrees of humiliation, exposed. Hung
upside down. Straddled over machines. Strung up akimbo, teetering on tiptoes, bodies
shimmying. Half suspended, exposed, one leg held to the side. In the middle of a gang. It’s a
genre, orgasm torture.
This is on Pornhub (2021) through the franchise Kink.com (2021). They interview women first,
discover their fantasy, then blackclad doms expertly fulfil. The doms are tools to facilitate the
fantasy through vibrators, dildos, machines, fingers, whips, chains, ropes. They work hard and
are sometimes surprisingly chaste; sometimes, they do not divulge their dicks or cunts, or put
mouths in intimate gestures of kissing or licking. But sometimes, they do. Sometimes it's
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teamwork, gang rape fantasies, group humiliation. Whatever, not linear like PVI but scripted
on her fantasy, it is their job to fulfil it and violently force her full with pleasures. Such that it is
called torture.
I watch avidly in an intricate dance of pain and building intensity, the women are continually
inflicted with pleasure through touch, violence, engagement, humiliation, interpersonal,
excessive, affective – pain and pleasure traversing the surface and interior of her whole body.
Taking time, hours and days, they produce multiple skeins of a pleasure pain sex assemblage.
I know this sensation of time taken to play desire and pull into multiple directions. Pain (or
humiliation, surprise, fear, or any number of alternative senses) doing something with or
against the building pleasure. Opposing or simultaneous sensations creates liminality.
Absorbed by these contradictions, I have split attention like twine teased apart to create an
emptiness without thought.
No thought, as if against spectatoring. The term by Masters and Johnson (1970) suggest self
observing stops sexual excitation. Thinking, analysing, understanding (possibly connected to
hypervigilance or the watchingthesis) flattens excitation of a sexual encounter. However,
thinking is interrupted in painpleasure sex. Pain stops thinking (Scarry, 1985). Pain can eject a
sense of self (Baumeister, 1988) and yet heighten a sense of body (Hammers, 2014). The whole
body is animated as thinking is shattered. The body is contained, parcelled like meat. There is
no escape. No thinking required. Forced to accept delicious complex contradictory sensations
and these pleasurable sensations are created from the script of her fantasy and desires.
In orgasm torture, there is usually more than one scene, generally more than one orgasm,
often female ejaculation. She lives her fantasy and multiple pleasures at the hands of
experienced dom(s) and wellequipped dungeon. In this marketed version of BDSM, the drama
of the variety of orgasms presumably are valuable. The doms’ work, in this pleasure economy,
is capitalised through the footage. And it does take work; it is expertise and proficiency. Not
just the ability to produce extreme pleasures, modulating pain/pleasure, anticipating –
attuning to her body, but using the equipment, managing difficult and potentially dangerous
techniques.
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The women are interviewed at the end, unselfconsciously naked and beaming. The dom
reviews what happened, the lengthy exodus into what pleasure pain, fantasy and desire can
do.
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Troubling Pleasure

My writing is erratic. I have been writing about porn, looking at science to investigate pleasure.
Using discourses of whitestarch and dungeon salaciousness tangled with fantasy, memories
and the café because uncomplicated pleasure feels too intimate to describe. The word (still)
seems too formidable to approach. Pushing me offkilter.
I need to slow down.
Pause into this.
Stop this giddying dance around pleasure.
I think,
It's writing, words. They are too clunky.
To offer pleasure, I’d rather pull in close. Let the heat of my body emanate against skin. With
my face resting hidden, slowly murmur my mouth against warm skin. I’d rather lean my body
closer, move my limbs and flesh to pleasure’s rhythm. As soon as I attempt to find words for
unalloyed pleasure, there is a cessation. Pleasure defies language, or at least it is fighting me.
Now wanting to note pleasure without its delicious complications of pain, in sex, or
masturbation – it dissolves. Aiming to remember, words evade me. Its multiple amorphousness
won’t be captured. Leaving only a low vibration, a hum in my body to contemplate.
I like writing about sex, but this, attempting to write about unadulterated pleasure – the
sensations dissolve before I can find language to capture it.

And I have been cheating.
Feeling suddenly incapable of writing here, I have been writing elsewhere. To him, the words,
desires, pleasures tumble out in streaming language. Words melt into a messy pleasurable
cacophony.
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I wonder if this hesitancy is young me. The shy humiliated one turns away from the observed
word pleasure. She wants to hide from being witnessed pressing her fingers into pleasures
sticky insides and once again shamed. She avoids the scrutiny of inquiry. Steals words away
before they can form.
The pulse of pleasures, writing erotics, for those reasons has moved away from here,
elsewhere, I am stranded with an impossibility. I should be reaching an orgasmic crescendo,
building language to tease and arouse, tapping the keyboard in expert rhythms to entice, to
bring to a climax – except I can't and won't.
I can't because my erotic energies have become private because a little ghost girl leaning
against me insists.
And.
I won't follow the linear pattern of pleasure as a singular moment, a climatic end, because I
aim to further trouble the linearity of PVI sex. Pleasure is not only one thing with an endpoint82
Pleasure is more multifarious than cunty sex and more than the euphemism pleasure for
orgasm.

*

The café starts to swell with people for lunch as I return to science to be told about pleasure.
For example, did you know that orgasm is deliciously beneficial? They feed the brain like
vigorous exercise, swamping it in oxygen. They induce relaxation, ease stress, anxiety and
depression (Horstman, 2012).
The benefits of orgasm are also discussed in popular educative books (brown et al., 2019;
Collective, 2019; Nagoski, 2015; Wise, 2020; Wolf, 2013). The authors’ intentions are to
promote the importance of orgasm, pleasure as activism and a counter to anhedonia.

82

Alongwith Deleuze and Guattari’s argument against orgasm as an endpoint in Chapter 3
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However, promoting the benefits or demanding equivalence can be problematic, especially
when orgasm is still conceived within unacknowledged normative structures (Gerhard, 2000)
– when the intention for sex is unquestioned.
As Potts (2000) says,
the pleasures – and displeasures – of ‘achieving’ orgasm may be complex and
sometimes contradictory, and are not always ‘healthful’ for women, or men (p. 56)
And,
in ‘everyday’ conversation, the coerciveness of the ‘orgasmic imperative’ is exposed (p.
57)

Within challenging structures of linear heteronormative sex, the necessity to produce an
orgasm, when it doesn’t happen, creates complicated reasons why women feel compelled to
fake it (Jackson & Scott, 2002). Some reasons include wanting the sex to end. For safety. For
love. A desire to endorse their partner's prowess. As if women are pleasurepassive. As if it is
men’s role to produce female orgasms. An external display to confer the success of a sexual
encounter, his manliness and her womanliness. Pleasure, in these scripts, is being produced
for reasons more complicated than a joyful desire to share and explore pleasurable sensations.
Women are more likely to fake because statistically, heteronormative penetration produces
fewer orgasms for women; 80% don’t orgasm through PVI (Collective, 2019, p. 26). Outcomes
are better when the sex is not PVI but still weighted in men’s favour. It’s worth noting that for
women who are feminists and believe in their right to a good life and have strong selfworth,
the incidence of orgasm increases.
Unfortunately, the PVI informed script of orgasm is still prevalent today. Many researchers and
the DSM use Masters and Johnson’s linear heteronormativepromoting PVI model (Sugrue &
Whipple, 2001).
For example,
Inconsistent coital orgasm is a common complaint among women presenting with
sexual function concerns (Kohut & Fisher, 2013, p. 40).
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If only 20% of women orgasm through coitus, how is it the woman’s sexual function concern?
Looking at the research, it would seem this is a technique, attitude, society, information,
patriarchal, heteronormative PVI, issue (Gerhard, 2000).
Rather than the PVI models of sexual function to define female pleasure still present in the
DSM, sex researchers Beyer et al. (2006) point out,
Women can experience sexual arousal, orgasm, and satisfaction without desire, and
they can experience desire, arousal, and satisfaction without orgasm. A woman who
has sexual satisfaction but does not go through all the linear phases of the sexual
response model should not be construed as having a sexual disorder
(p. 99)

I am reminded about orgasm torture, but this time, sometimes the pleasure of orgasm is
absent. Because obvious orgasm required for performing heteronormativity is not always
needed in the dungeon enactments by Kink.com.

She is strapped against a table and endured an endless stridency of pain and pleasure. The
camera moves to her face extended forward, and it's beatific, euphoric. Throughout the film,
there is no obvious sign (2 days edited down to 40 mins) that she has climaxed. She doesn’t
mention it in her exit interview. But she enthuses that she is deeply satisfied.
Out of the slick marketed versions of categories like orgasm torture, in the dungeon spaces of
pleasurepain sex, like Thorne (2012) and Marcus (1981) similarly describe, pain and pleasure
may or may not include orgasm. In their intimate biographies, both discuss their initial lack of
orgasm, and subsequent experiencing and then ambivalence towards it. Because being forced
to take lengthy pleasures, overwhelming the body's surface by multiple physical and mental
stimulations, they describe this as deeply pleasurable and satisfying. There is more to pleasure
than orgasm.
Science also describes multiple ways to experience various pleasures. Specifically, there is
more than one structure, not limited to genitals, to experience orgasmic pleasures.
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The research of Whipple et al. (Beyer et al., 2006; 2015) has identified supplementary to the
clitoris, there are three pairs of nerves in women connecting the vagina, cervix and uterus,
which can be stimulated to produce orgasms.
This means that Freud wasn’t even slightly right. The female body’s capacity to be stimulated
into pleasure is not a clitoris v vaginal argument, but orgasmic pleasure is at least, from three
pairs of nerves, supplementary to the clitoris! At least because further in their research,
Komasaruk and Whipple (2011) point out that orgasms can happen from stimulation of, for
example, nipples, throat, phantom limbs, the anus, through notouch only thinking/fantasy.
Basson (2000) agrees that female pleasure is more than a linear goal to release tension, Freud's
(2015) pleasure principle. In contrast, she suggests a variety of orgasm models.
This scientific research aligns with Deleuze and Guattari not privileging the heteronormative
orgasm of the bounded humanist subject. And with Beckman, includes orgasm, pleasure in the
larger schematic of plateaus and rhizomes of desire. Like in a sex assemblage, pleasures can
incorporate playing with desire, time, pausing, intensity, flows, entire body surfaces/interiors,
erotics, excess ephemera, fantasy, affects, and contradictory sensations. The configuration of
the sex assemblage aligns with the scientific research by Basson and Whipple et al., which
implicitly and generously asks, what can a body do?
What it can do is open pleasures to a delicious vivacious smorgasbord of invigorating, infinite
possibilities83. And the socalled troubling, dark, dirty, painful and perverse.

I pause. Look around the café, now quiet again. Breathe and stretch. Feel the pleasure of my
body unfurl after the cramped pose of a writer. I am now on my fourth cup of tea. The door is
open; the day has become vibrantly frosty. In a postreadingwriting dwam, I wonder where
young me is. I had become lost in the dry words of science and the wet worlds of porn, my
awareness of fey energies blunted.

83

There are multiple pleasures of what a body can do, like in tantric sex, karma sutra or sex magic, or any of
the other disciplines that explore the potentiality of sexual pleasures. However, delicious as they are, there are
outwith the scope of this thesis which is focused on troubling pleasures.
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I gaze out the window at the crystalline sky. I continue thinking about sex assemblages and
female pleasures which untethered from linear goalorientated scripts become delightfully,
meanderingly expansive. It reminds me of Nan Shepherd’s (2015) circumnavigation of the
Cairngorms. She did more than merely conquer the Cairngorm mountains. Her engagement
was multiple, explorative, particular, intriguing, vast and minute. She knew the Cairngorms –
tasted, smelled, sensually engaged with its dark crevasses, tufted outcrops, violent rocky
plunges, sheer inclines, swollen contours, hidden marshes, scree, textures of lichen, mud and
heather. She observed insects and animals that lived in it. Felt the weather. She was with the
mountains endless unravelling mystery and danger.

Inspired, I want to tell how Nan explored the mountains to young me. To remind her of
different versions of pleasures. To ease her shame for enjoying her own personal pleasures.
Shamed by the voices of patriarchy which only framed pleasure like conquering a mountain.
As if pleasures are only one thing and only belong to linear reproductive sex.
I tell the young me about multiple pleasurable wandering adventures. The whole mountain to
be explored, vistas enjoyed, and time taken. I murmur to her of the joys of curiosity and
exploring different landscapes. Encourage that if she chooses, she can also run straight up and
conquer the mountain. She can take her time in a slow circumnavigation and delve into muddy,
dirty. Explore excitement and danger. I whisper profuse panoplies of pleasures. I soothingly
remind, she can journey alone or with friends. I whisper gently, more gently…till her shame
eases.
She has a shy smile, sleepy now after listening to my story. Her fingers return between her legs
under orange block print covers. She falls asleep and drifts away from my side into her own
contented ethers.

Jan offers me more tea and tries to tidy my plate. I wave a reaching hand away, aghast; there
is still a tiny corner of croissant. Laughter,
I say
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You can’t take it away yet – I’m not finished!
I think it's important that I enjoy every last morsel – all day in the airy café.
Eventually, I take my pile of empty cups and now empty plate to the counter. Wave a hearty
goodbye to Jan and head home.

*

Today is miserable weather. Heavy grey clouds weep infrequently over the city, leaving a dull
metallic sheen. Car lights flash up and down the street with the accompanying sound of murky
street water spraying upwards, reiterating lustre. Again, I am contemplating pleasure and
postsex pleasure. My bodymind deliciously refreshed. The overthinking of yesterday
smoothed by the rigour of HN’s dick, his hand squeezing emphatically at my throat in our
extemporized adventure into complicated pleasures on the corner edges of his kitchen
cabinets. I find a small circle of bluegreen on my arm. Another vivid bruise on my ass. And
writing that and gently caressing their painful tenderness, I feel pleasurable arousal beam and
cause a fast intake of breath.

Beyond my hesitations with the word pleasure. This section asked,
What can pleasure do?
Complicated pleasure can arise in relationships of nonhuman objects, human and vile. With
Foucault’s Ars Erotica and Scientis Sexualis and Lorde’s definition of the power of the erotic,
pleasure can be a gloss smattered on anything. This, like endless desire, can be challenging
and requires keeping an eye out.
However, once broken from scripts of PVI and linear, pleasure ceases to be about function or
dysfunction, normal or the dungeon. Thinking with fantasy and desire, understanding
physiology, reading dry scientific texts reveals the potential of kinky sex to align with how
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women are aroused and experience multiple pleasures. As Stark (2016) describes, “love and
eroticism enable the remapping of territory so that the body can be known in new ways”
because “the whole body becomes an erotic surface” (p. 57).
Eschewing monolithic, pleasure ceases to be singular or good and propagates into pleasures.
A thousand tiny sexes engage in thousands of tiny pleasures (Deleuze & Guattari, 1988; Grosz,
1993).

Pleasures extend and emerge through, for example, postsex rising new fantasies,

sexting, desires, reverie, further physical pleasure in the pain of a sexextended body, stretched
muscles, finding bruises, etc. In other words, pleasures are entwined and happen not just at
the moment of sex but entangle in larger nonsequential arcs, like rhizomes and plateaus. A
sex assemblage is not one thing, not one moment, not limited to genitals, not one aim, not one
type of pleasure. This liberates sex into multiple potentialities of bespoke sex assemblages.

The rain has eased, but cars still splatter muddy water. The sun mesmerises, transforming the
cityscape. The street gleams – lustrous, like sex, for me, in this sex assemblage is drenched in
a patina of muddy, complicated affects and sensations emerging from pleasure and pain. A
difficult, dirty gloss that lubricates my experiences of pleasure, like visceral ephemera, fantasy,
desires. Rich, diverse, and troubling pleasures.

Watching the slick mud on the coruscating street, I feel my bruised and stretched body still
swilling in postsex pleasures like numerous chalk lines on a painting, lines of flight, flinging
outward anticipating new potential erotic pleasures.
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7. Binding the Sex Assemblage
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In this chapter, with art psychotherapy theories, I contemplate ending. After another iteration
of NonVitruvian, I review the art produced throughout this thesis. Mindful of concluding, I
consider what to do with NonVitruvian. Alongside this, I mull over the process of creating this
thesis. What was omitted and what work it has done. Then, with the art of NonVitruvian
becoming lines of flight, I rendezvous at the threshold of ending and consider new sex
assemblages.
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Art 7.1

The shine of erotics and pain pleasure in mind, inspired by Seigworth & Gregg (2020) and
Barthes (2005), I think of complicated affects as shimmers, glistening gradations, not the
binaries of pathology v normal. Pleasure v pain.
I imagine these gleams like verbs emphasise the range of what pleasure pains can do. I take
these ideas to my NonVitruvian.
I create another sheet of paper to produce glinting.
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To make it glimmer, I take the new surface and cut it into small strips to create sparkling shards.
I lay them scattered on the surface of my original NonVitruvian.
Until again, picking up some semblance of ordering the shimmers, I glue the pieces down. Affix
them.
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Art Endings

Art psychotherapy addresses endings pragmatically; there is a review of the art created in
sessions held by the therapist throughout the intervention. (Holding the artwork is like a
psychic container that allows dynamic processes to continue). A review gives room to reflect
on tangible evidence of changes in the sequence of artwork created by the client. And to
reconsider important moments documented in the artmaking. Reviewing invites relooking at
pieces of art that may have held difficult and unprocessed feelings, now returned to the
mundane of paint and paper, clay etc.
Here, I review some of the artwork created during this thesis and reflect on the process.

Art 7.2

Reviewing NonVitruvian
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I am fascinated to see the images of Art 7.2 transform. As if the body, all semblance of
subjectivity, has been obliterated into complicated and dynamic relationships. Intraacting and
desiringmachines of diminutive divorces and minute marriages, moments, which join and
break.
But it wasn’t just NonVitruvian that was created with art.
There were clay enactments. The clay has been frequently reconstituted and reformed for each
engagement. Currently it rests in hard round lumps, thin reams of clingfilm like a sheer dress.
My failure at retaining its moisture; air stole its plasticity.
The paddle still marked black and white is on my art desk. The piece of paper holding my pain
is crushed from being jammed between academic papers – my lack of care for it marking it
with new lines.
The crown of painful words hangs beside me as I work. And the bottle looking for absolution is
in my bookcase, actively pursuing its final disintegration.
The ball gag and whip are here too, as is the canvas, whitened with anger.
From time to time, I still wear the stitchedon clothes. I don’t see the labels anymore.

Art 1.3
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Art 2.1
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Art 4.1

Art 4.2
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Art 4.3

Art 4.4
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Art 4.5

Art 4.6
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Art 5.1
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Art 5.3

Art 5.4
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Art 5.5

Art 6.2
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After reviewing the art, there is a discussion with the client regarding what to do with it. This
consideration is a part of the process of ending. Will the therapist continue to hold (psychically
and physically) the art for the client? Will the client take it home? Burn? Disperse? Trash?
Photograph? Frame? Share?
Each choice has a delightful potential of process. Marking new possibilities, closure, peace,
continued working. There is no definitive meaning to any of these choices. And there are many
more choices.
I consider my NonVitruvian; now, with multiple layers, this thick, awkward and ugly piece of
paper has been folded up and put in a corner in my house. For months it has gathered dust. I
have been searching what to do with it; it has become too solid to work. Too awkward a surface
to paint on. It has become intractable.
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It is only now, as I approach the cessation of this work, the imagined closing of this assemblage
that I reconsider it. It troubles me the thick, ungainly piece of paper. I imagine burning it.
Destroying it. Putting it in the trash.
It takes time to feel into what to do.
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Contemplating Ending in the Garden

My body hurts. My shoulders and back, tight with muscular tensions. There are marks on the
side of my ass from the appropriately chosen pussy willow branch HN found in the garden,
which he used to whip me. I take a picture of the marks against my paleness. I like the
aggravated pattern on the round flesh of my bottom. I send the image to him so he can admire
his handiwork.
He had surprised me with the bendy stick. His normal continuing to delight me. The sex that
we create is constantly shifting and moving. Exploring desires as they emerge. And then
working them. Or not.
I sent him a fantasy of normal sex. He finds the bendy branch to whip me. There is no static
position to our desires, new passions emerging in the postsex glow.
Today, my body marked so recently by our interactions – the pattern on my skin, the shine of
satisfaction, and the aches beaming through my body – I am thinking about this thesis ending.
An arbitrary moment that is created by the tension of stopping.
The ending of this inquiry, this constellation of this sex assemblage; Troubling Pleasures.
Producing this sex assemblage revealed enjoyable, exciting, empowering, difficult and
dangerous. This assemblage highlights that every sex assemblage is unique. Each may work
with different intentions, have other functions. Perhaps exploring pleasure as multiple,
gushing, fullbody or into zones of ecstasy. Or may include and work affects like pain, anger,
love. Some assemblages are determined within long term relationships, including monogamy,
nonmonogamy and polyamory. Or are personal pleasures. Or nopleasure. No sex. Or pleasure
of refusing pleasure. Fleeting. Or a cacophony of all. The potential of intentions and ongoing
engagements are endless.
There are infinite sex assemblages.
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This sex assemblage imperfectly captures moments of sex written during four years as part of
this scholarship for my PhD. It neither defines my past, settles my present, nor predicts my
future sex assemblages. For me, sex continues to intrigue and confound, its amorphousness,
still uncapturable. I am not a sex expert, but I am with the possibilities of sex.
Therefore, this thesis is not a howtodo sex. It is one exploration, one possible configuration.
It is not attempting to produce generalisable theories or conclusions; rather, it becomes an
invitation to attend to the vast potential of sex assemblages.
And in this sex assemblage.
I am thinking about the composite characters. How they, I – we may be understood through
the black and white of text. How I will be understood through the colour of paint, the shape of
clay, and my body's form. I am left with a strange sensation of how flat we seem. Flat or at
least transformed. We become people in this thesis, not the amalgam of people I know. This
thesis version of ourselves becomes an unintentional ethic. We are characters that exist here,
reengaged and reanimated every time we are read. Incarnations in the minds of readers, who
create their own versions of us.
And I consider the people who are not here.
The tales not told.
The stories which lurk underground influencing the landscape of this thesis – like offshoots,
things, words, feelings, events, pruned or separate; edited.
Stories removed; too personal or clattering discordantly, favouring smooth for a sense of unity
and flow. In moments of crisis, uncontrolled swelling was tilted out of this thesis. Even if I note
its pull. I feel an uncomfortable jangle of absence, not sure that I have managed to capture all
that I experience pain pleasure sex can do. What bodies can do. What a sex assemblage, this
sex assemblage can do. And maybe it’s ok that I can’t label or mark or document all the
complicated hidden plateaus and rhizomes.
Which reminds me.
Winter drawing back and spring sweeping forward, I go and contemplate my garden. I see that
the brambles have returned. The labyrinth is obscured by sodden leaves and spurts of new
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grass growth. Silent hints of spring in snowdrops and crocuses. A chair by the table has broken.
Overuse and weather, causing its spontaneous collapse in a moment of strained combined
forces. Was it the chair I sat on whilst struggling with ethics and desire?
As I consider the garden’s new emergences, I think that this thesis is not what I expected. What
occurred has surprised me.
I find it stunning that even with noted absences and omissions – the nuance of relationships,
nonhuman, human, affects, and materials would have been lost if this thesis had been written,
or created, in another way. Breaking Vitruvian and binaries, choosing an ontology of
immanence, and creativerelational inquiry utilised other cocreated voices through artmaking
and my body. It has allowed sex, pleasure, to be conceived as an assemblage – not one thing
but many potential lively intraacting phenomena. This facilitated probing difficult affects,
stretching contradictions and giving space for succulent complexity. This is what creative
relational inquiry can do.
However, my role as artist, writer and scholar in one crucible – this thesis – has been, at times,
fraught. As if I could step away from my experiences, feelings, the work creative and relational
has done, and then write with the clear and precise confidence of an academic. As if I could
shake off my emotions and hide them under, not a scientists lab coat, but a gown and
mortarboard. As if I can pause the process, the becoming, to know and tell and guide and show.
The way the words tumble out of me, sometimes not appropriate for an academic paper,
where there are guidelines that seem as alien to me as a sex manual. Or painting by numbers.
I have not always followed academic conventions in this thesis, but I have followed the outlines
of a creativerelational inquiry. I have used this space like a journaling sketchbook to work
relationships of sex, theory, art and writing, through and with the sublime chaos of creative
spontaneity to produce multifarious knowledge.
It is starting to get dark in the garden, a chilly slow diffuse dusk. I contemplate how creating
this thesis has marked me, like the willow branch whacking against my ass in a moment of
pleasures with HN. Like the artworks documented the process and were intimately engaged
with me, my body. Like Art 1.1, I have been marked by the literature and producing this thesis.
It has changed how I think about sex – accepting what emerges with curiosity. I am changed,
changing, which, in this ending, opens to new possibilities. New possibilities materializing from
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constellations of sex, relationships, this thesis. The edited parts like the buried labyrinth and
dormant untold stories, under the slimy leaves and the fresh shoots of grass, new energies
amass and lines of flight emerge.
I am curious to see what will grow in the garden this year. How it will continue becoming.
How I continue becoming. And the work this thesis can do continues…
It gets dark. A heavy sky, no stars to charm. Just cold, dank air. I go inside. Put the heating on.

Art 7.3

And then I know what to do. With the push and pull of amassing energies – I start cutting.
I cut the thick layered paper of my NonVitruvian. I cut it back into its A4 sheets. Now layered
with time, paint, collage, moments, memories.

,
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I cut, thinking about my latest distraction. My latest purchase. A proper steel boned corset in
vibrant green. It is not like the cheap underwear I have been gleefully wearing; the corset is
weighty, substantial. Beautifully made, a piece of art. It takes a surprisingly long time and care
to put on and fit properly. It is a considered process. It contains my body in rigid and gasping
intensity.
This deep and difficult pleasure, being held this tightly, does something to my body's
sensations. I err on claustrophobia, so the thrill of being immovable has an added intensity. It
heightens and provokes the complication of pleasure.
I think about how being bound is another absence in this thesis. Something that has been
mentioned in passing but has been neglected from the full attention it deserves. Not just a
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restraint, it contains and enforces pleasure. I am now thinking with my vibrant green about
being bound.
And binding.
I pile up the recut A4 sheets and look at them. Unsure what to do now. How to end.
I look at the A4 pieces of paper piled in my room. Each page sparkling with texture, layers seen
and unseen, multiplicity and potentiality.

I decide to bind the fragments like I am bound in my corset.
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It becomes something else. Bound in the middle, the art is also a thesis, a book. A sketchbook.
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Lines of Flight at the Threshold

Both the thesis and the art, like this pleasure pain sex assemblage, became held and ordered.
This ordering included journeying into the garden, to the Caribbean, in coffee shops,
swimming, in bars, at work, in my vestibule, front room, over the Braid Hills, in my bed, bath,
watching porn, in fantasies, in his flat, in his front room, in his bedroom, and dungeons. With
lovers, friends, family, objects, materials, intensities, affects, forces, weather, words, literature
and concepts.
It started with my curiosity, the disparity between the literature on BDSM and SM. The former
endorsing it, the later pathologising. I wanted to investigate and complicate the apparent
clarity of these two positions because I felt that neither held my experiences of sex. Nor did
the impossible idea of normal sex. As a therapist, I was curious about how to think about these
conflicting views.
Troubling pleasures: two provocations in one statement. First, it challenges pleasures regarded
as problematic, pathological and bad. And it confronts the idea that pleasure is pure or normal,
good.
After contesting the easy labelling and reductive, gendered, homogenising and essentialising
of the literature, I needed a form of scholarship which could work a female perspective
between the dichotomies to produce a rich and complex thesis. I conceived the pleasure pain
sex assemblage and with creativerelational inquiry, I asked,
With writing, art, concepts and the body – what can creativerelational inquiry do?
What can a sex assemblage do?
What can pleasure pain sex do? What can pain do? What can pleasure do? What else emerges
through pain and pleasure sex?
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These questions allowed generative inquiry through concepts, art and writing, that contested
categorising sex as normal, pathology or pastime. Breaking binaries, I defied marking one form
of pleasure as good and another as bad.
I engaged creativerelational inquiry, art with affects to note the emergence of other affects;
like numbness, suffering, shame, guilt, power, silence, anger and impotence. Feelings which
although massaged in and through sex, are not perverse, weird, wild or unnormal.
I felt within and beyond the dichotomies of pathology v pastime, to attend to further
relationships with objects, people and excesses. I encountered edges of ethics. I troubled
intentions, the function of sex, pleasure, as one thing – locked into narratives of PVI
heteronormativity. Pleasure needed to be troubled, because there needs to be fresh
conversations about sex that move beyond pleasure as stagnant, essentialised, linear,
monolithic and good. Or dangerous and bad.
My sex assemblage evolves. Becoming. Excitement of arousal continues to pleasurably agitate
my bodymind, not just when having pleasure pain sex. Large arcs of aggregates of pleasures,
desires and erotics are immanent, boundless and generative. They entwine with complicated
experiences, sensations, moments, which are enmeshed in life. Entanglements of millions of
minute marriages and dozens of diminutive divorces – producing more than troubling
pleasures
.
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Ending, the bound pages look like they will take flight.

Ending. From this pleasure pain sex assemblage, energies are moving me, resonating in the
past, present and now spiralling into the future.
In the beginning, as in this ending, I am hesitating on a threshold. I am wavering on a cusp of
potential beginnings. Lines of flight hovering into new territories, into new sex assemblages.

*

A ping. HN texts he is coming over.
I am standing in my vestibule. The letterbox clatters loudly.
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